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THE ILLUSIONIST

Up ahead the child was walking in that outsweeping way again, dragging
each foot around in a lazy, scraping arc along the cement of the sidewalk. "I've
told you about that once already today, Amy," her aunt called sharply to her.
"You'll ruin those new shoes."The girl's feet came abruptly unstuck, lifting free
of the sidewalk. Claire, her aunt, sighed - a moan deprived of voice. Just a few
days. Those had been her sister's exact words. Claire remembered. When the
knocking had wakened her that morning just over three years ago, it had still
been dark outside. Claire had opened the door to find her sister standing on the
porch, hugging herself against the early morning chill, though this had seemed
more an action prompted by memory than an actual response to temperature.
Her sister had not looked as though she truly felt cold; she had looked feverish,
warily attuned to some inward agitation. Keep Amy just a few days, she had
pleaded, already carrying the sleeping child from her car into Claire's house.
Within moments she had driven away, leaving Claire in a sickly grey light
which promised dawn tosit in bewilderment listening to the child's tranquil and
measured breathing. Now Amy was five and Claire could not recall exactly
when she had last heard from the girl's mother, who at that time had been living
with the bass layer in a third-rate rock group called the Brick Kidney.
Christmas? Or was it the birthday before that? Twenty dollars, a pair of pajamas
several sizes too small for Amy, a few lines written hastily across the back of a
card. And next year Amy would be starting school.
As soon as they arrived at the Community Center building, which was only
a few blocks' walk, Claire set Amy free to play while she went to the washroom.
Sot wanting to be seen wearing her old glasses, she had slipped these into her
purse just down the street. Now she put her contact lenses into place and took a
hasty assessment in the mirror. Because she regularly read the features on
!lairstyles and make-up in the women's magazines, Claire felt reasonably
confident that she had done about as much as anyone could. Foundation and
hiusher, tactically deployed, widened her cheekbones, softened and amplified
them beyond their natural pinched frugality. With shadow and liner swelling
!!ie boundaries of her eyes, they grew wonderfully larger. Her hair, allowed
only the exact optimum latitudinal expansion, neither emphasized the narrowness of her face by framing it too snugly nor dwarfed it within bloated fluffs and
weeps.
IVhen Claire emerged from the washroom, her contact lenses brought into
iwus for her the makeshift stage at the opposite end of the Community Center's
:nne meeting hall. Draped in brightly-colored cloth, the magician's props were
ut out upon the stage in a semicircle. Clairesaw, too, that the hall was beginning
in fill rapidly with people and set out in search of Amy. She found her niece
ready seated near the stage, claiming a second chair for Claire, assuming a
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posture which suggested nothing of either eagerness or impatience. She seemed
to wait with a resigned curiosity which made Claire wish that she would whine
and squirm and kick her heels irritatingly against her chair brace as other
children were. It was this very quietness, this placid uncontentiousness of Amy
which so unsettled Claire. She could not read it, and so feared it, feared that it
might conceal some smoldering core of rage. She had dark, hushed forebodings
of the bad seed, the changeling, which is why she wanted to make sure the child
understood. This is your mother, she would tell Amy, showing her photographs
which had mostly been taken when Claire's sister was in high school and very
likely hardly resembled her any more. The few letters and postcards she read
aloud to her niece again and again. Some day you'll go live with your mother,
she would say. Won't that be nice? Amy would always nod, solemnly, without
conviction. But Claire knew it simply would not do to stake too much of herself
upon such a doomed and fragile relationship. At all times she maintained a
precautionary distance while portioning out to Amy precisely those quantities
of attention and solicitude she adjudged necessary for the child's well-being.
What remained she guarded in reserve for a future which would bring her other
things, a husband, children of her own. It had to. It was only fair, after all.
Claire, who was growing increasingly impatient both because the program
was not starting on time and because Amy was not in the least impatient, turned
with a polite smile and the expectation of pleasant conversation when someone
sat down in the chair on the other side of her. She met the amiablegaze of a man
fat and bald in equal stages of advancement. Between face and neck there was
only a suggestion of distinction, the face flowing into the neck which overflowed a straining collar. Streams of sweat ran glistening from forehead to
collar. This was a man who suggested to Claire fluidity, instability around the
margins, and she disliked him immediately because he ohviously took so little
care about his appearance. And because he was smoking a cigar right there in
the middle of the crowded hall. "Hot, ain't it?" the man said, wiping at his
forehead with a handkerchief. In reply she informed him that he must put it
out. He looked offended, which Claire felt was hardly justified, but dropped the
cigar and crushed it under his shoe. The tip of it, she noted with distaste, was all
chewed and soggy. At this moment the chairwoman of the local charity fund
which was sponsoring the evening's entertainment took the stage to deliver
some opening remarks. As soon as the woman began to speak, Claire decided
that the waiting had been better, for there was something so relentlessly
pleasant about the woman's voice that it germinated a faint tendril of pain
inside Claire's head. So happy to welcome you here tonight. She seemed intent
on speaking for at least a quarter hour, and while she spoke the man beside
Claire continued settling in his chair, spreading out, oozing toward her. She
would suddenly become conscious of his contact with her thigh and shift a little
more towards Amy, but there was never anything so definite as a touch. The
space between them was simply being slowly, and hy a prncess as natural as the
subsidence and collapse of riverbanks, displaced. Given the simultaneous
impingement upon her of the man's bulk and the woman's airily confectionary
voice, Claire began to feel singled-out, cornered.
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At last the woman stepped down and the magician took the stage, hut this
fact somehow did not serve to improve Claire's mood. Elegantly dressed in
black tie and swallowtailed coat with a long cape hanging from his shoulders,
the magician was followed by a woman in a strapless one-piece costume which
had afringe, a hint, of skirt at the bottom and was precipitously low-cut in front.
After a bow, the man swept off his cape and let it billow into the hands of the
woman. Looking at him, Claire had an immediate sense of disaster. About this
magician there was something smirking and repellent. His hair glistened with
far too much oil, was combed back on the top and sides with too much severity.
His moustache was trimmed too thin to be entirely decent. His smile beamed
insinuations.
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. I am Sarno the Great, prestidigitator
extraordinaire," he announced, his voice having the tinny, momentous ring of a
carnival sideshow barker. "It is my intention tonight to amaze you, to astound
you, to perform feats which the eye denies and the mind rejects. But first, and
since I was speaking of wonders, allow me to introduce my assistant, Margot."
He beckoned to the woman with a flowing rotation of an extended hand. She
stepped forward, bowed, and in doing so dropped to the audience's eye level
several inches of cleavage of a spectacular depth.
"Margot is a lady of many talents," observed Sarno the Great. "Two. Her
costume, as yon can see, leaves a lot to be desired. What's underneath it. Ha."
He looked toward the woman. "Say hello to your feet while you're down there,"
he told her. "Recognize them?" Turning again to the audience, he said, "Let's
make Margot feel welcome, folks. I know a lot of you fellows out there would
\\-elcomea feel of Margot. Ha. Come on now, everybody, let's give Margot the
clap."
Applause scattered hesitantly through the hall. Light rain, gust-blown
across a lake. It quickly died. The woman was still forming a right angle of
herself, her arms flung straight out to the side as though poised for a dive.
"That's enough now, my dear," the magician told her. "I know your back's
setting tired supporting all that weight and I'm sure the floor was swept
already."
After the woman had straightened up, Sarno the Great placed an arm
around her shoulders. "I really don't know how I'd get along without Margot,
folks:' he confided to the audience. "I'm an absent-minded sort of fellow -any
nf yon like that? - put something down, ten seconds later you can't remember
\\-here it is? Well, I'll tell you, whenever I want something kept in a safe place, I
just let Margot take charge of it." While he was speaking one of his hands had
snaked over the woman's shoulder and the other was brought up in front so that
tile! joined in front of her bosom. Together the hands seemed to delve into her
cleavage. "Take birds," he said as his hands glided smoothly, circling each other
a! thnngh he were rubbing oil into them. "Where would a magician be without"
- his hands came up with a live bird perched upon the palm of each - "his
birds?"
He stepped away from his assistant and held the birds out for the audience
!n cee. "Two milk-white doves," he said. "One for each of Margot's milk-white"
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-he paused -"hands." He and the woman extended their hands toward each
other and the two birds almost simultaneously hopped delicately from his hands
to hers. While she put them away inside one of the boxes draped in cloth, the
magician took a bow.
When the woman returned to the front of the stage, he again put an arm
around her and peered down between her breasts. "You never know," he said,
"just what Margot's hiding in there. Last week I found a Japanese soldier who
hadn't heard the war was over. He refused to surrender, said he had orders to
hold these mountains. Hmmmmm, what's this?" His hands moved, seemed to
burrow, covering their actions with an excess of activity, more than the eye
could follow. Then one hand came down, the other rose, encircling a suddenly
exposed breast. "Oops," he said. "Looks like I'm holding the mountain."
Claire was not sure whether the audience had gasped in concert or her own
intake of breath had been so violent as to make it appear so to her. Chairs were
scraping as a number of people rose to leave, and yet somehow there was an
impression of absolute silence, the noise now being produced by people in
motion seeming to detach itself from hearing, to exist on a separate plane and be
perceived by some other sense. For a moment Claire had an impulse to place
her hand over Amy's eyes, but she resisted it as too fussy, too old-maidish.
Curious, though, about the child's reaction, she looked at Amy and discerned
none. The child was watching the stage with the same thoughtfulness as she had
all evening, giving no indication of shock, mirth, enjoyment, boredom. Though
she never seemed to enjoy anything greatly, on the other hand she was never
made greatly unhappy by anything, either.
When Claire returned her attention to the stage, she saw that the magician
had released his hold on the woman's bare breast and it bobbed, drifted free of
her and began rising in the air, floating with a massive slowness toward the
ceiling. It was just then that the chuckling began. A bubbling, a percolating.
People started turning around to look. No one else in the entire, stunned
audience had laughed at the magician's tasteless antic except the man sitting
right beside Claire. Soon everybody, it seemed, was looking at him, and so, of
course, at her. After a few seconds, some of them began to laugh tentatively
themselves, not so much at the magician hut at the laughter itself. Laughter
awoke still more laughter, called it forth and nourished its growth. At precisely
the moment when the large man's chuckling had matured into robust whoops,
something occurred somewhere inside Claire's head, somewhere in those
regions not accessible for scrutiny, something akin to thumbing through a book
in which one has only casual or intermittent interest, or perhaps more disjunct,
perhaps more like the switching of channels on a television set. Since it was not
greatly to her liking, Claire simply skipped over this part of the evening and
went directly to another part. She could not have explained how she accomplished this or where the discarded portion of time had gone, hut these questions
did not trouble her.
Thereafter she found herself able to adjust her reception so that the magic
show faded in and out for her. At different times, different things occupied her
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attention. She would watch the magician perform one of his tricks, as when he
held a silk scarf outstretched between his hands and with a quick twist of his
wrists turned it inwards upon itself, making the scarf disappear to be replaced
by a bouquet of flowers. Then she would shift her attention for a time to the fat
man beside her, monitoring his movements in his chair, his position relative to
her, his laughter, even his sweating, which she could detect, or imagined she
could detect, by meansof a shrinking sensation along her skin on the side nearest
him. After attending to him for a satisfactory length of time, Claire might either
return to the magician, watch him, for instance, cut up several lengths of rope
with scissors and then join the rope together again, or she might direct her eyes
up at the breast-shaped balloon pressing itself firmly against the ceiling. She
would look at it, and its painted nipple would look back at her.
She had many options, and received the magician's act only in blips. Click.
Large metal rings were looped together and then separated. Click. The fat man
sweated, mopped at his face with a handkerchief. He seemed to have ceased
settling in his chair so that the limits of his extension in space were more clearly
defined. Click. A breeze whispered through the hall and the breast balloon
rocked on its mooring, the nipple appearing to wink at Claire.
"And your occupation, sir?'said Sarno the Great to the husband of a
couple he had summoned onstage from the audience.
"Real estate!" the man literally screamed, his voice wrenching violently
free of his stage fright.
"I'll have to have a talk with you after the show," replied the magician. "I'd
like your advice on how I can get a lot." He winked at the audience.
"You, you'd need collateral!" the man shouted in a stutter, wrying his
mouth into a crippled, terrified smile.
"Ah, very good," the magician laughed appreciatively. "We could examine my collateral, but I promised Margot not to drop my pants during the show."
"Haar!" roared the fat man, at the same moment giving Claire a nudge in
the ribs with his elbow. Every muscle in her body went rigid. She held her
breath, the act of containment a physical mimicry of the repression of her
outrage. Until the impulse to leap from her chair and run had passed, Claire
kept her muscles tensed, straining against and negating each other. When she
felt at last that there was no longer peril in allowing herself breath and motion
aeain, she shifted closer to Amy. The magician meanwhile had proceeded to
ettract all sorts of objects, coins, small colored balls, flowers, yards of silk cloth,
from the pockets, ears, and noses of the couple onstage. As they left for their
seats. he thanked them for being good sports and returned to the astonished
h ~ ~ r h a nhis
d wallet and wristwatch. There was much laughter and applause.
T'nose in the audience who had chosen to remain had thawed enormously to
Carno the Great.
".And now, ladies and gentlemen," he announced when the applause had
died. "we come to the most difficult feat of the evening, something which no
one other than myself has ever dared attempt. I know you've all seen a magician
u\r-a \yoman in half at one time or another, but never as I propose to do it." As
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he spoke his assistant began wheeling out a long wooden box on a metal frame.
"And so that there will be no suspicion that the lady is in collusion with me in
any way, I will not use my assistant for this trick but will select entirely at
random.. . ."
Struck at some time when Claire was not watching by an unusually strong
breeze, the balloon had rolled so that the nipple was no longer visible to her. Still
it stared. Wall-eyed now and blind, it assumed an oracular character, touching
off in Claire a dim foreboding. She regarded this as somewhat belated, since
surely the worst of the evening was already past.
". . . you, Aunt Claire," Amy was saying softly, tugging politely at her
sleeve.
"What?" whispered Claire, turning to her niece. "What are you saying?"
"It's you he wants," the child replied. Claire scowled quizzically at her.
"The lovely lady in the pale green dress over here on my left," Sarno the
Great said loudly from the stage.
Claire looked up, realized he was pointing at her. What was he talking
about? What did he want with her?
"Would you please come up on the stage," he coaxed. "I assure you there is
nothing to fear."
"Oh, go ahead. Be a sport," said the fat man, giving her a light push on the
shoulder. " ~ e thim saw you in half."
She drew sharply away from him, but other people were adding their
encouragement. She was astonished to look around her and find the hall still
largely full, having assumed that most of the audience had left after the breast
balloon trick. Claire found herself trapped at the convergence of a hundred eye
beams. As a member not only of the sponsoring club but of the very committee
which had arranged for this evening's entertainment, it would be too jarringly
uncivil of her to refuse.
She stood and turned to squeeze her way out past the fat man when she
noticed that she had caught up her purse in her hand. Surely, she reasoned, she
would have no need for that, it would probably even he a nuisance to her, so she
turned back toward Amy. As she bent forward to hand the purse down to the
girl, the contact lens fell from her right eye straight into Amy's lap. In an instant
her hand had closed around the lens, but once she had rescued it she did not
know exactly what to do with it. In front of all these people she just could not
bring herself to put the lens hack into her eye. It seemed somehow crude, like
removing false teeth in public, willingly collaborating in one's own humiliation.
"Come along, please," urged the magician. "I think they already have this
place rented out for New Year's Eve."
Claire cringed under the laughter. With one eye closed, she gave her niece
an assessing, searching look, troubled by how little she knew of what lay behind
that small, composed face. Amy looked back at her questioningly. "Well, here,"
whispered Claire, suddenly thrusting her errant contact lens into Amy's hand.
"Hold on to this."
When she straightened herself up and turned once more towards the aisle
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nearest her, she almost lost her balance. Everything seemed to be rushing
toward the right side, drawn as if into a vacuum to that lighter atmosphere of
blurred shapes, melting forms. For a second she shut her right eye, thereby
restoring unity if not symmetry of focus, but she knew it was very unbecoming
to squint out of one eye and so opened the right one again. At least the wall was
to her right, the andience to her left, her side of clear vision, as she went toward
the stage. Claire directed toward everyone what she felt to be a plucky smile.
When she reached the stage, Sarno the Great took her hand to help her
make the step up. "Thank you very much for your cooperation," he said.
"You're welcome," she replied, praying that he would not make any jokes
about her.
Still holding her hand, he led her over to the long wooden box sitting on its
stand. "I want you to look into this box and tell the audience what you see
inside," he instructed her.
"Nothing," she said truthfully. The box was lined with felt and looked
padded at the bottom, but it contained nothing that Claire could see.
"Now I'm sure none of you will doubt this lady's word, ah, Mrs.. . .?"He
looked enquiringly at her.
"Miss," Claire corrected, firmly. "Miss Rundell."
"No one would entertain the least suspicion that Miss Rundell would
mislead them. But, just so there won't be even the slightest doubt. . . ." The
magician took one end of the box, his assistant the other, and together they
tipped it over on its side so that the audience could see into it. "Look closely,"
said Sarno the Great, running his hand over the sides and bottom. "Nothing
here. No secret panels. No mirrors."
After the two of them had flipped the box so that it rested on its bottom
once again, the magician removed a cloth covering a smaller box and lifted
something out of it. "Now everyone here knows what this is, I'm sure," he said.
"It's a gasoline-powered chain saw, just like any of you can go out and buy. It has
not been modified or tampered with in any way. And to prove it - Margot, if
you will."
The woman came forward with a piece of wood and held it up for the
audience to see. Stretching it out then to arm's length from her body, she kept
her hold on one end of the wood and wedged the other against a corner of the
box. Sarno the Great gave the crank cord on the saw a few pulls and it caught
with a roar that, in the hall with its concrete walls and floor, rebounded and
folded back into itself and gathered until its loudness was almost unendurable,
of the kind, like huge industrial mills or trains passing close by, which invites an
outpouring of screams. With a whine the blade gnawed into and through the
piece of wood, sending sawdust flying, and the free end fell to the stage with a
thump Claire could feel in her feel but not hear. The magician switched off the
power saw, which gave a few sputters and died. Silence returned warily,
uncertain of its territorial rights. The magician began speaking and Claire's ears
were picking up the words, but her mind required a moment or two to clear
away the remnants of sound left over from thc power saw before it had space for
receiving anything new.
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". . . can see for yourself. Real wood. Solid oak. Pass them around." Sarno
the Great leaned out from the stage and handed the two halves of the piece of
wood to two people sitting in the front row. Then he turned his attention again
to Claire. "Now I will ask you please to step up and into the box," he told her.
His assistant had, since the demonstration of the saw, unfolded portable
metal steps and placed them at one end of the box. Carefully, for her high heels
did not facilitate climbing, Claire mounted the steps and lifted first one and
then the other foot into the box.
"Please, now, lie down inside. Make yourself comfortable," the magician
instructed. Holding to the sides, she sat and then, smoothing out her dress
beneath her as best she could, lay back on the padded bottom, hands folded
across her stomach. "Now," she heard the magician say, "I'm going to place a
lid over the top of the box and fasten it with four latches on each side, two on
each end.'' His head appeared over the edge of thr box on her right side. She
turned her head toward him to bring him into the visual field of her left eye.
"Please don't be afraid, Miss Rundell," he said loudly. "The box will not be
sealed airtight. You will be able to breathe easily. You are in absolutely no
danger at all. All right?"
She nodded.
As he began positioning the lid on the box, he managed to lean close to her
ear and whisper without moving his lips in the least: "Whatever yon might feel
or hear, don't be afraid. It's all part of the trick." Before the lid came down he
winked at her quickly. At first the inside of the box seemed totally dark, and
Claire was just a little afraid. Gradually her eyes began to discover slivers of
light around the edge of the top. She could hear the magician talking and soon
afterwards heard latches being closed. She then felt herself being lowered
slowly and a bit unevenly, as though by some arrangement of pulleys, but the
space into which she might be descending she could not imagine since she had
seen for herself that there was absolutely nothing beneath the openmetal frame
upon which the box was resting. She assumed, however, that some mechanism
for her protection had been set in operation and began to relax, even to
experience the tingle of a mildly roguish satisfaction at playing some part in
deceiving the audience. Perhaps, after all, a rally was still possible and the
evening would not prove a defeat.
To Claire, inside the box, the noise was not so battering when the power
saw started up a second time, and the vibrations which she felt when the blade
touched some part of the box were actually quite pleasant. Very soon -the rich
but unassertive smell of sawdust had barely begun to sift down to her - the saw
choked out in a flabby sort of sound. Immediately there were new noises, a
blanket of speech of unusual loudness, a few shouts, some screams. Claire
smiled. This trick must truly have been spectacular. Later she would have to get
someone to describe for her what it had been like to the audience. A metallic
crash startled her - the sound of chairs overturned on the concrete floor. Just
outside the box, within a few feet of her, she heard themagician shout, "Margot,
did you forget to open the false bottom? Christ, we've done this trick a thousand
times!"
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Several feet thumped the stage. "Quick, let's get her out of there," someone
said, a man's voice gone strangely, comically shrill.
"Everybody makes mistakes," the magician whined. "A juggler sometimes
drops his balls."
"Crazy bastard!" someone snapped.
"Never mind him now," said someone else, the man with the shrill voice.
"Let's get the top off this thing fast."
Puzzled, Claire waited through muchfumbling with the twelve latches. At
last the top was snatched away and several hands reached down toward her.
Oddly, the people whose blurred faces she saw peering into the box seemed
much further away than they should have been. Only their fingertips reached
her, poking her all over without regard for decorum. Largely u~lassistedshe got
to her feet and discovered that she now stood up to her waist in the box which
had been no deeper than a coffin when she stepped in, stood, in fact, at floor
level precisely as did the group of men surrounding the box. As she rose, they
stepped back, and though their faces were not focused for her, their movements
were jerky and startled as they peered underneath the metal stand upon which
the box still seemed to rest. At last two of them took Claire under the arms and
helped her climb out. "Tharik you, gentlemen," she said with a smile.
Closing her right eye, the one missing its contact lens, Claire took in her
surroundings. There seemed to have been a disturbance, but the nature and
cause of it were not evident to her. She noticed that a dark red liquid had left a
streak down the side of the wooden box from the bottom of the gash cut into it
by the power saw and that this had dripped into a pool on the floor. The stage
had become so crowded, however, that she could not inspect more closely. Out
in the audience the neatly spaced rows of people had disintegrated into
irregular knots and clumps from whch individuals strayed like fragments
thrown off. Some moved toward the door with more haste and determination
than the mere conclusion of the show would have generated. Many more had
compacted down in front of the stage, spilling over onto it, enveloping it.
Bottoming out far below the noise level of the crowd was a rnmhling, concnssive
laugh which Claire recognized instantly as that of the fat man.
People kept approaching her tentatively, in awe, to ask if she were all right.
"Of course," she replied, merrily at first, but after many repetitions of the
question, blankly. She would have liked to have left the stage - there seemed
no reason for her to continue standing there - but everyone bad jammed so
tightly around her that there was no direction in which she could move. At one
point in the rank nearest her, several people lurched suddenly forward as
though punched hard from behind. Roiled and unsettled, the line gave way and
.\my burst through. Without time to brace herself against the impact, Claire
\\>asalmost knocked over, being first struck at knee level and then having her
legs clamped together by the child's encircling arms so that she could not widen
her stance in order to lower her center of gravity.
"Amy, for goodness' sakes," she said, pulling at the girl's arms while
maintaining a precarious balance. "You're wrinkling my dress and getting it all
wet. Here, let go. Stop that! What's the matter with yon?' Amy was sobbing
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hysterically against her. Claire tried to pry the girl's arms loose, but the moreshe
pulled at them the harder Amy squeezed. Claire would not have believed a
small child could be so strong. To the people around her she gave what she
intended to be a sociably helpless look, but remembered as she swayed to keep
her balance that she was still squinting out of one eye, which meant that her
expression was probably soured, at the least peculiar.
Someone on the stage shouted angrily and loudly enough to attract her
attention: "Yon ought to be jailed for this!" Turning toward the voice, Claire
saw that some woman from the audience had pushed herself belligerently near
to Sarno the Great. Beside the magician stood his assistant Margot, her arms
crossed over her enormous bust, her gaze directed in studious boredom at the
ceiling.
"Now why is that?" the magician replied testily. "You wanted magic. You
paid for it. Well, here it is, honey. Can't you even recognize it when you see it?"
In his voice there was a kind of sleazy pride, an oily dignity. "That was no
ordinary trick," he continued. "You won't see anybody else doing it. I have to
replace this side panel in this box every time I perform it. Look here. Genuine
fiberboard."
"Guess she was worried," said someone very near to Claire, wresting her
attention from Sarno the Great. Her legs in Amy's grip, her hands still struggling
to break that grip, only Claire's head was free to turn toward the person who had
spoken. "Guess your daughter thought you were a goner when that blood came
pouring out," the man said to her. "We all did. I just aboiit threw up."
Claire did not understand what he meant but she spent not a second
wondering why everyone had thought her a goner. The effluence of betrayal
within her allowed no space for curiosity, surging even into her hands to lend
them the desperation finally to wrench herself free of her niece's grip. Holding
the child by the wrists, she saw a trickle of blood from one small clenched fist.
Claire understood at once: Amy hadshattered her contact lens. Shelookedagain
at the man who had spoken to her, swallowing hard several times against a
quavering in her throal, the rapid mutations of her smile forming a vocabulary
of tension. "She is not my daughter," Claire managed at last to announce in a
quietly grinding tone. "She's only my niece. I'm just looking after her." The
man nodded at her and she added, "It's strictly temporary, yon understand."
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PRITZKER IS TAKING THE CURE

Again.
Oh, I know what this posturing prick Pritzker is up to. For weeks now, no
calls, no scribbled notes in my mailbox demanding money (". . . or the blood of
your tow-headed progeny will be on your hone-pale hands!"; 1 send a check. I
have no progeny, tow-headed, two-headed, bald-headed, pin-headed or otherwise. Listen, do I need this?) and when I sniff him out in a greasy cafeteria over
on Wilson (notice: I don't bother with bars, not after two weeks without
nuttiness, but go directly to someplace where there's chcap rood. Do I know this
Pritzker?) and we return to the apartment he's sharing with the Hungarian
woman on Clarendon he insists we walk up (four flights! Steep as a ladder!)
instead of taking the elevator like sensible people.
Again, Pritzker is taking the cure. All the signs.
When Pritzker goes on the wagon (Do I know him? Inside and out, I know
him!) he eats. Constantly. Piles - no, mountains! -of junk. A dozen White
Castles at a time. And suddenly he's an exercise fiend, a regular Bruce Jenner.
He attacks stairs like a fat bear clambering a tree. Sometimes he even puts on
sweat pantsand a sweatshirt and puffsupand down the beach where everybody
can see him "rehabilitate." That's his word: every time, he vows this time he
will "rehabilitate" his hody.
Pardon the expression, pig poop. His hody is a slum, a burnt-out ghetto,
bloated decay wrapped in devastation; it's beyond rehabilitation.
The Hungarian woman is not in the apartment. Pritzker sounds like he's
dying after the stairs. His dog waddles around me, breathing like he's got
asthma, sniffing my leg and rubbing his hind end against my shin. Pritzker's
dog smells like old wet socks.
"Irene's at the shop," Pritzker says. "She'll be home soon."
Pritzker's dog collapses by the door and goes to sleep with his tongue out.
"I'd like to see her again." This is not true, really. What can I say to her?
For a smart woman, you're pretty dumb? I tried that with Clara. . . But it's also
literally true: I like to see Irene because she's got a fantastic chcst.
Irene, the Hungarian woman, is going to be the fifth Mrs. Pritzker. I know
this. Why? Because Pritzker is a marrier, that's why. Like some people are
fingernail-chewers or pencil-tappers, a habit, Pritzker is a marrier. If he's not
married at the moment, he's getting ready to marry somebody. That's the why
of it for Pritzker. But why will she be Mrs. Pritzker numero five, what's in it for
her? Who knows. Even I don't know and I am a Pritzker expert, know him
inside and out. It's one of the great mysteries the way Pritzker attracts women,
not just for a night, something like fascinated revulsion, but for marriage.
Listen, I can barely stand to he around him and he's my brother, my own flesh
and blood. Pritzker and women - this I don't understand at all.
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Maybe they're dazzled by what they think he is and don't see what he
really is.
Pritzker is a poet.
Nonsense? Of course, nonsense. Did I say no? Say "nonsense" a hundred
times, you don't come close, but there it is.
Here, take a look at this:

Not Included Not Included
(for Demitros, Stephie,
Lonnie, Skags and Lisa)
Men's chest Waders fully-Vulcanized full Cut for Comfortable fit
inside Pocket drawstring Closure vee-Cleated sole and heel-shit
Suspenders not Included
&

Plasticky plastic Radio & plastic Chevrolet impalas ( ~ 8 t h
scale)
but
Batteries not Included
&

Rain again This morning.
No No umbrella. Again.
I'm no fucking good.
&

It's raining T h i ~afternoon
Lisa of My wet Dream went
Rack to Omaha or Kyle
&

No fucking.
Good
so
don't Count your
Pennies
or Your blessings
When you Read the Menu because - Believe it tips Not included
So this is a poem? You don't think so, I don't think so, but it's a poem. I'm
not making it up. It's in two anthologies.
You think people laugh at Pritzker for this? Listen, for such nonsense
young women without stockings in straw sandals and hair down to here drink
Gallo
wine out of ulastic elasses and crowd around him (I've been at
warm
.
.
plaws w h r r r t l ~ ~ s ; ~ < t happenr
~ ~ n l l l and ask him a1)o11thi\ Kl~drrnhA I I roll
~
their
rvrs likr the11 c\ ctnll, arc oilctl and sa\ t h ~ i so11l,3rr
r
j l ~ l t t c ~ i~l lrtht*
d \lidwr,t
and they shove notebooks full of their poetry at him and, later, when there's so
much smoke your eyes water and nobody changes the record so it keeps playing
~~

-
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over and over again, he goes off with one of them. One time, he went off with
two at once, but they were sisters.
I used to think it was something Gallo put in the wine, some kind of
pesticide maybe, or the effects of marijuana on the immature female mind, but
I've seen it happen when the women weren't all that young and they were
drinking coffee. Believe me, it's a great mystery, something to drive you crazy. I
think about those women in bed with Pritzker and it makes me sick. . . .
So he's a poet. How does he live, you wonder, writing this "poetry"? This is
not a mystery. Money, not a lot but more than enough, flows to Pritzker from
every direction. It sloshes over him like rain. For one thing, he scribbles whole
hooks of "poetry." Why not? You saw it. Even a dummy could write ten, fifteen
of these "poems" in one day. Rut for writing these books he gets something. And
he gets grants. He gives lecture-readings. Oh, and he marries women with
incomes. He puts notes in my mailbox when he's drinking: "fifty dollars. . . or I
shall not be responsible for the spraying of your precious orchids with a toxic
substance. This is your penultimate warning!" Knowing he'll drink it up, I pay
anyway, even though 1 live on the seventeenth floor of a residential hotel nothing fancy, but it's not a bad place - and I don't have orchids, not even a
geranium in a pot on the windowsill. Plants make me sneeze. He knows that.
No. How Pritzker makes a living, that's no mystery. A crime, maybe, but
not a mystery.
Pritzker's life is very strange, very disorganized. Except for the money,
none of it makes any sense. He should be over at the Pacific Garden with the
other drunks, no - well, for example, the Pritzker wives. Is Pritzker an Adonis?
Like his dog is a greyhound, he's an Adonis.
Here, take a look at this:
Portly? Corpulent? Falstaffian? Yes, and more. A figure as immense as his
talent. Skull smooth as wave-washed rock, hair ebbed to delicate fringe
around his ears, he. . . .
That's from the hack of one of his books. Pig poop. What he is is fat. Not even
good healthy fat, either, but loose swollen fat, like a pale garbage hag full of
grapefruit rinds, that's Pritzker. On his head, nothing, but so much beard only
his eyes peep through over the cheekbones, Appealing? Like moldy chop suey.
But these women - mature, good-looking, chesty women, every one with a job
-they keep marrying him. Pritzker may leave parties with gawky young bints
in floppy dresses like their grandmothers wore, but, when he marries, believe
me the bride has a job - or makes pretty good money doing something. Poetry
is not a job.
Let me give you a for-instance: the second Mrs. Pritzker, Clara (actually
the second and the fourth-and-a-half because she married him twice) writes
poetry, too. But not like Pritzker's. In addition to a sizeable and shapely chest,
the woman has class (except for marrying Pritzker). Clara's poems - nice and
readable stuff with rhymes on the ends and little stories you can follow about
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how skies weep and the nightbird cries when winter comes and true love dies.
Stuff like that, good stuff you don't get a headache trying to figure out,
something you can think about. But even writing good stuff like that, she
teaches at college (down-town branch). She knows teaching is a job. Poetry is not
a job. Especially, "poetry" is not a job. "A Fallow Felon" - can you believe
that? - it's nothing hut a lot of obscene words and n o , I can't even tell you
about it.
Anyway, so why did she marry Pritzker, not once but twice? Forget about
the teaching, just think about the poetry. 1mean, the culture between those two
people - cat and dog, oil and water. Listen, this woman not only has a
wonderful chest and a sensible mind and a good-paying job, already she's got
three real poetry books published. I'm talking about real books with hard covers
and titles stamped in gold letters and little drawings inside she did herself.
Pritzker? Eleven books - and not one with a hard cover. All of them like
comic books with covers yon wonldn't believe. One of them (I'm not making
this up) has a droopy flower and a wavery sword and a couple of things that look
like fuzzy mushrooms or fuzz-balls from under a bed (because it's Pritzker's,
when 1 look at it 1 see fuzz-balls), the whole mess colored all over the most
godawful hlnes and pinks and smears of orange. A five-year-old could draw a
better flower. That's one called Scallewag Scallion. Do you believe that? Inside,
there's nothing about onions at all. And there's one, Time Fast Breaks Slow, it's
got a yellowy-brown cover -yellowy like Plochman'smustard -and these. . .
these things like greasy fingerprints all over it. On the back of the hook a
photograph of shirtless Pritzker (a half-naked Pritzker is so ugly you want to
heave) holding his fat dog and squinting through his beard into the sun.
Who buys this crapola? I don't know. I'm his brother, I don't buy it. I
wouldn't know where to go. Listen, I ride the bus every day, Belle Plains to
Randolph and back, I never see anybody reading this "poetry," not even college
kids. Rut somebody buys them because every six months or so Pritzker goes off
to read his "poetry" at colleges. Right. You think I'm making this up. He
actually gets paid, not a lot but enough, to go around and read this crapola out
loud. IIe's been to Wisconsin twice, Oregon, Vermont, down to Texas, all over
the place. This is another way he makes money. He puts on this t-shirt - no
kidding, an orchid t-shirt with a big script "P"in peeling sequins - and packs a
hunch of his comic books in this canvas knapsack with "Rushranger" stenciled
on it and off he goes, him and his fat dog. Soap and a razor he doesn't take.
And grants! This is really something. Proxmire should get his hands on the
yo-yos who throw money at Pritzker. And Pritzker doesn't even ask for it! No.
One of the wives - that's right, even the ex-wives get involved - oneaf them
hears about this grant or that award and she sends for the forms, fills them out,
puts them in a manila with a cor~plecomic books. All Pritzker does is sign his
name and pretty soon some yo-yo mails him a check, not much but enough. Too
much.
And another thing - but I was talking about Clara, why she married him.
The honest truth is, I don't know. I go crazy, trying to figure it out, but I don't
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know. Clara, Iris (she was the first one), Lisa - listen, a better chest even than
Clara - Dolores . . . every one good-looking, been to college, making decent
money, not a dummy in the l o t . . .
Here, I got this out of a book. It's not about Pritzker, hut maybe some of it's
like Pritzker:

. . . drifted unconcerned on the buoyant cushion of his smile. Hampshire's
wives (put in "Pritzker" where it says "Hampshire") all remembered him
with exasperated affection, a fond and rueful guilt as though they, not he,
somehow failed. Hampshire, soft as a cloud, floated among them. He had
no explanation for his attraction. He sometimes wondered if they briefly
drew him into their lives and then sent him gently away because he was
endearing in a tender and puzzling way that made him both appealing and
impossible to live with. Or was he impossible to live with because he was
only a bit endearing and a bit of too many other things? Did he seek out,
with a somehow predatory yet unthreatening nuzzling, a type? Or, passively, was he sought? Sometimes he wondered, but he didn't let the
question bedevil him, just as he never, not in the deepest parts of himself,
wondered "Who Am I?" but occasionally - only occasionally - wondered "Who Is Everyone Else?" Hampshire's concerns - and even
"concerns" is too strong, too positiveWell, that's enough of that nonsense. You can skip most of it. Rut you get
the idea, maybe, about how some men get women for no reason.
Anyway, after a while something happens and they get divorced, but this is
another crazy thing. Nobody gets mad and it's always friendly and even then
they don't wake up to what a nothing Pritzker is. Really. They still sniff out
these grants, the new wife is friendly with the old wives, they get together once
in a while at Stouffer's - crazy the whole thing. You watch, it'll be the same
way with this Hungarian woman, Irene.
Pritzker opens the window, sticks his belly out, takes deep breaths. His
behind wobbles when he does this. "lrene'll be here pretty soon," he says,
stretching it out between breaths. "We've got a surprise for you."
Some surprise. Pritzker's getting married again. That's why he's going
through this take-deep-breaths, clump-up-stairs, stay-sober, "rehabilitate"
nonsense.
This thing with the Hungarian woman, Irene, has been going on for a year
now. The surprise is Pritzker hasn't married her before this. She's got this little
store - I beg your pardon: "boo-teek" - on Wells where she sells plants,
jewelry, that kind of stuff. And bowls and things. Some of them she makes
herself in the back, lopsided things with blue and limeade-green and brownalmost-black glaze blotches over tan. Like Pritzker's "poems," people must buy
these things - rent on Wells must be an arm and a leg - but for what, I don't
know. For forty dollars I don't need a bowl that's lopsided. Or a cup with the top
tilted like somebody dropped something on it before it was dry. But you can't
criticize, she makes a good living from it.
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Who could figure Pritzker would turn out like this, such a mess? When he
was little he was even neater than I was. Polished his shoes. How many kids do
that? I don't think he even owns a pair of shoes now, just sandals or lumpy boots
that make him look like he's tramping around with his feet covered with
Plochman's mustard. Does a grown man go out in public like this?
Pritzker rubs his hands together so hard sparks almost fly (his dog opens
one eye, sighs, goes back to sleep) and smiles at me. That's one thing you have to
give Pritzker; he's got a nice smile.
"So, Jimmy," he says. "Hey, it's good to see you. Really good to see you."
He's gasping like a steam engine, just from taking deep breaths. This is
"rehabilitation"? "Tell you what, I'll make some tea."
"The tannin eats your stomach lining out. They use it to make leather, for
god's sake. I'd like a little glass of wine."
He's fussing over the stove, banging the enamel pot, rattling cans. He
laughs. I've said something deliciously absurd. Imagine!! Pritzker the health
nut, the exercise freak, deep-breather, soon-to-he skinny-belly drinking wine.
Ho ho ho. "A little wine for the stomach's sake, eh? No, no more." His palms
beat on the equator where his pants gape and his idiot dog grumps at the door.
Hugo Pritzker. Bald-and-hairy. An alcoholic -no, a drunk. And a poet, no
less. When we were young - say when he was five and 1 was nine, around then
-who could figure he would turn out like this? Nobody, that's who. Listen, a
neater kid you couldn't find. Even neater than me and I've never been messy.
There are pictures, you wouldn't believe it's Pritzker: hair soggy with water and
combed back just so with a wave on the forehead; straight dinky little legs with
funny knee bulges below the short pants dropping down into polished shoes.
Pinched little face - he never smiled then; you could do anything to him, dig
your fingers in his ribs, he'd squeal but he wouldn't smile, let alone laugh with eyes this big and so brown they were almost black. You wouldn't believe it
was Pritzker -hecause it wasn't. Then he was satisfied to be Arnold Groen.
Now look at him.
Was he scribbling verses then, little couplets everybody could look at years
later and say we always knew he would be a poet because, even when he was a
little kid, he was writing verses?
Ha. He never wrote anything. You couldn't even get him to talk, let alone
write something. Really. A regular clam. Every report card, the teacher wrote
something about it. It used to drive me crazy, the way he wouldn't talk.
Sometimes, just to get him to make some noise . . .
Listen, you want to know who was creative in our family, who was always
fooling around with a pencil, drawing profile faces, pirates and stuff better than
you see on those matchbook covers and in the T.V. Guide, and who got a prize
from the American Legion for an essay? Not never-smile never-talk Arnie
Groen (beg your pardon, Hugo Pritzker). No. Me. James Gerald Groen, that's
who.
And now look. Books - comic books, but books - with his picture on the
back. His dog's picture on the back. And grants and lectures and all those wives
with chests out to here.
~

~
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A regular clam when he was little, now he's such a blabber-mouth yo-yo if
i c him, you'll die of shame.
you go out in p ~ ~ h lwith
Listen to this. I take him to a lectnre by Mr. Hxnter Thompson. Mr. Hunter
Thompson is a real writer. Personally, I don't read his stnff because, to tell the
truth, for one thing it's garbage and for a second thing, he thinks he knows about
politics but he writes about it in a goofy way and who wants to waste his time
reading that? You want to know what's going on in politics, read Mr. M. Stanton
Evans. Now there's a guy who's got his head screwed on straight. And Mr. M.
Stanton Evans doesn't try lo look like Elton John or somebody.
But anyway, Pritzker is between wives and starting to act nutty with the
sweatpants so let him visit a few bars because it's better he should be drinking
with his own flesh and blood since he's going to do it anyway and we take a cah
all the way out to Evanston to hear Mr. Hunter Thompson so Pritzker can see
how a real writer looks and should see how he's wasting his time with his comic
books.
A really disgusting evening. Pritzker with his sandals isn't out of place at
all. And guess who jumps up waving his hand when they ask for questions?
Right. And yo11 want to know what kind of question this genius poet Hugo
Pritzker asks of a man like Mr. Hunter Thompson?
"Do you get a discount on Wild Turkey?"
All the way out to Evanston to show him something. I don't know what
happened after that because I left when Mr. Hunter Thompson called for
Pritzker to come up on the stage.
>
50 how are things going?" I know how things are going; I know Pritzker
inside out. But what can you say to a person like this?
"Fine, fine." Like he's walking on eggs, the tip of his tongue peeking out (it
makes him look like his dog), he tippy-toes in with the tea pot and cups on a tray.
The cups are lopsided. The spoons rattle, his hands are shaking so bad. A
complete mess. "Irene'll be here pretty soon . . ."
I'm going to tell Pritzker he's already made this announcement a dozen
times, but before I can open my mouth he says, "I'm not drinking any more,
Jimmy."
"Sure."
"No, really, man. I mean it. The last time - hey it was getting kind of
bad." For no reason at all, hc laughs. IIe's got a nice smile, but his laugh is
terrible. "Bad. . . Hey, I couldn't get anything on my feet, they wereso swollen.
And the color - they looked like grapes. And my fingers. . ." he waggles his
hands at me. "I,isten, they tremblcd all the time and they were turning blue. I
mean, the tips were turning a lovely hyacinth. Hurt? God, they hurt. Sometimes
I'd just hold them in niy lap and rock back and forth. Irene would put them in
warm oil . . ." he is shaking his head as if all this happened a long time ago to
someone else. Suddenly he is smiling his Pritzker smile. "Well. . . new leaf and
all that, eh? When Irene gets here we've got something to tell you."
Again, Pritzker is taking the cure. Cold turkey this time. AA, shots at Cook
County - how often have 1 gone throngh this nonsense? He'll never make it.
Inside out I know this man.

..
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"When Irene gets here . . ."
"I can't stay. I just came to see how you're doing."
"I'm doing fine, really. Hey, just a few more minutes, Jimmy. Irene'll
he . . ."
"No. I'm a busy man, Arnie . . ."he blinks wheu I call him that. "I brought
you this." Beside the lopsided cups the cognac seems out of place, too neat and
rounded. "You're going to kill yourself, you know that and I know that, hut at
least you won't rot your belly with paint remover or god knows what."
"Hyacinth!" Who else hut Pritzker would say a dopey thing like that?
"Look - Jimmy, look, this time I'm serions. I mean it."
"Sure." All these years we never really talk. What call you say to a
Pritzker? Inside his head he's a mess of spaghetti. He doesn't even know his own
name. Inside, he hates himself, wants to he something else and doesn't know
what.
Here, I got this out of a book. It's not about Pritzker, b r ~one
t time I saw him
on the street, just standing there with his dumb dog, watching a woman and her
dog (it wasn't a Doberman, maybe it had some iloberman in it, hut it was one of
thoseskinny, classy dogs) and, believe me, this is Pritzker. Just put in "Pritzker"
where it says "Gamorov":

. . . lint-hued clouds foaming against the sky-line, sullen, heavy with rain.
Garnorov is too weary to weep. He and his dog struggle for dignity against
terrible, against overwhelming, odds; they wage exhausting and Iutile
battle. With mutual and lonely envy they watch a sleek woman with a lean
Doberman pass, touching the sidewalk with delicate mincing weightless
steps. Their own feet - Gamorov's, his dog's -are solidly planted, feel as
if they're sinking in concrete. Gamorov and his dog share a rib-dislocating
sigh and follow the woman and the Doberman with eyes that . . .
Is that Pritzker? To a T. No dignity, a mess of spaghetti inside his head.
I look up from the sidewalk and Pritzker is standing by the window holding
the bottle. It looks as if he's going to throw it, but then he puts it to his mouth. He
waves the bottle at me and I can't see if he's smiling.
[See Reoiews for a discussion of Mr. Stockaner' valumo Ladies Who Knit
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AFTER READING BLOOD, HOOK, AND EYE
for Dara W i e ~

Sometime other I threw books from trains.
In front or me two women in calico
cut up potatoes, told each other lies.
One said her husband wore a harpoon
through his shoulder like a badge.
I peeled an apple, ate the skin and stem.
This afternoon between walks
I read your sentences in rows.
Inside of me silence grows wider,
with more pockets
for keepsakes, tourniquets;
for tools.

You wrote it differently.
Your soles roughened
over shards I never saw.
Somewhere in your distance
trains passed and people on them
swapped pumpkin seeds, lenses
from microscopes, pencils cut
from beech.
Nowadays I watch out for cars.
In them, something's going on.
I dream u p conversations between mothers:
over coffee, in the sun.
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MARK TWAIN'S UNSENTIMENTAL HEROINE

If the years immediately following the Civil War ushered in a new age of
realism in American arts and letters, the change could have been scarcely
noticeable to most Americans. The gushing romanticism of the early part of the
century - which reached epidemic proportions in the "feminine fifties" lingered well into the seventies, eighties, and nineties, even enjoying a rebirth of
sorts in the era of American Victorianism. Godey's Lady's Book remained a
mainstay of the well-appointed home, hlue-eyed waifs with golden curls
continued to stare ont from parlor walls, and popular poems endlessly celebrated lost youth, dead (or virtuous) maidens, olden times, and Mother.
The intense sentimentalism of the time was expressed with particular
single-mindedness in the literary cult of womanhood, though certain post-Civil
War writers are often given credit for rejecting the popular sentimental images
of Woman and substituting in their place images more nearly resembling the
reality. Howells, in his Atlantic columns and in his own fiction, demonstrated
that realistic portraiture need be neither "immoral" nor "vicious"; Whitman
proclaimed sexuality and physicality in women as well as in nren to he positive
goods; and Henry James explored the psychological and moral violence that
dominates the lives of characters like Isabel Archer and Daisy Miller. Among
major nineteenth-century writers whose names are not normally associated
with the realistic portraiture of women is that of a primary figure in the realistic
movement, Mark Twain. Twain is regarded as a capable delineator of boys and
men but as a woefully conventional sentimentalist when it comes to the
presentation of women characters. An illustration of Twain's ineptness, contend
some critics, is the heroine of his first novel - Laura Hawkins of The Gilded

Age.'
In fact, Twain resisted the sentimental idealization of women, as he
resisted many popular currents of the day, and his treatment of Laura is a case
in point. It is true that Laura Hawkins has much in common with the conventional heroinesof nineteenth-century romance.%She is beautifnl, accomplished,
Dinan Wecter calls Laura a "pasteboard female" and "political siren";Robert Wiggins cites
her as an example of how Warnerand Twain were "clowning throughout thebook"while cavalierly
"distorting and changing characters"; Henry Seidel Canby considers hcr "one of the most deplorably melodramatic heroines ever contrived." Even enthusiastic admirers of the book. like Garry
Wills, concede Canby's criticism: Wills calls Laura the book's "most m~lodramaticcharacter" and
suggests a prototype in Hawthorne's Miriam, the mysterious, guilt-ridden dark lady of The Marble
Faun. See Wecter, Som Clemens ojHonntba1 (Roston: Houghton Mifflin, 1952), p. 179; Wiggins,
Mork Twain:JacklegNovelist (Seattle:Univ. of Washington Press, 1964), p. 3 6 Canby, Turn West,
Turn East: Mork Twain and Henry lames (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1951). p. 97: Wills, "Our
Best Political Novel," New York Times Book Rrofew, 6 June 1976, p. 7.
The place of the sentimental heroine in American literature has been amply explored in a
number of works. For useful general discussions, see Herbert Brown, The Sentimental Nouel in
Ampnca: 1789-1860 (Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press. 1940); James D. Hart, The Popular
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and, at the outset at least, possessed of a warm, innocent heart. The language
used to describe her is almost invariably lush, pretentious, and flat. Her "ruin"
at the hands of the seducer Selby leads, true to the sentimental formula, to
disillusionment and destruction.
Yet Laura, as imagined by Twain, does not fit readily into the sentimental
mold. Her innocence has little of the unalloyed purity and unending selflessness
we would expect of a sentimental heroine. On the contrary, generosity of heart
in Laura is combined with simple human selfishness; she is open to love and
generous in her affections at the same time that she is eager to indulge her own
vanity and pride and personal whims.
It is this union of naive openness and unabashed self-love that sets her apart
from many of her literary precursors. Her imperiousness and dark beauty could
signal to a nineteenth-century reader the presence of a sensual, mysterious,
vaguely sinister dark lady - a type well established in popular fiction of the
day. But such characters were rarely conceived of as genuine innocents, and in
those cases when dark ladies were identified as heroines worthy of the reader's
affection and admiration, idealization was sure to follow. Cooper's Elizabeth
Temple of The Pioneers, for example, has the raven tresses and proud, defiant
spirit of a true dark lady, yet her pride is wholly integrated with a generous and
loving soul. Her purity of heart is never a matter for doubt.
Laura Hawkins, in fact, has more in common with Huck Finn than with
Elizabeth Temple. Huck is an innocent, to be sure, but his innocence is neither
pure nor sentimentalized. His flight down the river is initially prompted by a
desire to get away from Pap, not by his love for Jim. And his famous decision to
go to hell for Jim's sake results partly from heartfelt self-sacrifice, partly from
the mental discomfort he feels at the thought of turning Jim in, and partly from
the dim view he takes of heaven (if Tom Sawyer won't he there, he asks in the
first chapter, what's the fun in going?).
With Laura, as with Huck, this two-sided brand of innocence has serious
consequences. She gives freely of herself to those whom she loves (or thinks she
loves) At the same time, she allows herself to indulge in apparently harmless
personal satisfactions. What finally results is a story that, far from revealing its
creator's latent sentimentality, seeks actively to discredit the sentimental ideal.
In The Gilded Age, a loving female nature does not triumph over evil, nor does
an innocent woman allow herself to be corrupted through a single sinful act.
Rather, the lesson Laura's tale has to teach is a truth central to Twain's thinking
and to the realistic movement as a whole: in a world given over to false ideals,
the female heart is no sure guide to moral or spiritual salvation.

Book (New York: Oxford Univ. Prea, 1950);Fred Lewir Pattee, The Feminine Fifties (New York:
Appleton-Century, 1940). Leslie Fiedler's Love and Death in the American Novel, rev. ed. (New
York: Stein and Day, 1966) remains a provocative and energetic study of sentimentalism in
America.
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As all readers of the book know, The Gilded Age was authored jointly by
Charles Dudley Warner and Mark Twain, and it is sometimes difficult to know
is important
where Twain's influence leaves off and Warner's begins."aura
enough to the book as a whole to exist as the hook's one character who is equally
the creation of each man. According to Twain, Warner was mainly responsible
for the melodrama and romance while Twain dealt largely with the social satire
- "He [Warner] worked up the fiction & I have hurled in the factsn4- yet
Laura occupies a unique place in each, and so she emerges as one unifying
principle in an otherwise exasperatingly disjointed prodnction.
Thestory of Laura's childhood is told by Twain. In creating Laura as a very
little girl, Twain relies on his own general and undeveloped ideas of childhood
innocence and and goodness. When Si Hawkins finds "a little hlack-eyed girl of
five years" alone and weeping in the aftermath of a steamboat explosion, her
ladylike manners, pretty clothes, and sorrowful countenance induce the
Hawkinses to take her in. She is both helpless and charming - irresistible traits
in a child. The characterization, while uninspired, is done with restraint, hut
when Twain presents Laura on the verge of womanhood, he makes use of a
series of feminine cliches:
When she tripped down the street on a summer's day with her dainty
hands propped into the ribbon-broidered pockets of her apron, and elbows
consequently more or less akimbo, with her wide Leghorn hat flapping
down and hiding her face one moment and hlowing straight up against her
forehead the next and making its revealment of fresh young beauty; with
all her pretty girlish airs and graces in full play, and that sweet ignorance of
careand that atmosphere of innocence and purity all about her that belong
to her gracious time of life; indeed, she was a vision to warm the coldest
heart and bless and cheer the saddest.5
In depicting this image of girlish purity, Twain relied on recollections of
fourteen-year-old Laura Wright, the young lady with whom he became briefly
infatuated while a cub pilot on the Mississippi in 1958.6Despite Twain's use of
an actual model, the youthful Laura remains wooden.
In my discussion, I deal mostly with those portions of the novel generally acknowledged to
have been written by Twain. When portionscomposed by Warnerarediscussed, Jidentify them. In
speaking of themesandcharactersas they relate to the whale novel, Iassume that Twain? viewsare
reprerented throughout the work. For a careful examination of the division of labor, see Ernest E.
Leisy, "Mark Twain's Part in The Gilded Age," American Literature, 8 (1937), 445-447.
Mark Twain. Letter to theNew YorkDoilu, G~aohic.17 Aoril1873. Mark Twain'sLetters. ed.
.Ilac.rt Rtpclcns I',tur hm. Yvrk
Lumlul. I1~rp.rJIIII B m s . 191- I . ZUj
All rrfrrmrr5 lo 7 h u Ctldrd.\ar are tc. \,ultlrne, Y a d XI nt The I('rit,ns, of Zlork l'trazn.
Itahur's katlonal Cdlrton. 25 \.,I\ \c:u, Ic rL -nd Lvndvr Ilarver drtd Rru, . I. d TIlv .
i,,uaec
.
cited here is from volume X. 68-69. Further references appear in the text.
Bryant M. French, Mark Twoinand the Gilded Age (Dallas: Southern Methodist Univ Press,
1965). p. 116.

.
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Some of the conventional claptrap of sentimental fiction lingers on in the
author's portrayal of the adult Laura. The comparison of Emily Hawkins and
Laura makes use of the familiar division of feminine types into white lilies and
dark ladies: "Emily was fair and pretty, girlish and diffident - blue eyes and
light hair. Laura had a proud bcaring and a somewhat mature look; she had
fine, clean-cut features, her complexion was pure white and contrasted vividly
with her black hair and eyes; she was not what one calls pretty - she was
beautiful" (X, 78).
Yet Laura l~ltimatelyemerges as neither fundamentally evil nor undeviatingly good. She possesses a degree of selfishness that rcveals itself in
expressions of vanity and self-aggrandizement. Even as a child, she engaged in
"earnest consultatioris with her grown friends" on "those mysterious little
adornments of ribbon-knots and earrings" that show a woman off to good effect
(X, 68). And in young womanhood, she is rarely moved solely hy charitable or
humane impulses. When the dilfident Emily volunteers to go to work in St.
Louis for the sake of the family, Laura, not to be outdone, makes a similar
declaration. But in contrast to Emily's self-effacing generosity ("That will make
another mouth less to feed," she says), Laura's sacrifice is tinged with egotism:
"I will find a way to get there. I will make a way. And I will find a way to hclp
myself along, and do what I can to help the rest, too" (X, 78).
At the same time, she is, from childhood through young womanhood, a
true innocent. Her love for the Hawkinses is total and unquestioning; when Si
Hawkins lay on his deathbed, she "regarded it as a privilege to watch, not a
burden" (X, 109). Similarly, after learning of the mysterious circumstances
surrounding her birth, Laura willingly surrenders all her usual reserves and
openly seeks comfort and reassurance in the embrace of her adopted mother (X,
120). She believes in the goodness of the people around her and trusts herself to
their care.
It is this union of self-love and trusting innocence that leads to Laura's
subsequent misfortunes. Specifically, Twain and Warner trace the source of
Laura's fall to her early readings in popular romantic novels. Not only does The
Gilded Age burlesque sentimental fiction; the book also insists that such writing
has indeed played its part in pushing people like Laura into the morass of Gilded
Age morality. The first trial of Laura's character occurs after the discovery
concerning her father. Laura finds romance enough in her situation to imagine
herself "a heroine, now, with a mysterious father somewherc" (X, 119). The
neighbors, though, set about on a round of gossiping that quickly takes the form
of a particularly relentless kind of persecution. And when Laura learns that her
well-favored young beau, Ned Thurston, has deserted her because of the
slanders, she privately gives vent to her outrage: "Are all hooks lies? I thought he
would fly to the front, and be brave and noble, and stand up for me against all
the world, and defy my enemies, and wither these gossips with his scorn! Poor
crawling thing, let him go. I do begin to despise the world!" (X, 123). The
remark Laura lets slip immediately after her outburst is full of outraged pride:
(X, 123). Her vanity
"If the time ever comes, and I get a chance, oh, I'll -"
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cannot bear such disgrace, and she means to seek revenge, whether against Ned
Thurston in particular or mankind in general. In addition, her naive and
trusting nature has srlffered a shock; noble ideals of romance do not seem
workable in Murpheysburg, Missouri, even when the scion of the village
aristocracy is involved. The disillusion resulting from this hurt is the first of two
events which harden Laura against the world.
The other event, of course, is her mock marriage to Colonel Selby and his
subsequent desertion. Warner wrote this part of thestory, and certainly Twain's
preparatory scene (in which Laura is victimized by well-meaning gossips and a
self-righteous sweetheart) is far more palatable than Warner's depiction of
Colonel Selby's villainy. Still, though Warner provided the prose, it was Twain
who mapped out the c r ~ ~ c i a~lh a p t e r ,and
~ central themes emerge here
undiluted.
Warner is very careful to continue along the lines established by Twain.
Since Ned Thurston's callous rejection eight years earlier, Laura has continued
to brood over the mystery of her birth, and, far from abandoning romanticized
views of reality, she has steeped herself even more in outlandish romances and
fictions, tales "which fed her imagination with the most exaggerated notions of
life, and showed her men and women in a very false sort of heroism" (X, 206).
The mention of Scott among the names of authors she reads with enthusiasm is,
to anyone familiar with Mark Twain's most virulent literary prejudices, enough
to condemn Laura's favorite literature to a very hot hell. Already she has lost her
youthful faith in the world and has become callous in her dealings with young
male pursuers; Warner writes that she takes "delight in the exercise of her
fascinations upon the rather loutish young men who came in her way and whom
she despised" (X, 206). Yet romances still appeal to her keenest sensibilities,and
when Colonel Selby appears, she believes that at last romantic myths have taken
human form. "She had read of such men," we are told, "hut she had never seen
one before, one so high-bred, so noble in sentiment, so entertaining in conversation, so engaging in manner. . . . It was all true, then, the romances she had read,
the bliss of love she had dreamed of" (X, 207).
Once again, of course, Laura's infatuation is not due solely to a naive belief
in sentimental literature. Her readiness to place herself within a romantic
context springs from her own considerable vanity and pride. In addition,
though Laura conceives of her love as "pure and deep" it is also plainly sexual.
"Passion possessed her whole being"; she wanted to "feed the hunger of her
heart upon him" (X, 207). Her impatience to marry is notably at odds with the
almost extraterrestrial self-restraint typical of heroines of popular romance.
Victimized by her own naivetk, moved by vanity and pride and an
overpowering passion, Laura gives herself to Selby in marriage. He deserts her
(predictably), and 1,anra langnishes. The significant element in Warner's
rendering of the villain's desertion is the perfunctory treatment accorded both
the act itself and the motives behind it. Neither Twain nor Warner ever shows
'Leisy. p. 446
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special interest in Selhy's evil-doing; he is presented as a hopeless rascal and
nothing more. It is the duping of Laura that dominates this and ot! e r chapters.
She has been deceived once again by false and dangerous ideals, and her trust in
theone who seemed torepresent those ideals has been viciously violated. By the
time she recovers, the transformation from trusting innocent to cynical worldling is complete: "The lovely woman had a devil in her heart. That was all" (X,

211).
Laura's disillusionment does not necessarily imply a condemnation of
passion or sexuality. She believes herself to be married when she joins the
Colonel in Harding; her behavior has bcen morally justifiable, if ill-considered.
Clearly, Laura's plight has much in common with the countless sentimental
tales of passion and abandonment abundant in nineteenth-ccntury fiction, but it
is unfair to say, as Bernard DeVoto does, that Laura is just another of the
heroines whose "compelling beauty produced a seduction that had to he paid
for with the villain's life, leaving the seduced under obligation to die of a broken
heartm;80rto suggest, as William Spengemann more recently has, that if Twain
had written the scenes dealing with Laura and Selby, he could never have
approached the topic of sex with even Warner's degree of explicitnes~.~
Since, in
fact, Twain himself outlined the chapter, it is likely that he, not Warner,
introduced the facts of Selhyi desertion.
It is also unfair to say, as Spengemann does, that Laura's eventual death as
related by Twain reveals his "obsession with the degrading nature of sex."1° At
no point in The Gilded Age is Laura seen as tainted or degraded because of her
passionate love for Selby. Nowhere does Twain comment on the shameful
effects of the deflowering, on a virgin's disgrace when once, in the words of
nineteenth-century romancer Susannah Rowson, she takes the "irrevocable
step" into the "darkabyss of ruin, shame, and remorse."" Selby isclearly guilty
of cruelly exploiting Laura, but Laura's passion, like her vanity, is presented as a
simple human impulse. Resides Selby, the only real targets of attack are the
disastrous romances which make common adventurers like Selby seem high and
fine and which can induce flawed but essentially innocent young women to
heartfelt commitments where no such commitments are warranted.
By the time she arrives in Washington with Colonel Sellers, Laura has
become a cunning manipulator whose trusting innocence has been largely left
behind. Her ambitious and curious nature prompts her to seek wealth and
comfort, and her sad experiences with Thurston and Selby have created an
insatiable retaliatory need to exert power over other men (X, 217). When Harry
shows himself to be lovesick over her, she entangles him in a hopeless round of
encouragement and denial, all to gratify her desire for revenge (X, 219).
Fashionable novels in this case guide Laura to triumph. Romances had
lured her into the unhappy union with Selhy, but they also had made her aware
Mark Twain'* Amevica (Chautauqua, New York: Chautauqua Instilution, 1933). p. 285.
'Mark Twain and the Rackwoods Angel (Kent, Ohio: Kent State Univ Press, 1966), p. 35.

InSpengemann, p. 36.
"Charlotte Temple (NewYork: F. M. Luptan, n.d.),p. 67.
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of a larger world and suggested the possibilities available to an enterprising,
fascinating woman: "Much of her reading had heen of modern works of fiction,
written by bcr own sex, which had rcvealcd to her something of her own powers
and given her, indeed, an exaggerated notin11 of the influence, the wealth, the
position a woman may attain who has beauty and talent and ambition and a
little culture, and is not too scrupulous in the use of them" (X, 217). She finds
that an enticing and intelligent beauty can indeed accomplish wonders in
service of unenlightened self-interest. At the same time, however, she does not
allow fictional illusions to get in the way of observable fact. Her desire to go to
\??ashingtori is rooted in uncertainty; she yearns to find out whether or not she
can succeed in achieving her basically selfish goals. Once she reaches the city,
Laura is careful to depend on direct experience in order to determine the kind
of conduct that would best serve her ends. No longer is she naive enough to be
blinded by bookish representations of reality; after Laura acquaints herself with
\\'ashington, she enters into its social hierarchy in calculatedly captivating style.
Once she is established, Laura's actions are neither implausible nor impractical; she assumes a role not at all unknown to Gilded Age Washingtonians.
Twain had observed female lobbyists first-hand and knew how effectively they
could use their beauty to influence legislators. Bryant French identifies two
possible models for Laura and goes on to note that Laura's fictional background
has much in common with that of several actual female
That Twain
was at one point willing to present Laura as the kind of lobbyist who sought
influence through a high-class form of prostitution shows how far he was
prepared to go for the sake of accuracy. As French convincingly demonstrates,
however, Twain decided to model her after the more sophisticated and powerful female manipulators - those who "used sex as a weapon without allowing
themselves to bc disarmed."I3
As Laura grows to mature womanhood during her stay in the capital,
romantic ideals are left behind and a kind of grim, unholy pragmatism takes its
place. She thoroughly understands the government bureaucracy and manipulates it ~lnscrupulorlsly.Like Senator Dilworthy and even Colonel Sellers, she
knows of the trickery needed to secure passage of the Tennessee Land Rill, but
she has none of Dilworthy's religious hypocrisy or Sellers' endearing gift for
rationalization.
The measure of how much she has changed is indicated in Twain's account
of her visit to a local bookstore. In chapter 33, Twain had described Laura's
increasing appreciation for good literature. She began a program of intense
reading in order to prepare herself for making conversation with the cultured
and brilliant company assembled at the nation's capital. She achieved notable
success, and, in addition, improved her taste in literature (IX, 36-37). In other
words, reading ceased to be a vital, determining force in her life; it became,
instead, little more than an instrument to aid in rcalizii~ghcr ambitions.

l3

French, p. 111.
French, p. 114.
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Nonetheless, Laura developed a genuine liking for serious literature. At the
bookstore, she exhibits utter disclaill for those extravagant romances she once
found so engrossing. The list of books Laura now finds plcasure in reflects
Twain's own tastes: Taine's Notes on England, The Azrtocrat of the Breakfast
Table, Hawthorne, Longfellow, Tennyson, and, notably, Howells' Venetian
Life. The oafish clerk, on the other hand, tries to interest her in theobjects of his
own innocent enthusiasms - exciting adventure tales "full of lnve troubles and
mysteries and all sorts of such things" (XI, 59). His repeated entreaties give
Laura a chance to toy with the feelings of vet another man and at the same time
to mock subtly his literary preferences:
"If you show me a book which you have read - not skimmed over or
merely glanced at, but read - and you tell me that yorr could read it three
or four times, then I know what hook I want -"
"Thank you! - th -"
" - to avoid. Yes, indeed. I think that no information ever comes
amiss in this world."
(XI, 61)
For Laura, the romanLic view and men who urge it on her now seem fit for
ridicule. The authors she feels drawn to can generally he classed as skeptical or,
loosely, "realistic" thinkers. 1.aura has become a realist, though of a decidedly
unsavory sort. She has abandoned the old sentimental ideals yet has not
slrhstituted the tough-minded humanism which would have found the approval
of her newly discovered literary favorites.
Despite her embittered practicality, Laura never entirely loses her sense of
humanity. She remains susceptible to regrets and whisperings of conscience, as
when she plans her most ambitious political maneuver: "But this is a desperate
game I am playing these days - a wearing, sordid, heartless game. If I lose, I
lose everything - even myself. And if I win the game, will it be worth its cost
after all? I do not know. Sometimes I doubt. Sometimes I half wish I had not
begun. But no matter; I have begun, and I will never turn back; never while I
live" (XI, 69).And she always behaves generously toward her intimates: her
mother and brother are freely supplied with money, as is Colonel Sellers. Her
hatreds do not extend to those she genuinely loves.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Laura's carefully nurtured cynical
selfishness fails to protect her when Selby reappears. The reawakening of her
passion allows her once again to find tpmporary solacein self-deception, and she
seizes"that feverish sort of happiness which is snatched out of the black shadow
of falsehood. . ." (XI, 85). Of course. Selby again runs off, which prompts her
subsequently to murder him. Rut all of this was written by Warncr, and it is
pure melodrama." While the incidents themselves are grounded in psychologi-

" Unlike chapter 18, which deals with Lauraifirst encounler wilh Selhy. these chapters seem to
be almost entirely of Warner's creation. I have been unable to locatc evidence for any significant
contribution by Twain.
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cal realities, Laura's killing of Selby is motivated by little more than the rage of a
proud woman twice spnrned. The problem of false ideals plays a very minor
role here; Selby does not so much betray a solemn trnst - Laura never allows
her suspicions to be swept away -as continue the wretched behavior we have
learned to expect from him.
For several succeeding chapters, the trial of Laura Hawkins usl~rpsour
attention and 1.aora becomes a figure of secondary importance. The trial was
likewise written by Warner, who chose to neglect Laura in order to launch a
satiric attack on certain abuscs of the judicial system.
At trial's end, Laura is acquitted and released. Her hnrried decline and
death following release from prison has evoked critical scorn, and it is true hat
Twain's handling verges on the bathetic. But she does not, as some readers have
suggested, allow herself mercly to disintegrate under the crushing burden of
g~ilt.'~
After the initial surge of joy at her release, Laura spends considerable time
qnietly musing over her situatior~.She comes to a realization: "Her lire had been
a failure. That was plain, she said. No more of that. Shc would now look the
fnture in the face. . ." (IX, 315).Her determination to resume living actively in
the world is in keeping with her courageous and independent nature. Briefly
he temptation LO accept a proposal from one of her worshipful suitors intrudes
itself, bul she quickly rejects it. "l,ove," says Laura, "was a woman's first
necessity; love being forfeited, there was but one thing left that could give a
passing zest to a wasted life, and that was fame, admiration, the applause of the
multitude" (XI, 318).She decides to take to the lecture platform and employ her
devastating fascinations to entrance multitudes. She envisions moving from city
to city "like a queen of romance" in order to enjoy daily the ecstatic raptures of
the platform perlormer.
In a sense, she is making her old mistake all over again. To hope for a
glamorous life as a "queen of romance" is to trust in the exaggerated and empty
visions that have so conspicuously failed in the past. But Laura's resolve to
depend on the power of her eloquence and beauty cannot be seen as mere
romanticizing; experience has shown her that f ~ m i n i n echarm and intelligence
are, in fact, her practical strengths and can be profitably exploited. By seeking
to exercise her nnique charnis on the public at large, shc takes the natural,
almost inevitable, coursc.
The ultimate failure of this venture brings on 1,aura's untimely death.
Twain's rendering of the scene vividly captures what must be a professional
lecturer's nightmare:
There were only a handful of coarse men and ten or twelve still coarser
women, lolling upon the benches and scattered about singly and in couples.
Her pulses stood still, her limbs quaked, the gladness went out of her
[ace. There was a moment of silence, and then a brutal laugh and an
15 SeeDrVoto, Mark Twain's Amevico, p. 285, and A. E. Stone, The Innocent Eye(New Haven:
Yale Univ Press, 1961). p. 55
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explosion of cat-calls and hisses saluted her from the audience. The clamor
grew stronger and londer, and insulting speeches were shouted at her. A
half-intoxicated man rose up and threw something, which missed her but
bespattered a chair at her side, and this evoked an outburst of laugh~erand
boisterous admiration.
(XI, 321)
The adulation that surrounded Laura after the trial has vanished. She ahruptly
leaves the stage and makes her way home through a mob that screams insults
and throws stones. Twain ends the chapter by describing how Laura, like
Hawthorne's Judge Pyncheon, remains motionlessat a table for two days before
the housekeepers break down the door and find her dead.
In one sense, it is appropriate that she meet such a fate. The mob that greets
her appearance with such cruelty has some justification. Laura's attempt to turn
her notoriety into a salable commodity is a mercenary act which shows
contempt for the people she pretends to entertain. What first the politicians and
then jury failed to do, the public succeeds in doing; that is, they put an end to
Laura's heartless confidence game and punish her lor premeditated murder. At
the same time, the mob is by no means glorified or held up as a model of
righteous indignation. The audience consists of "coarse men" and "coarser
women" who feel no compassion for Laura's plight. They are the ugly urban
counterparts of the relatively harmless Murpheyshurg gossips whose whisperings about Laura's mysterious birth first furnished her with a glimpse into
unconscious communal malice. Now it is that same kind of social condemnation
together with a sense of g u i l ~over her own admitted crimes that break her will.
Twain's ending is also symbolically and psychologically appropriate;
Laura dies, he says, from "heart disease." Her heartbreak over Selhy, her own
deficiencies of heart, and the corruption of hcr once-innocent heart have all
contributed to the final demise. Laura has been at once a victim of forces
beyond her control and a knowing perpetrator nf assorted evils. Her initial
innocence made her vulnerable to betrayal and disillusionment, while a combination of pride and desire turned her loward cold and calculating selfishness.
Yet death by "heart disease" was not the only ending Twain could
conceive for Laura. If The Gilded Age is held together by an single idea, it is
that human destiny is uncertain and arbitrary, that virtue may or may not
garner rewards and vice may or may not pay. A letter written to Mrs. Fairbanks
at the time both Warner and Twain were working up their concluding chapters
indicates much:
Three more chapters will end the book. I laid out the plan of the boss
chapter, the climax chapter, yesterday, & Warner will write it up to-day; I
wrote it up yesterday, & shall work & trim & polish at it to-day - & tonight we shall read, & the man who has written it best is all right - the
other man's MS. will be torn up. If neither succeeds, we'll both write the
chapter over again.
Every night for many weeks, Livy & Susie Warner have cnllected in
my study to hear Warner & me read our day's work; & they have done a
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power of criticizing, hut have always been anxious to he on hand at the
reading & find oat what has been happening to the dramatis personae since
the previons evening. They both pleaded so long & vigorously for Warner's
heroine, that yesterday Warner agreed to spare her life & let her marry he meant to kill her. I killed my heroine as dead as a mackerel yesterday
(but Livy don't know it yet). Warner may or may not kill her to-day (thisis
in the "boss" chapter.) We shall see. I wish you had been here all this time
to criticize. The hook will issue in the end of summer -here & in England
spasmodically - I tote over a copy of the MS May 17.
I'm not half done this letter, but I have an itching desire to get back to
my chapter & shake u p my heroine's remains. We're all well. Livy will
write.
Affectionately
Yr Son
Saml.
P.S. -(Night.) My climax chapter is ihe one accepted by Livy & Susie, &
so my heroine, Laura, remains dead.16
This dependence on Livy and Susie Warner in deciding whether to kill or spare
the alternate heroincs and Twain's own flippancy in referring to his Laura's
death apparently reveal a lack of seriousness in the authors' attitudes toward
their characters. But Twain's willingness to accept the wives' verdict does not
necessarily imply artistic irresponsibility. Laura's heartsickness need not result
in death; in Warner's alternative version she lives out her days in the manner of
Hester Prynne.
Whatever Livy's and Susie's reasons for choosing Twain's ending, Twain
manages to prevent the death from accomniodating oversimplified moralizing.
When Paine expresses dissatisfaction with this conclusion, calling Laura "a sort
of American Becky Sharp," but noting that "there is retrihrltive justice in
Becky's fate, whereas Laura's own doom is warranted only by the author's
whim,"'7 his condemnation only serves to indicate how powerful were the
fictional formulas Twain anti Warner sought to discredit. Laura dies not
because she has sinned, but because she has placed her trust in precisely those
things that Mark Twain the realist finds so uncertain as guides to conduct:
sentimental ideals, the gospel of success, the promptings of the heart.

'a

Mark Twain, 1.etter toMary MasonFairbankr, 16 April 1.973, Mark Tuain toMrs. Fairhank$,

ed. Dixnn Wecter (San Marinu, CdiI.: Huntir~gtonLibrary. 1949). pp. 170-171.
17 Albert Rigelow Paine, Mark Twain:A Biography (New York:Harper and Bros., 1912). 1,479.
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POET
Under that face lay another
Staring, eyes through eyes,
Like a fish blinking up
From a silted bottom.
What the deep face knew
Was the high blinding
Of the sun, breath stolen away,
Mouth snarled by hooks.
In those dark waters
Sweet pearls lay locked
In the gloom of their shells,
Muddied in dream, and
While fin and tail swayed
And the fish hung still,
The tall boats' shadows
Did not come down.
Amid the half-beings
Fanning the waters
The fish's huge shadow
Grew in the sand.
Under that face the other,
Its eyes in its eyes,
Peered up to the light,
Doubled in darkness.
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NAIPAUL AT WESLEYAN
M. BANNING
EYRE
Students were asking, "Who is this man, Naipaul'?" A famous novelist was
coming to Wesleyan in the fall of 1978, and it seemed that no one knew
anything about him. My advisor was shocked. "You don't know who V. S.
Naipaul is'?" she asked in amazement, then told me of Naipaul's distinctions,
English literary prizes, rave reviews in the Times. This was impressive, but it
was a course title that attracted me: "The Explorations of Alien Cultmes." It
promised adventure: the travels of Marco Polo, Columhns, and Cortez to be
read in the light of literary explorers, Conrad, Tolstoy, Hemingway, and
Graham Greene. Here were names that would draw students who had not even
noticed who was teaching the course. Predictably, a big turnout of students
came to the first class. Expectant, intrigued, each in our own way unprepared
for what was to follow, we waited in the overcrowded classroom on the second
floor of Fisk Hall. And V. S. Naipaul was exactly on time.
Naipaul's North Indian ancestry showed in his dark face, which was
intelligent and handsome though somewhat austere. Everything else was English. He wore grey flannels, a dark blue blazer, and heavy black-rimmed sunglasses for which he quickly substituted reading glasses once he was seated. He
spoke in a resonant British accent, and I thought his manner elegant and
refined. From time to time, he paused and delicately inhaled some Frihourg
and Treyer snuff from a little silver spoon. And then his whole face would smile.
Controlled delight.
In the early days, Naipaul was a brilliant success in the classroom. He
began speaking with reverence and wonder about explorers, men like Columbus who saw "the morning of the world." But he was quick to add that as people
who implicitly believed in wonders, these men missed the real wonder. They
were driven by the wish to be transported to an untouched world, wholly new
and different. When they found this new world, they destroyed, they looted,
and they slaughtered, spoiling everything they had sought.
Naipaul's thinking made him a hero to me and to many of my classmates.
He was the eloquent, defiant individual, the man who has been there and
returned, the iconoclast. His manner was easily accepted as part of his charm,
for what other professor has ever said during the course of his first class, "You
must bear with me. My only experience with this sort of thing has been at dinner
parties."
Neither the spirit of adventure nor the dinner party atmosphere lasted, and
Naipaul did not become a hero at Wesleyan. He had imagined that teaching
would be restful, that it would provide a break from the pressures of writing.
Wesleyan'soffer "came at a good time" for him, so he took it. You will not find a
hook by Naipaul about his year in America, though in many ways such a book
would be appropriate: the experience continued his own exploration of alien
cultures.
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"The writer's greatest gift is the gift of wonder." V. S. Naipaul did not
believe that writing could be taught. And yet, that fall, he did teach a writing
course (the other half of his two-conrse load), though he frequently grumbled
about the futility he felt. We discussed every story written in class, and Naipaul
proved a tactful critic, sometimes falling silent, obviously disapproving but
afraid to offend, other times resorting to self-styled rules. "You must kill your
darlings," Naipaul said about words. "Words are tools, not decorations. Adjectives and abstractions fool us into thinking we have solved something." Or,
"Writing is a matter of tact - you must give the right associations. The reader
must be seduced."
The sense of futility kept returning. Naipaul would ask the class of eight
why we bothered: "Do you feel it's a waste of time? Jeff?"
"No," answered Jeff. "It's not a waste of time as long as you don't listen to
the teacher."
This answer thrilled Naipaul. It seemed to solve his problem and legitimize
his entire endeavour. For Jeff's answer recognized and accepted a simple truth:
Naipaul was a writer, not a teacher, And Jeff became one of his favorite
students.
In the alien cultures class, we read Tolstoy and Conrad, writers Naipaul
chose for their literary visions of cultural clashes and confrontations between
alien peoples. He admired Tolstoy's Hadji Mural, a very late work, for its epic
thoroughness and fairness. Writing about the Russian slaughter of Chechens in
the Caucasus, Tolstoy carefully shows every side. From the peasant to the Czar,
from the Chechen villager to the Shamil -each is criticized, each is celebrated.
Naipaul praised this diversity and the ambiguity it leads to, but he found the
story's structure too symmetrical a "vulgar" contrivance. "Tolstoy's wisdom
is high, elevated, antiquated. Conrad's is worldly, hard, intellectual." We read
Naipaul's favorite Conrad story, "An Outpost of Progress" (1897).Kayerts and
Carlier are two white Relgians given the chance to "distinguish themselves" by
operating an ivory trading post on the Congo River:
They were two perfectly insignificant and incapable individuals,
whose existence is only rendered possible through the high organization of
civilized crowds. Few men realize that their life, the very essence of their
character, their capabilities and audacities are only the expression of the
safety of their surroundings. The courage, the composure, the confidence;
the emotions and principles; every great and every insignificant thought
belongs not to the individual hut to the crowd. to the crowd that believes
blindly in the irresistible force of its institutions and of its morals, in the
power of its police and of its opinions
Naipaul dwelt on these words. Their message, that we carry our civilization
within us, was vital to him. Alone, cut off from the societies that created them,
the white men lose authority, lose control over the natives, and finally lose their
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sanity. Kayerts kills Carlier in a struggle for power, then hangs himself. To
Naipaul, "An Outpost of Progress" is The Heart of Darkness demystified.
Naipar~lwas more deeply moved by Conrad than by Tolstoy, but his
fascination with Tolstoy's ability to "have things hoth ways" came up often
during the time I knew him. One day Naipanl came into class with a small hook
of reminiscences of Tolstoy written by Maxim Corky. He spent half of the class
reading out of the book, with amazement, finding such odd statements as, "Art
is a lie, an arhitrary sham, harmful for people. One writes not what real life is
but what one thinks of life oneself. What good is that to anyone, how I see that
tower or sea or Tartar - what interest or use is there in it?" "And yet," puzzled
Naipaul, "He is writing Hadji Murat!"This passage especially pleased Naipaul:
Suler tells how he was once walking with Leo Nikolaevich in Tverskaya
Street when Tolstoy noticed in the distance two soldiers of the Guards. The
metal of their accoutrements shone in the sun; their spurs jingled; they kept
step like one man; their faces, too, shone with self-assurance of strength and
youth. Tolstoy hegan to grumble at them: "What pompous stupidity! Like
animals trained by the whip. . . ."
Rut when the guardsmen came abreast with him, he stopped and
followed them caressingly with his eyes, and said enthusiastically: "How
handsome! Old Romans, eh, Liovushka? Their strength and beauty! Oh
Lord! How charming it is when a man is handsome, how very charming!"
It was hard to see what Naipaul had in common with Conrad. I knew that
Naipaul had travelled in the Congo and written about rebellion there. I knew he
had written a book called Cuerr#llas, and that everyone said it was "Conradian." I tried to imagine Naipaul, snuff tin stuffed away in a pocket of his army
fatigues, skulking behind guerrilla lines in Africa asking questions and taking
notes. It was bizarre. It did not work at all. But when I saw how tickled he was by
this picture of Tolstoy as "the grand aristocrat helrind the peasant beard," I felt I
hegan to understand some of the mysteries behind Naipaul's own polished
front.
For a while, I thought of Naipaul as a modern Tolstoy, at once a great
celebrator and a great critic, the man who gives and takes away. I-Iis Oxford
speech, blue blazers, snuff, and weekly horseback-riding were all English
affectations; but then England too was often the prey of his critical tongue: "In
England the cultivation of stupidity is very important. The upper classes of
England try to look stupid." Like Tolstoy watching guards, Naipaul approved
the exterior -how grand, in a way, to eat well, take snuff, wear tweeds, and
ride horses, and not to bother one's mind; how grand to be handsome and a
soldier. On the one hand, Naipaul was a dandy; on the other, he was a serious,
rather passionate critic; and though this passion was linked with his refinement,
it might easily rise and stifle the dandy's polite celebration. It seemed that with
Naipaul, contempt was primary. Refinement was acquired.
The subject was Africa. And earlier, a student had had a suggestion: "Sir,
have you thought of including Dinesen's Out of Africa?"
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Naipaul had clapped his hands with glee. "Yes! Yes! Isn't that a bad book?"
We read it, and Naipaul took it to pieces. "I feel this book is performing a
vanishing act." What had vanished was history -the building of an empire, the
taking of native lands, the "pacification" of the Masai and the Kiknyu, the Maumau rebellion two years later. "How could imperialism allow such blindness?
For Dinesen it is all so pretty. . . . She doesn't lie; she just leaves out. She tells us
she has bought a farm in Africa, but she doesn't say how she got it."
Naipaul spent two classes on Dinesen; we went through the book page by
page. Students who had wanted to read the book for a stylistic appreciation, or
for its Nietzschean philosophy, were startled when Naipaul used it to teach us
how toread critically. "Alwaysask questionsas you read - why thedog did not
bark in the night. 'Did you notice the strange behavior of the dog last night?
'Yo. I heard nothing.' 'Exactly. That was the strange behavior.' " Naipaul went
on attacking Dinesen with gusto. "Now let us consider the absolute ignorance of
this woman. She elevates the native qualities. She patronizes. She doesn't know
what they fear. Pedantry, she silggests. Rut what about their land?"
Some students tried to muster a defense for Dinesen. She is a prisoner, they
said, she is being honest. Naipaul thoughL on this, and when he returned at the
next meeting, he said wistfully, "We are all so much victims of our time. It
makes us almost dishonest."
Africa was a tender subject for Naipaul. No literary giant was too great to
be felled for his failure to deal with it honestly. Graham Greene was next.
Yaipaul considers Greene (and Hemingway) among the last of the "imperialist
writers." "They walk around the world without ever wondering why they can
do it and others can't." Africa (in Hemingway, France and Spain) becomes a
backdrop for an American stor$ the setting is exotic but unconsidered. Naipaul
relates this device to man's "greatest and oldest" fantasy, the fantasy of being
transported to a world where he is seen as a kind of god. "Just as you are, without
any effort, you suddenly become wonderful: and everything you do, no matter
how slight, is marvelous and exalted."
If the class's early delight and fascination with him had given Naipaul a
taste of this fantasy, it was already fading. Dinesen and Hemingway were
popular writers: students felt they had been unfairly dealt with. Disapproval
and open dissent began to arise in the classroom.
One morning, an old hlack lahrador that wanders freely around Wesleyan
campus became trapped in the school building. He made his way up to our
second-floor classroom where Naipaul was condemning, with vigor, the reign of
President Kenyatta of Kenya, Naipaul was calling the man a butcher, accusing
the Western press of pandering to their readers by refusing to condemn the
tyranny. As Naipanl was speaking, his brow knitted, one hand raised emphatically, we saw the hlack dog come wandering through the doorway. The dog
was smiling, characteristically, wagging his tail, and he paused by the front desk
to look up at Naipaul. When Naiparll saw the dog, lie trailed off and exchanged
glances with the intruder. Standoff. Then Naipaul turned to the class, in mock
fright, and said, "Oh dear! I feel this is the ghost of Kenyatta returning to haunt
me.
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Ken~atta'sspirit, reincarnated as a smiling black dog, was laughing at
Naipaul from the beyond. If reincarnation is a Hindu notion, and I was struck
by the way Naipaul played on it, he knew it intimately, yet was somehow above
it - what was his attitude towards India and Indians? I felt there was some
Indian loyalty in the harangue against Kenyatta, for most of the President's
victims were Asiatics. But it was harder to interpret when, for instance, Naipaul
became sweetly sarcastic and said, "If you ever want to write a story about
Indians for The New Yorker, be sure to include a wise old man who says to his
son, 'My son, don't be like the oak; Don't stand [irm. Be a reed. Bend with the
wind. Be a reed.' Your story will sell a million copies."
At the class before October break, attendance was thin. Naipaul was in a
splendid mood and full of wonderful stories. He told 11s abont his grandmother
who had sold marijuana in Trinidad, where, fifty years ago, marijuana wasn't
for the young, but for old people whose lives had become boring. Naipaul
confessed that when he was young, he had wanted to kill himself from excess, to
become a debauchee. "The pleasures of excess must not be underestimated."
He said this as though he were an old sage delivering his message to his disciples.
He was on stage, he was loved, and he knew it. He would let the conversation
take its course, and then he would steal it away and give it his own twist. He
criticized recent trends in American film. He went after Woody Allen, whom
he considers self-indulgent. "Art is becoming oddly self-serving for the andience. Everyone is so educated that they must be made to feel that they could
do it."
Naipaul was at his best that day. He listened, he thought and delivered his
judgment, always inviting criticism, he joked and laughed. It was like a dinner
party, even a good one. But this was to be the last classroom social. The first day
after break, the papers were dne. Naipaul's first set.
Now it was time for adventure.
There were thirty people in the alien cultures class. On the day the papers
came due, only two had them ready. By the next class, five days later, Naipaul
had fourteen. He was not angry, or disappointed, or surprised. Nothing so
rational. Naipaul was outraged, offended to the core. He came into class,
switched his glasses, and let his black mood be known. He did not want to talk
about Marco Polo; he wanted an explanation, he demanded one. He pounded
his fist on the desk, the veins on his forehead distended, and he railed about
honor, faith, giving one's word in trust and being cheated. "It's like the
governments of backwards nations where no one can be taken at their word."
He had assumed that the class entailed a bargain. He had done his part. We
hadn't. And he damn well wanted to know why.
After a silence, one woman dared to attempt a defense. She said this sort of
delay was not so unusual, we had not realized that he would be so sensitive about
it, and it surely would not happen again. When this only riled him filrther, the
woman suggested that the classroom was not the place for his rebuke. She said
we were wasting time. Naipaul roared at this attempt to eliminate the one open
forum still existing. His words were so harsh that afterwards no one dared to say
anything.
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Still waiting for an explanation, he distributed the papers he had read, he
announced the grades and criticized each paper before the class. He was
annoyed that some students had actually mispelled his name and he singled out
one student, who had used a comma instead of an apostrophe, and grilled him
about punctuation. Naipaul spun around and snapped a piece of chalk against
the board. The apostrophe that resulted was the only mark I ever saw him make
on a blackboard. "There. What is that? What is it!" The student answered
sheepishly, like a terrorized English schoolboy. And Naipaul flung the paper
hack at him.
Many of us wanted to discuss Marco Polo. We began to talk, but Naipaul sat
out, dejected, speaking only when he had something nasty to say. No one had
ever seen anything like it in a classroom. In the end he took the floor again and
told us that he had withdrawn his good feeling and that he would go on teaching
only because he felt obliged to. "I feel I am working under a set of rules and
assumptions that I do not know and that no one has taken the trouble to explain
to me. It's the theme of our course and now I'm living it."
His attack on the class was reminiscent of his harsh treatment of writerslike
Dinesen, but in those analytic massacres we had been his accomplices; now we
were his victims. Naipaul's reason for anger was just and understandable, but
the intensity of the rage seemed to come from deep inside him, out of things in
his past which we knew nothing ahont. It seemed we might even have expected
this, as though for Naipaul the inevitable outcome of trust and exploration was
disappointment and rage.
Naipaul had invited me to lunch that day, an honor I was not sure I was up
to. I met him outside the classroom building and we drove to his home, a
modern, boxy, wood-and-glass house on Red-Orange Road, at Wesleyan Hills,
near Middletown. The house belonged to a distinguished philosophy professor
who was on sabbatical. Naipanl's mood seemed to improve. He showed me the
study, saying it intimidated him slightly. The walls were bookcases filled with
row upon row of philosophy volumes, mostly in German and Greek: Aristotle,
Plato, Nietzsche, Hegel, and Marr. Heshowed me the proofs of his new novel, A
Rend in the River, and also three hand-written attempts at an opening for an
article on Indian art he was writing for The New York Review of Books. He had
scrapped all three attempts.
We drank wine in the living room. I told him I hoped he wouldn't really
withdraw his good feeling towards the class. He insisted that his honeymoon
with teaching was over. There were reasons why he had always avoided paying
jobs with ties and commitments. I recalled his saying that when he was young,
he decided never to work in his life, and that as soon as his bus pulled into
\liddletown, he saw his mistake and nearly left then and there. Now the future
looked grim. "When people have let you down once, you can he sure they will
do it again." I objected. "Ask your father," he said and then repeated, with
finality, "Ask your father."
At lunch Naipaul was full of questions for me, and I asked him to tell me
about Trinidad. He said that he used to go back often, but that now he would
never go hack. He called it a "rubbish heap," alluding to Conrad's story
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"Karain: A Memory." He said that his childhood was "a nightmare." He grew
up in an extended household with no fewer than fifty aunts, uncles, cousins,
brothers and sisters. "I learned everything I know about human nature before I
was ten." Naipaul said that his life had been a struggle to escape "hackwardness" and become a part of "high civilization," and he claimed that this
backwardness was beyond my comprehension. When I told him I wanted to
travel, when I said I wanted to go to India, he drew back and simply said, "I
wonder how you will get on." His voice became languid; that was all he had to
say about India.
He got excited about the cheese. It was Stilton, fresh from England.
Things were never the same in the classroom, and they were very different
outside it. Naipaul now had a handful of bitter enemies intent on slandering him
in the department and among the student body. There was a letter attacking
him in the Wesleyan Argus. After the fiasco of papers, seven or eight students
dropped out of the alien cultures class. In a very short period of time, V. S.
Naipaul became widely known as a terrihle ogre: a sexist, a racist, a snob people knew him as these without even knowing he was a famous novelist. I
became one of his few defenders.
In the class, we read Columbus's letters and Diaz's The Conquest of
Mexico. In Naipaul's vision, the Spanish had pursued a medieval adventure;
they had shown no sense of idealism, and to this day, the Spanish world
remained a "land of plunder," without institutions, without any intellectual
life. His ideas were as clear and as fascinating as ever, but he presented them
now with little feeling, ploddingly. We went through the texts page by page,
and Naipaul built his case. He tried to ignore the resentment: those of us who
still had a heart for the subject tried to ignore his detachment.
In time, his enthusiasm revived. He could not hold back his excitement
when we read Francis Parkman's The Oregon Trail. The history of the
American west has no personal relevance to Naipaul. Those migrations and
massacres were not charged with personal pain for him like those in Asia,
Africa, and the Spanish world. Somehow, this made it fresher. He admired
Parkman's vivid prose, and he also identified with the man. Parkman, like
Tolstoy, realizes that he belongs to an unusual civilization, that he is a conquerer. He observes the extermination of the Indians and the buffalo. (Parkman's book glorifies and so sped that slaughter.) Parkman almost regrets these
things, hut doesn't; he celebrates his grand place in history.
Students found Parkman prejudiced, very arrogant for a man of twentythree. Naipaul agreed, hut made a defense for certain kinds of prejudice. "Part
of growing up is to have prejudices. Because adults seem to have prejudices,
youths sometimes pretend to have them." Like Parkman. "But prejudice can
represent an accretion of coincidental observation." This, Naipaul claimed, is
both just and necessary. But then he reflected, "If I am honest with myself I see
irritations at people who are backward, vulgar, shallow, that I encounter in
other lands. I hear echoes when I read the outrageous Parkman. I hope I don't
make those graver misjudgments that would soon make my work seem absurd."
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The talk of prejudice led to discussion ahout America, the note the course
was to end on. Naipaul had some keen observations. "Due to ready-slanted,
half-intelligent media, everyone seems old - old in a way that in another
society would mean close-minded." He saw in our ideas about the world set
responses that amounted Lo "a kind of blindness." His favorite example was the
talk ahout the mass suicide in Guyana, a country Naipaul has "watched" for
vears. All the talk was of American emptiness, as though the news were local.
"There's no consideration of a revolutionary group squatting on Guyanese land
terrorizing the local population. The holk of comment didn't extend knowledge; it only reinforced expectations."
Naipaul began talking about "the new barharisni" of blank, push-button
America. He saw the same thing in England -that point where people believe
that the flow will carry them; thcy do not have to strive; therc is no goal. But the
class was growing tired of Naipaul's criticism. They wanted to hear his answer.
Where did he see hope? He said that the answer for the backward people did
not lie in the acquisition of technology but in another kind of development, the
development of mind. "Men are men. They should express themselves. The
highest expression is mind - to understand." He said we are living at the most
hopeful time in all of human history. Never before was there so much possibility
for education, for the development of mind all over the world.
Naipaul's answer did not satisfy many. After Iris continued attacks on the
Wesleyan students' treasured liberalism, this just seemed like snobbery. To
many, Naipaulremained a peevish, intolerant man who felt adrift and stranded
in America against his will, and with whom it was hard to sympathize.
Naipaul was ecstatic about returning to England for Christmas. The fall in
America had given him ideas. He told me that he planned to sack his agent after
twenty-eight years. He had received only $25,000 for the American rights to A
Bend in the River, which he was certain would be well received. Pins for a
masterpiece. He had a good American expression for his new-found incentive.
He liked saying it. "I'm going to enter a whole new ball-game!" He said it often
and his walnut eyes brightened each time. A whole new ball-game. Teaching
was a meaningless chore to him - "a nightmare."He was anxious toget on with
his real work, his next "great labour," which, secretly, he was already planning.
The whole new ball-game, however, would extend to the classroom as well.
To get into Naipaul's second-term classes, you had to be interviewed. You were
asked what you had read, what writers you adrnircd; you were told bluntly what
the course would be like and what was expected. Naipaul was sizing you up and
if he didn't approve, he said so.
"The Literature of Rebellion" continued the alien cultures class with the
rest of Naipaul's top-twenty novels. It was a course about what goes on inside
one society, and it was a course about the novel, for like Balzac, Naipaul
believed that "the subject is always society." The course began with the first
prose novel, Lazarillo de Tormes (1554), then moved slowlv through the 19th
century, the golden age of the novel in Naipaul's view: Ralzac, Lermontov,
Turgenev, Conrad, James - the course ended with The Family Arsenal by
Paul Theroux, a friend of Naipaul's.
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Yaipaul returned grimly to Middletown, and grimly to the classroom. He
had come under fire for his tough grading. Students were harassing him with
angry letters and angry "whispers" on the phone, and these clandestine attacks
from stndents in the grip nf a sorvival instinct had infuriated him. (He told me
that if he saw a certain student on the street, he would probably punch him in
the face.) Saipaul made a point of putting on his most forbidding demeanor
~ l t ~ r i nthe
g first classes oI the tcrm: anyone who was at all likely to have
difficultywith him had to he put off right at thestart. A woman came to the first
class. oninterviewed. Naipaul called her up and sat her by the desk. "What have
you read?" he asked impatiently. She had been reading Virginia Woolf. "Do
you think she's important'?" sneered Naipaul. The woman sputtered. Naipaul lit
on her. advised her not to take the course, and she left.
I-Ie began to speak, showing no emotion save unhappiness and irritation.
T l i lecture
~
was about thc two kinds of literature: fairy tales, which arise when
p ~ o p l eareso secure that they feel noneed toquestion their society, and realistic
literature, which always contains the element of rebellion. He went after two
films that pveryone on campus was enthusiastic about, Interiors and Superman.
The first was solipsistic, the second, the most degraded and unoriginal sort of
fairy storv. The entire act was calcnlated for effect, and it worked: Naipaul
ended up with a manageable class of twelve devoted students.
Well, at least they were more devoted, and at least there were only twelve.
Things settled, after one or two more impromptu inquisitions for students who
n~anderedin on the second or third day, and Naipanl relaxed, making the class
his own, gradually sharing more anecdotes and insights, musing over new ideas,
and inviting debate. He claimed he still detested teaching. He told a reporter, "1
\r.ould take poison rather than do this for a living." Rut the new class was truly
an improvement.
"Without art, we'd be lost. We wouldn't have a model. Even the television
images of ourselves serve a purpose. You know these forties movies; women used
to learn how to kiss from these movies. They all raised one leg behind when they
kissed.'' We learn who we are froin art, but for Naipaul, the artist was still an
ohserver, a manipulator of effects, not one who creates out of whole-cloth. "Art
is artifice; there is no divine inspiration." Above all, the artist is a kind of social
historian. "Art domesticates. Societies don't truly exist until they have been
written about."
Yaipaul freely applied his distinction between fantasy and realistic literature. He used it to criticize American writers, whom he saw as narrow, local
artists incapable of taking a broadly questioning view of their society that would
gi\,e their work universality, and also the so-called "drop-outs" of society. "The
people who drop out tend to have a very limited view of their own society. Isn't
it a standard joke about the hippies that when the money runs out, they cable
home? Have they really dropped out of society?" Naipaul seemed to agree with
Balzac's Vautrin: "There are only two courses to follow: stupid obedience or
revolt." Of course, Naipaul was challenged on many oI his assertions. Jeff, the
student who believed in not listening to teachers, cited Thoreau as an example
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of a "profolind rejection" of society. B ~ ito
t Naipaul, even Thorean was nestled
like a baby in the protective wombof the society he wassupposedly rejectinghe went to town to buy supplies; no one harassed him; he preserved all the
peculiar liberties of an American. "No," said Naipaul, "I haven't come across a
radical rejection."
"What about suicide?" asked Jeff.
He had to concede. "That's pretty radical."
During the first term, my friend Anne and I had invited Naipaul todinner
at Anne's house. He came with plenty of wine and hearing music playing,
immediately asked to hear Rrahms' first symphony. When we didn't have that,
he asked for Mahler's fourth. The second, which was all we had, wouldn't do, so
we went on with Mozart. We ate vegetarian, again at his request, and Naipaul
commented on each picture in the room, casually expressing his doubts about
Cubism. Anne's housemates were generally taken with Naipa~ilthough Janet,
an art major, was horrified when he picked up an art-deco matchbook off the
table and said he thought that represented the art of American society wrappers for MacDonald's hamburgers, matchbooks, Spic-and-span boxes:
these were more expressive than Cubist art, in his view. Anne scrved lukewarm
tea, hut no one seemed to notice. Naipaul told me that his secret weapon as a
writer was knowing how to make people talk. In the end, Naipaul borrowed
Anne's portable television set, which must have givrn him hours of intellectual
indigestion, but which he returned in May saying siniply that it had been "an
education."
Of course, an invitation must be returned. After one rebellion in class,
Saipaul, in exceptional spirits, rounded up Jeff and Anne and me saying, "You
must come to lunch." An Argentine friend and her sister were just in from
1.ondon. So we hurried off to the house on Red-Orange Road, and today,
Saipaul was the perfect social man. We sat in the living room having wine
before eating, and he entertained us. He playf~illytaunted Diana, who was, like
her sister, slender, deep-voiced, sharp, and very down to earth. Naipaul went on
about India. "De Gaulle said the Indians were liuma~idust. One would think a
country 700 million strong wo~ildhave made great leaps forward, wol~ldhave
Treat strength. But all those chaps rolling in the dust are just that, chaps rolling
in the dust. De Gaulle's statement is very sad but probably it's true."
"Vidia, you're awful!" said Diana. "How can you say such terrible things
about your own country. 1 think it's a,ufol."
Seated in an armchair, wine glass in hand, Naipaul tossed his head back
and cast his cyes obliquely upwards. He smiled and repeated, "Human dust."
At lunch, Naipaul talked about Africa. He told about being served caterpillars and having to eat them.
The end of the meal was Naipaul's favorite part, when he showed his
deepes~pleasure in the trappings of "civilized" living. Someone would go to the
kitchen for the Stilton cheese - hc usually kept a grcat round of it - and
Saipaul would pour a fresh glass of Andean red wine. On one occasion he
mothered me through the ritual of taking a bit of cheese then drinking the wine
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o\.er it. The Stilton, a soft and finely gritty cheese, would begin to melt and the
two tastes would mingle. It was lovcly, for him, sublime. Then the snuff. He got
me to try that also. The sensation was shocking, an assault on the sinuses that
stayed with me for hours.
Anne phoned Naipanl later in the spring and asked if she could come on
one of his horse-riding excursions, which took place three times a week at eight
in the morning. Naipaul was pleased to have her. At the stables, on the chosen
day, he was assigned to a small edgy horse with one glass eye, and being
somewhat on edge himself - Naipaul was not an experienced rider - he and
his horse unnerved each other more and more as the hour wcnt on. The stablewoman treated Naipaul like a schoolboy. "Sit up straighter, Vidia. Hold the
reins in. We always tell you.'' Anne was surprised at Naipanl's humility. The
stable-woman had Naipaul and Anne start at one end of the ring, gallop the full
length, and stop abruptly at the far wall, an excrcise which so exasperated
Naipaul and upset the horse that soon they could not even go straight; he horse
veered left, circled hack, lurched, and halted without regard for Naipaul's
resolute efforts to control it. As Anne tells it, Naipaul was happy only when they
were "safely in the car," at which point he glowed with excitement and reliei.
"Another triumph of the will!"
Naipaul liked to play with roles. His charm at lunches, his scholarly air, his
wrath in the classroom, and his humility in the riding ring; thesc were performances, but not fabrications. They came from his willingness to let himself go, to
feel something in order to know it better. He allowed himself to show lie
understood an attitude or a state of mind, without forgoing his right to abhor it.
He wonld say things like, "Never iinderestima~ethe human delight in rage, rage
for its own sake." And yet Naipaul was a man of reason. IL was part oi his tasle
for complexity and ambiguity and his distaste for simple solutions to complex
problems. Perhaps it was what made him an artist and not a social historian. "I
think the greatest intelligence is Lhat which can hold two opposed ideas in his
mind at one time."
Naipaul and Mrs. R., a Wesleyan professor, took Jeff and me to New York
that spring, Lo hear Naipaul give a reading at NYU. In the car, Naipaul took the
passenger seat and rcad The New York Times. He was upset that Arthur
Schlesinger had won the National Book Award. "The man is nothing hut a kind
of court jester." When hegot to a story about Africa, he really got riled. Turning
back to Jeff and me, craning his neck, looking awkward and uncomfortahle in a
flat-colored necktie and a starched white shirt, he lectured us on the failure of
the liberal press to report the atrocities of black racist regimes. He was growing
irritated. He put the paper away.
We stopped for coffee at a Howard Johnson's near Bridgeport. Naipar~l
said they had designed these npw cafeteria-style outlets especially for seedy
neighborhoods like this one. With his white shirt and dark disgusted face.
Naipaul looked quite absurd seated on an orange plastic hench sipping coffee
from a styrofoam cup. Next to him, against his warning, Mrs. R. was eating a
breakfast cake, which turned out to he dry and tasteless. I l e watched her dispose
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of it in the plastic trash bin. Returning, she spilled her coffee; it dripped off the
table onto her dress. Naipaul had been explaining to Jeff and me that if we
wanted to write novels we had to read those of the nineteenth century, for this
was the time when the novel was invented. After the coffee-spill, he gave up and
fell silent and remained so for the rest of the drive.
In New York, Naipaiil read from his work to ari audience of 200 people. He
read "Jasmine" (1964). a heautiful essay and a fascinating personal statement
which seemed to contain all that I had learned about him in sevcn months: the
oddity of his background, his sense of having been cut off from the mainstream
of civilization, his wonder at literature with its fantasy and its reality. The essay
ends with Naipaul's discovery that a flower he has known all his life is identical
with the word "jasmine" which, in his reading, had becomc associated with
more exotic worlds. It is a revelation.
The old lady cut a sprig for me. I stuck it in the top buttonhole of my
open shirt. I smelled it as I walked back to the hotel. Jasmine, jasmine Rut
the word and the flower had been separate for too long. They did not come
together.
He read from an African story, "In a Free State," choosing a cruel passage
in which a white colonial who runs a hotel torments his black servant, Peter:
"How wide is the hotel lot, Peter?"
"One hundred and fifty feet, sir."
"And deep?"
"Two hundred feet."
"And in those thirty thousand square feet I am in charge. I don't care
what happens outside. I am in charge here. If you don't like what I do you
can get out . . . What do you think of me, Peter?"
"I like you, sir."
People squirmed at thc story. I could feel the malaise he was causing. At the
end of the passage, Naipaul looked u p and addressed the crowd directly. He
said that many people had complained about Ihe story, and some others that
they didn't like any of the characters. "But I assure you,"he said, "I write from
the deepest sympathy for all my characters." It was an interesting moment, for
though the criticism he was answering had not been voiced, it was in people's
eyes. It was in the air.
He read the opening of "One Out of Many," one of his most enchanting
comic stories, which describes the plight of Santosh, an unsuspecting Indian
domestic adrift in Washington, D. C. It is a bittersweet tale, and even from the
few pages Naipaul read, I knew I would not forget Santosh. Laughter broke the
tension the colonel had left behind. The reading had been a success.
Seeing Naipaul again in the classroom, I was aware of the way the situation
robbed him of his grandness. The old wooden desk and the blackboard confined
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and compromised him. I found myself for the first time agreeing with him that
lecturing to a class of twelve undergraduates wasn't befitting a man of his
stature.
Naipaul the iconoclast, the myth destroyer, gave a fiery performance in his
lectures on rebellion. The total rebellion, the complele overturning of society
was "a philosophic absurdity." "How can men make themselves totally unlike
themselves?" He said that we cannot unlearn what we have learned. Political
philosophy quickly became ludicrous. 1 think there was no group Naipaul
condemned more vigorously than the Marxists. He saw them as religious
fanatics urging people to destroy what little they have for a dream, a fantasy;
and the ones who start the trouble always get out; the security risked is never
their own. The anti-Marxist venom was extended to Marxist critics as well. Once
he showed me an article written about his books by a Marxist. He said, "It's like a
Christian writing about Buddhism saying, 'If they could only accept Christ,
then they'd be saved.' He wants tosave me." When a student naively asked him
if he had been to hear a Marxist critic who had spoken at Wesleyan, Naipaul
raged. He called the critics corrupters of young minds and said that they sho~lld
not be allowed on university campuses.
No one ever liked Naipaul for his broad-mindedness.
Towards the end of the rebellion class, Naipaul had warnings for us. He
feared that we would lose the ability to question. I-Ie was trying to show us that it
was possible to see beyond the vision prescribed by our society: the "local"
quality of American literature, the smug simplicity of American ideas about
other countries - it was all part of the same thing to Naipaul. "People are
deafening themselves with their own noise. It's like having stones in a little tin,
and the stones in the tin are rolling down a hill making a great noise, and the
people can't hear what is really heing said around them. Ask yourself if here at
Wesleyan you are being broadened and given vision or if you are learning how
to be a part of a tribe, to participate in rites, hut lose the ability to see yourself."
Naipaul's warning reached a larger audience in the end. Two weeks after
he "fled" Middletown one of his comments about Wesleyan appeared in Time
magazine. The quotation was printed up and distributed at Wesleyan's gradnation by stndents who had not known him. It read, "The students I have met
think that they, by heing American and well-to-do, bring privilege to everything they touch. This vanity is becoming a kind of caste arrogance. Ignorant
people in preppy clothes are more dangerous to America than oil embargoes."
It seems that each place, each idea, each creation that V. S . Naipaul faces
becomes in a sense his adversary and must be examined in the light of his
enormous, worldly critical framework. I never felt that Wesleyan should be
exempt. Indeed there were many who, like me, were grateful for his criticisms.
But surely Wesleyan was easy prey for one so worldly, and there were certain
times when Naipaul's grandiloquent analyses of "backward" nations seemed
comically ill-applied in the classroom.
When I last saw Naipaul, he seemed to bear no grudge. He was riding high
on the reception of A Bend in the River. "This is the peak of my career!" He was
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gearing u p for his next "great labour." What it was to he he would not say, but
he mentioned Pakistan, he mentioned Indonesia, and he said he wanted to
rediscover his light and humorous side, which to me was very good news.
V. S. Naipaul went to Iran in 1979, an odd time and place to excavate a
buried sense of humor. He never belonged at Wesleyan. Certainly the Caribbean, India, and Africa are not places he can call home. The man is a congenital
wanderer, a congenital observer, and a congenital critic. IIe has a wisdom all his
own and it may be that he is just the man to help us make sense out of the
Muslem world, though it is sure to prove a grcater adversary than Wesleyan
Universitv.

YOU
In memory of you
your children all drink Miller out of cans
on Sunday afternoons:
your youngest son joins the Navy
to look among the sharp officers
for you giving orders again.
Your daughter's arms are around her shoulders,
gray from weeks in San Francisco
where she disappeared to find you,
to learn she can never change her name.
She will be what you wanted her to.
And the child your oldest son named
after you, cries, hitter as metal.
His mother tries to shush him
to sleep, again. There is something wrong
with his skin.
They want to forget ahout you.
They are tired of looking after you.
The child's screams cling to their backs
like a snakeskin belt you once owned.
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TWO POEMS BY DAVID CITINO
JUDGMENT
FOT they haoe sown the wind and they shall reap the whirlwind,
- Hosea

Next time around, may the beasts
of forest and field, the fish beneath the sea
and things that creep along the ground
be given dominion over you
and the right to make fences, name names,
and may your dying fatten them.
In future lives may yon never meet one
who can love you as you've loved yourself.
Next flood, may there be no one
mad enough to build a boat.
May snow fill up your hearth and bed
and only cold rain caress your legs.
To what yon would eat I'll be
a maggot, a moth to what you wear,
to your daughters and wives a bull.
111 see to it your babies grow slowly old
wearing your face, and grimace as they go:
and their children the same, and theirs.
When you most need dancing and the harvest
I'll send a fire into your head, make you
see red on every horizon, an enemy.
I'll march your children back and forth
across muddy fields to a music
that must he shouted to be heard,
twist their limbs and lips as they fall.
I'll make the place you wish to live
a chaos, the winds that kiss your face
sharp with mercury and sulfur, dark as what
the fire leaves when it's lcasted on wood
I'll make it hell.
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MARION, OHIO 43302
A half-minute's run from where
President Harding rests beside
his lonely wife, just beyond scandal,

a half-hour's jog from the smoke
of the foundries that forged the power shovels
that dug the great canal through Panama,
workers yellow with fever dropping into trenches,
a half-day's walk from where
the Delawares bound Colonel Crawford
to a stake and darkened his skin with
c he kiss of fire, his flesh changed to smoke
drifting over grassy fields, a bitter incense,
stands this house, where all day
I've sat watching leaves fall like snow
in the crowded cemetery just beyond the back ~ a r d ,
leaves just far enough away for me not to hear
the gentle death-rattle each makes
skittering across marble and concrete.
There'll be time enough to get up
and get to work. I've got nothing but time
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THREE POEMS BY JAMES BROOKS
ARTS
Hokudoso
knee to knee
clutch my wrists
hold on tight
like a plastic pop-up toy
in one exhalation
over you go
who can resist
the ki flow
down the relaxed arms
you must now
deserve to be freed

ARTS
Uekimi
free arm bent
roll over shoulder & knee
away from harm
thus is life
living
to fight again

ARTS
Kuragash
it's like a handshake
upside down
your wrist held up
like a baseball bat
the shock of emotion
is electric
like pain
you tend to go
for the fences
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THE MIRROR

It was on the morning of September 12 three years ago, on the very day
that my sister disappeared, that T happened to he coming along the upstairs hall
and could see her in her room, standing before her bureau mirror, staring at her
reflection. I happened to glance in because her door was ajar - which was
unusnal - and her closet door too was open, and the long narrow mirror on it
showed Marguerite across the room, standing at the bureau. Her back was to the
door and she couldn't have seen me if she turned. She might have seen me
through the two mirrors - I don't know. If she had, she would have whirled
around, embarrassed and angry; she would have glared at me. But I didn't
pause. I didn't linger. I just hurried on by, and happened to glance inside, for a
second, a split-second, and that was it. The next moment I was on the stairs
headed down for the kitchen: I was already a few minutes late starting Father's
breakfast.
Later they were to ask their nosy questions. Was there any sign of distress?
- agitation? Had she been worried about anything - did she mention any
names - had she ever threatened to leave home in the past, or injure herself -?
Was there a man involved?
No, I said. I don't know.
Had you quarrelled? Had she and her father quarrelled?
No, I said. Not for years.
Because of what happened afterward that morning became something
special: something to keep remembering, poking at, prodding, like a loose
button in your pocket, something to keep fingering when of course there was
nothing there really. The mind lhrows a net backward over such mornings and
falsifies every little goose bump and sigh and dropped spoon. The glasses
vibrating in the cupboard, on the highest shelf -beautiful crystal water goblets
:hat had belonged to my mother's grandmother, and hadn't been used for years
- one of them was touching against another and the big trucks out on High
Street made the ground shake so, the glasses were vibrating, a high-pitched but
almost inaudible humming I had to stop though it was necessary to stand on one
of the kitchen chairs and 1 was already late with Father's breakfast and I could
hear him upstairs in his bathroom where the old pipes made so much noise Well: all these things you remember, afterward. Though they have no
significance.
My sister Margnerite was making herself up for her job at the Broad Street
Bank and Trust where she had, as the newspapers were to say, a position of high
responsibility. The job was only a pastime, a kind of hobby, Marguerite had a
head for figures and manipulating sums, and though Father disapproved -for
one thing, he hadn't any respect for that particular hank, he knew the president
too well - it was less embarrassing than the job Marguerite had had at the
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Planned Parenthood center over in Mount Amey, and mnch easier on her
nerves. Working with figures didn't excite her, tl~oughthe figures were really
sums of money; and even though, in her position, she had a desk and a cubicleoffice and she did interview candidates for mortgages and loans, she didn't
become intimidated or flooded with these strangers' unr~ilvlives. The Planned
Parenthood job was volunteer work, of course, and lasted only ahout ten
months; before that she had stayed at home for a while, after her piano teaching
at the Academy had come to an end (she was just worn out after those sessions five pupils in five hours! - and of course the music, even that halting clumsy
music, excited her too much). After she disappeared on September 12 the news
articles were to mention her "places of employmentn as if they were a clue to
her whereabouts, or to her behavior, which of course they weren't. That's the
thing I hate about so-called facts: how they distort what you know to be true,
like most photographs. (The photograph they ran of Marguerite, for instance. It
was nineteen years old. Yes - nineteen years old. But it was the only one we
could come up with and even then it wasn't ours - my Aunt Frances had it, in
her photo-album -because Marguerite naturally did not allow any pictures to
be taken of her in recent years, and one unforgettable Christmas vacation when
she was home from college and in one of her black moods she burnt all the old
snapshots of herself, going back to when she was a baby. Poor Mama had
discovered her, squatting in front of the living room fireplace at six in the
morning, poking at the smoldering pictures, her face hot and wet with tears.
That was the kind of person she was, fierce and headstrong, and capable of
fixing you with those stern angry eyes of hers that were like a hawk's - what
you would imagine a hawk had for eyes - yellowish, or bronze - and the
photograph they ran in the papers showed nothing of this: it was the one
Marguerite had used for her passport, the year after she left college, and in it she
looks - well - subdued and normal enough, a little tired, with shadows
beneath her eyes and a small prim or ironic smile, and her hair which should
have been her best feature just tucked behind her ears and falling in curls and
wisps on her forehead. Yon wouldn't know how stubborn that girl could be, you
wouldn't even guess how intelligent she was, from the picture. But of course that
was the one they ran. And after a while the captions didn't even trouble to
explain that this was Marguerite Hansen of nineteen years ago, as if it really
didn't matter, nobody cared about finding her, they just wanted a story for that
column and a picture to go with it of an almost-pretty young woman. The
headline Mysterious Disappearance was always eye-catching.)
There she was, peering at herself in her bureau mirror, making up her face.
"Making up her face." This was the most important ritual in Marguerite's life
but I certainly wouldn't tell that to the police or the newspaper reporters. She
started applying make-upso heavily after she returned home from her job at the
American School in Beirut; she must have been twenty-eight at the time.
Something had gone wrong there -a friendship with another teacher, I think
- hut of corlrse Marguerite never explained, cven when she was sick (she
picked up some sort of intestinal virus there) and so weak she could barely lift
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her head from the pillow. No one in the family had hopes for that silly job teaching English and piano lessons halfway around the world, and living in
some sort of dormitory with other Americans, misfits who couldn't make a
success of their lives back home and who were willing to settle for very low
salaries - hnt of course Marguerite wouldn't listen, and hadn't even the grace
to be embarrassed at her failure when she retnrned. That was Marguerite, hut
how could anyone explain her to strangers?
Let's picture Marguerite making herself up. I never actually watched her,
of course, but over the years I caught glimpses of her from time to time, just as I
did on the morning of September 12. Her hedroom door ajar, or the bathroom
door; and once in a while she would appear downstairs only halfway made up;
and I had the opporturlity many times to poke through her things -bottles and
tubes and pencils aud brushes stiff from years of use, giving off a sweet sickish
medicinal perfumy odor that was Marguerite's own odor. (Which I doubt she
knew about. How coilld she, being Marguerite? It was herself.) Marguerite and
I were never close, what with six years difference in our ages, and so she never
confided in me, at least not after she was fourteen, and had that "problem" of
hers, hut even so I imagine she would never have allowed any human being, no
matter how close, to watch her making 11p her face. It was a sacred ritual -it
was certainly lengthy.
She rises at seven-thirty. Stares at her reflection in her bureau mirror, and
in her closet mirror; and in thebathroom. This face is hew. Rnt more than that it
is her companion. Long and narrow and striking, with prominent cheekbones,
and dead-whiteskin, and those fierce eyes that dart from place to place. (When
she is in one of her moods she refuses to talk to anyon&,sits hunched, her arms
tightly folded, her head bowed and her chin pressed against her throat; hut the
eyes jump about, hooded and sospicious.) When she was a girl her skin was
blotched from time to time, but never seriously; and it was never so pale. In the
past several years Marguerite has come to look anemic hut will she go to the
doctor, even for a simple examination? And of course she refuses to have a
gynecological examinatiori - never again. It is her face that interests her obsesses her. She nevcr washes it with soap and water, of course, like the rest of
us, hut uses some sort of cleanser or astringent, dabbed on with wads of cotton.
\Yhen it is perfectly clean shc examines it close up: pulls out tiny wire-like
whiskers in her chin, plucks out eyebrow hairs growing in the wrong place,
squeezes (but very cautiously) at blackheads or tiny pimples, whatever. This
pitiless examination must take several minutes. She brings her face close to the
mirror, practically tnnching its surface, and turns her head from side to side,
critically, suspiciously, her eyes darting about. An unpleasant task, done without enthusiasm or affection; but of course it must be done. If the eyes lock I
doubt that they show any sign of recognition. Marguerite Hansen. Rut who is
that? A face? A name? A daughter, one of the Hansens? No recognitior~at all.
Next she applies some sort of white cream, stroking it hriskly on her throat,
her cheeks, her forehead. Her movements are deft and unhesitating. She waits
for it to dry, then reaches for the bottle of foundation make-up with the
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encrusted cap -so encrusted yo11 can barely get it back on -and applies that,
though it is a thick oily mud-like substance, brick-colored, and far too dark for
her pale skin. This takes some time because the make-up is thick and must he
blended carefully, especially at her throat and hairline; otherwise her face will
resemble a wall badly painted, where layers of new and old and very old paint
are visible. (Sometimes the procedure goes wrong anyway and Marguerite has
to begin again. Roughly, angrily, she wipes the mess off with cold cream on
cotton swabs.) There are problems too, as we will see, with wrinkles in the skin.
After this foundation has dried, Marguerite blends rouge onto her cheeks with a
little brush. Her movements are quick, her expression faintly derisive. The
rouge must be subtly blended into her skin or it will look clownish, even
feverish; it might appear that poor Marguerite Hansen is trying to he "pretty."
(An attractive woman of 41, the newspapers said. Missing from her
Washington Park home, having failed to arrive at her job at the Broad Street
Bank and Trust. Last seen by her sister. How amused Marguerite must have
been at that word att~active-!)
After the rouge is satisfactorily blended she applies powder, with a large
but very dirty puff (once 1was appalled to discover this puff, resting on top of
the box of powder on her bureau, in plain sight, so stiff with old dried make-up
and powder it had actually begun to curl). The powder isn't so dark as that
hideous foundation but it is too dark for Marguerite's natural skin color.
Nevertheless she pats it onto her face, blends it up into the hairline, regarding
herself all the while with that look of pitying scorn. What remains? Her
eyebrows must be darkened and their line straightened so that she looks stern,
even censorious; she applies inky-black mascara to her lashes with a tiny brush;
she smears on dark lipstick - a queer maroon-brown, the shade of a lightly
rotted plum.
She studies the face in the mirror, the mask, and finds it amusing but
adequate. Though she has never said so, I believe she would have liked to make
a plaster cast of it -down to the rouge, the mascara, the lipstick -so that she
could wear it every day, without investing so much time in its preparation.
Was your sister emotionally disturbed? they asked. Was she unhappy, as
far as you knew? Did she mention difficulties at work or with friends, with
men? - had she ever spoken of running away? - or of suicide?
There were no problems in our household, I said carefully, as far as I knew.
Men? No problems with men?
No problems with men.
If you could give us a list. . . .
I'm afraid I can't give you a list, I said, laughing in embarrassment,
blushing, because I simply don't know anything. My sister rarely went out, I
doubt that she had any friends, I mean men friends. . . . She wasn't that kind of
woman; she was almost what you might call a recluse.
They questioned Father too. Rut briefly, and courteously. The chief of the
Washington Park police himself drove out, to talk with Father in his study. You
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should understand, I said, that my father's mind sometimes wanders. Not often
hut sometimes. Especially when he's agitated. He seems to he confusing
Varguerite with my mother, who died ten years ago. Then again he confuses
her with me: he thinks I'm the one who is missing.
I stayed with Father, to comfort him. Rut the police chief was soft-spoken
and sympathetic - of course he remembered Father from City Hall - hemay
even have been one of Father's appointees, years ago. Everything was going
well, Father spoke haltingly hut coherently, and then, and then the police chief
turned to me and cleared his throat and said, "Would you mind if I spoke with
your father alone for a few minutes . . . ? I promise not to upset him."
"I don't see why that is necessary," I said.
"I promise not to upset him," he said.
Father frowned and stared into a corner of the room as if he were not
involved. For. the past several years he had refused to speak directly to
Marguerite, and sometimes refused even to acknowledge her presence; now he
ignored me.
"There are just a few questions I'd like to ask your father in private," the
police chief said.
My face grew hot I knew I was blushing; my heart began to swell
alarmingly inside the tight-laced contraption I wore. But I got to my feet with
dignity and straightened my skirt and said, "Very well, if you insist, you are the
police after all," with an angry twist of my lips that was like poor Marguerite's
mock-smile. And before the fool could apologize I left the room and closed the
door quietly behind me.
On the day of Marguerite'sdisappearance, that evening, when she was late
returning from work and I knew something had happened, but it was still too
early to call the police, I went upstairs to her room, the room I rarely entered
(just as Marguerite rarely entered mine: we respected each other's privacy), and
looked through the papers on her little cherrywood desk. It was a sign of how
suddenly and innocently my sister disappeared -how unpremeditated it was
-that her checkbook was lying on top of the desk, and not a single check was
missing. Both Marguerite and I inherited modest sums of money, which
Father's investment broker handled for us, so Marguerite had in her checking
account a fairly ample sum of money - five or six thousand dollars which of
course she would never have used - and in her savings account she had
considerably more - and the surprise was (so far as the police were concerned)
that none of this money was missing. Not a penny. I estimated for the police that
Marguerite might have had as little as fifty dollars in her purse. (Odd too that
the last check she had made out was to renew her subscription to Music
Education for another two years.)
Marguerite's calendar, from the Broad Street hank, was propped up
against the wall, and the first twelve days of September were carefully X'd out
in black ink. One of the snooping investigators commented on that - the fact
that Marguerite had crossed out the day before leaving home at 8:00in the
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morning -and I wondered, was it strange? - it was my habit with my own
calendar too.
The checkbook with its fastidious records; the calendar; a few insignificant
papers; old letters - years old - from friends I hadn't known she had had, in
the desk's bottom drawer; some scribbled notes to herself in an almost unintelligible hand, that resembled scraps of poems - everything confirmed the
fact that my sister disappeared from the face of the earth involuntarily, without
premeditation. (The old letters from "friends" I took away, to hide in my own
desk; the scribbled notes I burned before the police arrived. Everything else, of
course, I left as Marguerite had left, not only the papers on her desk but the
untidy clutter of make-up bottles on her bureau. The doily on the bureau was
made of Belgian lace, and very heantiful, hut Marguerite had spilled make-up
and powder on it over the months - or years - and it was shamefully soiled;
but I decided not to change it. Let the outside world see what my arrogant sister
was really like.)

Many years ago when I was in my second year of college -junior college
Bellingham, a girls' school twenty miles from Washington Park, Marguerite ran into the house crying, and told my mother that a man had "touched"
her and "did things to her." It was a dark November afternoon, she had crossed
the park, coming home from her piano lesson, and a man called out to her, and
somehow it happened that he grabbed her -soshe said -and dragged her into
the bushes. Her clothes were soiled, there were hits of leaves in her hair, her
mouth was bleeding slightly, she was very angry: The son of a bitch! she kept
saying. The son of a bitch!
She claimed to know the man. Not by name, but she recognized his face: he
hung about dourntown, he was someone's brother-in-law, Father would know
him, he had a big gut, he wore funny laced-up workman's boots, he stank of hair
lotion.
Mother tried to calm Marguerite down. She telephoned Father at his
office, and ran a hot bath for Marguerite, and examined her, so far as Marguerite would allow. (Marguerite kept pushing her hands away, Mother said
afterward. It was no surprise to me that the pelvic examination our doctor gave
her, or tried to give her, was such a catastrophe.)
Should they call the police, or should they keep it quiet.
Her anger subsided and she began to cry and they put her to bed and
Father's attorney came over, and they discussed the problem late into the night.
At this time I think Father was in his second term as mayor - though it may
have been still his first. They decided to keep the matter to themselves. For one
thing, it didn't appear that the man had actually assaulted Marguerite: not in
the usual sense of the word. Rape had only one legal meaning and he had not
raped her, he had not even ripped oft her underpants. He had "done things" to
her but it would be difficult to prove and in any case it would be very difficult to
prove that she had seen his face and could identify him. . . in that dark place, on
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an overcast November afternoon. And the humiliation, the ignominy. . . . The
cruel jokes she would have to endure at school. . . .
They talked to her, and though she was si~llenand silent for a long while she
finally agreed. She had not been injured except for the cut on her mouth where
he had struck her, and the "things" he had done were such that she hadn't been
able exactly to say what they were - they were "nasty," they were "dirty,"
they "hurt" - but she refused to say more, she stammered and went silent. I
wish I could kill him, she said, whimpering.
So she agreed. The police were not called, no charges were ever made, the
incident was forgotten. Marguerite hersclf seemed to forget it.
I was at school at the time, twenty miles away. No one ever told me a great
deal about it, and of course Marguerite never spoke oI it, except one summer
day many years later -it must havc been fifteen years later, at least, when she
was hack from Beirut and not yet teaching at the music school - when we went
on one of our infrequent shopping trips downtown and stopped for coffee in the
old Park Shelton Hotel and 1 noticed Marguerite staring al someone sitting at
the counter, a man with his back to us, but you could see his face in a long low
mirror, and some devil leapt onto my shoulder and made me say, Is that him? that man? and Marguerite calmly turned to me and said, her face barely
moving inside the mask of brick-colored make-up and powder: There never was
any man. I made it all up.

One winter morning two or three years before Marguerite disappeared
from the face of the earth, leaving no note, nosign - not a trace! - behind her,
she hurried into the kitchen and seized my arm and began speaking in a high
agitated voice: The strangest thing - I don't know what to think - I don't
know what to do She ~ u l l e dme to a window, and pointed to something on her face. (Her
face was only partly made-up; she had rubbed the white cream deeply into it,
and the scent was fragrant.) Do you see it? she said. Do you see it?
A line in her cheek, that was all. A vertical curving wrinkle in her cheek.
What do you think it is! Marguerite whispered.
I studied the line, and it was strange: it was a sort of crease, about two
inches from the right side of her mouth, and about three inches long. Marguerite was hreathing quickly and I could Iecl her trembling so I said, Well - it
might be from your pillow, you were probably sleeping on that side of your
face.
Don't he ridiculous, Marguerite said. It's a line in my face, a deep ugly line
- It looks like a scar It doesn't look like a scar, I said.
She pulled me into the dining room, to the mirror. Almost in triumph she
leaned forward and pointed out the line.
How ugly -! she whispered, staring.
I was embarrassed at her emotion, and the way she was squeezing my arm.
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She must not have known what she was doing. She said, the other lines - of
course I have them - around my eyes, my mouth - a few in my forehead - I
can understand - they make sense - I'm not a young girl any longer - I don't
like them but what can yo11 do? - hut this - this ugly thing - to wake up one
morning and see this But I can hardly see it, Marguerite, 1 said, not quite truthfully.
Of course you can see it! she cried. Don't lie to me!
There we stood, sisters, side by side, in front of the old dining room mirror,
and Marguerite was craning her neck forward and staring at thc mark on her
cheek, and I was forced to endure her nonsense - I with my soft flaccid face,
the pouchy hollows beneath my eyes, the many lines and wrinkles around my
mouth, on my forehead, signs of aging 1 had never fussed over, and never even
felt especially sad about, for as Marguerite said what can you do? - and it
wasn't, after all, as if anyone special saw me, anyone who would judge me, I
mean; just Father, and Aunt Frances, and a few others. What do I care about the
world's judgment of me, I thought contemptuously.
Marguerite kept fingering the line, and exclaiming over it, and saying
repeatedly that it did not make sense -it did not make sense -why was there a
line on one side of her face, and nothing on the other? And it had appeared so
suddenly I tried to disengage myself from her: tried to pry open her fingers.
There's nothing there, I murmured. And then I said (for a devil leapt onto
my shoulder): It's your vanity that has been injured, Marguerite.
Perhaps it was the surge of feeling in my voice, the tone of gratification, or
perhaps it was simply the line in her cheek itself, but my sister then did a
disgusting thing, an almost unbelievable thing: still gripping my wrist she
leaned farther forward and spat onto the mirror; spat right onto the mirror!
She spat onto our dining room mirror. And the sickening blob of saliva
touched both our faces, our mirrored faces, and trickled slowly down.
Marguerite was in her late thirties at the time. Or she may have had her
fortieth birthday; I am not certain.

Mysterious Disappearance of Washington Park Woman, the headlines
trumpeted. And we had to endure the humiliation, the ignominy, the innumerable telephone calls and letters, local gossip, local speculation. Had Marguerite Hansen eloped with a man? Had Marguerite Hansen been kidnapped?
As a favor to Father the police investigated Marguerite's case for ten
weeks. (It is not generally known - at least I never knew it, beforehand - that
police are nnt obliged to locate missing persons. "Disappearing" is a basic
human right, evidently, in the United States; perhaps it is even protected by the
Constitution.) And then Father hired a private detective agency with its
headquarters in New York City. But they discovered nothing. Marguerite left
the houseat eight in themorning on that Thursday, boarded theHighStreet bus
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as usnal, evidently got off it as usual (the bus driver was unable to swear he'd
seen her get off at her regular stop -it wasn't something he would he likely to
recall though he did recall her getting on), but never reported to work. And for
some reason the fools at the bank hesitated to telephone 11s. So the day went by,
and I went about my usual household chores, and Margrlerite did not return, nor
did she telephone as she sometimes did when she took a later hus, and hy quarter
to seven . . . by quarter to seven I knew . . . I knew that something had
happened. And that was it. The police never discovered anything valuable, any
real fact (though of course they located many people who claimed to have seen
Marguerite -or someone who resembled her), I halfway think they didn't look
too hard, and the private detective agency - just crooks, in my opinion! charging poor bereaved Father $2500 for absolutely nothing at all.
I got our attorney on the phone at once. We weren't going to pay that bill.
(And it turned out - though Father was never to know - that the agency
hacked down and charged us only $1500. Which was still outrageously high but
I thought - Well - we might as well pay and forget it.)

In the history of our nation millions of people have disappeared.
Like my sister they leave for work in the morning, on an ordinary morning
- and are never seen again. They go on brief journeys but never reach their
destinations; and never return. They board buses, trains, airplanes. They step
out the back door to breathe the night air; they explain that they are driving to
the drugstore; they go for a walk, alone, in the neighhorhood. Often they take no
money with them. No unusual amount of money. They have made no preparations, evidently. They leave no farewell notes, they have given no "sign."
Last month a Maryland man rented a sixteen-foot boat with a small
outboard motor and went fishing on a lake, alone, near dusk, and in the morning
the boat was found empty and drifting.. . . All that remained was an empty
gasoline can, two life preservers, and his fishing gear.
Not long after Marguerite disappeared I happened to read a small item in
the paper about a woman in Ft. Worth who disappeared from her home. She
sent both her sons off to school in the morning and when they returned for lunch
she was gone: the house was unlocked, the radio in the kitchen was playing as
usual, lights were burning, everything was in its place, even her purse, her
clothes. Her husband thought there might be something missing from her
jewelry box hut he was too distraught to he certain.
Judge Joseph Crater - whom I am not quite old enough to remember disappeared, so famously, after having stepped into a taxicab on West 45th
Street in Manhattan, on August 6, 1930. When Marguerite was gone for two
weeks, then three, then four, and it was clear that she had not been kidnapped, I
went to the neighhorhood library and looked up Judge Crater out of curiosity.
But the circumstances of Crater's disappearance were very different from those
of my sister's disappearance, for, as it turned out, Crater was involved in
political schemes of various kinds, and he would very likely have been exposed
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in the pllhlic press; and he did leave a note for his wife. (.4n2 very weary. Love,
Joe.)
Never found, of course. Nor did anyone ever unearth a single clue to his
disappearance.
One after another, these baffling cases: a nineteen-year-old boy in Seabury, California, disappears on his way to visit a girl friend; his car is found on
the shoulder of an expressway, abandoned; the keys are on the floor, the doors
are locked. A fifty-seven-year-old woman in Larchmont, New York, a junior
high school principal, disappears over a weekend. A thirty-one-year-old insurance salesma11in Chicago. . . . One after another they disappear. The cases are
reported and there is a flurry of newspaper interest and police make investigations and sometimes rewards are offered and sometimes private detectives are
hired and weeks and months and years pass. . . .
Sometimes, of course, they are fotmd. Their corpses are found, or they are
discovered hundreds of iniles away, alive, living under different names, with
forged documents and new Social Security numbers. But I am not concerned
with these people: 1 am concerned with those who disappear permanently.
Like Marguerite, who was never folind.
Who simply stepped off the face of the earth. Who vanished completely.
Why would your sister do such a thing, if she did it deliberately, people
asked me, and I said, She didn't do anything: it was done to her: it was not
deliberate.
For a while there were rumors, ridiculous rumors, that she had been
pregnant, or that she'd run away with a married man (hut who was the married
man? - he was never reported missing), even that she had embezzled money
from the bank (an outright absurdity, of course), or had been given drugs and
kidnapped, or wandered away into the mountains. . . . After a while I made no
effort to deny these rumors, they were so outlandish.
Last Christmas I happened to see a ~ersonalad in the Mount Arney paper
- Dear Norman
lease contact us, Christmas Eve no later, E & L - and it
crossed my mind that Father and I might have tried that, running a personal ad,
Dear Marguerite you have caused us such grief at least let us knou) if you are
alive or dead, Your loving father 6- sister, but what hope was there? If she was
alive and saw it she would orily snort with conhcmpl, if she wasdead she'd never
see it.
That scar-like crease on her right cheek would disappear for a day or two (I
believe Marguerite frantically rubbed cnld ci-eam illto it), then reappear,
exactly as before. It was mysterious - it seemed to spring out of nowhere.
Marguerite thought for a while that I might he right, she was lying on that side
of her face at night, hut soon other odd marks began to appear as well. There
was a queer shallow indentation above her left eyebrow, and a chip-like markin
her chin. And another ugly crease, higher in her right cheek. I had always
known that my sister was a fantastically vain woman but I was not prepared for
the alarm, the terror, the rage she felt when she examined her face each
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morning, and discovered these peculiar hlemishes. (You must understand, of
course, that they were in addition to the normal lines and wrinkles in her skin.
Though Marguerite looked a Iew ycars younger than her age she wasn't
immune to the ordinary signs of aging.)
One day she called me into her bedroom, and demanded that I examine the
"thing" on her chin.
Well - it was strange. That's all I can say. It wasn't a wrinkle or a line, it
was a kind of scratch or cut or chip, running from thc corner of her mouth down
onto her chin. It looked years old hut it had appeared overnight, out of nowhere.
My face is scarring, Marguerite said wildly.
Yoti might go to a doctor, I said. Jusl to A doctor can't help me! Marguerite said. I know.
But if you put make-up on it Don't he stnpid, she said angrily. Make-up can't disguise marks like these. I
know.
And of course shc was right, but what else could I sav?
Weeks and months passed and there was no word. No sign. Strangers
telephoned at first, and we received peculiar letters, sometinles unsigned; even
a few telegrams. But they came lo no~hing.The police assured Father and me
that such things were perteclly normal -most people meant to he helpful and every reasonablc Icad would he traced. And then 1 heard from a lawyer the younger partner of our family lawyer, in fact - the term "voluntary
absentee'' for the first time. I wanted to ask the impertinent young man what
that expression meant, hut I didn't dare.
If only Father and I knew - is she dead, and should we mourn; or is she
hiding, and should we erase her from our memories?
c
department's Rules and Procednres, and came
One day I studied ~ h police
upon the following:
23.0 A missing person is one who is reported missing from a residence
and is:
a. Under 18, or
b. 18 or over, and:
1. Mentally or physically affected to the extent ~ h a hospitalization
l
may be requircd, or
2. A possible victim of amnesia, drow~lirig,or similar mishap, or
3. Has indicated an intention of committing suicide, or
4. Ahsent without any apparent reason under circnrnstances indicating involuntary disappearance.
23.1 The term "Missing Person" shall not include a person:
a. For whom warrants have been issued
b. Wanted for commissio~~
of a crime
c. 18 or over, who voluntarily leave home hecanse of domestic, financial, or similar reasons.
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The quarrel between Father and Margnerite began mysteriously - it
might have been over politics (for both had strong opinions, and were opposed
on many issues), or over the behavior of a relative (onr cousin Martin, twicemarried and twice-divorced, had married again - a girl of the streets, practically, in Father's intemperate words; and naturally Marguerite flared up,
asking what on carth he meant since he'd never met the girl), or over some
minor domestic problem. . . whether the furnace repairman had overcharged,
whether we ought to file a formal complaint against new neighbors down the
hill who allowed their terrier to run loose, contrary to Washington Park law.
They quarrelled and I remained prudently silent. I knew better than to take
sides though in the end, of course, if pressed, I would naturally have to take
Father's side.
Your sister is a stubborn, ignorant young woman, Father said angrily.
Your father is a pig-headed old man, Marguerite shouted.
How many years did their quarrel last? It might have been . . . it might
have been as many as six. Ontsiders knew nothing, of course; and I was never to
tell. For certainly the situation would have been misunderstood, the Hansen
family would have appeared unduly eccentric, and we were really a quite
normal hol~sehold.That's always the problem with facts, mere hl~lntraw
onmitigated facts: they distort the very reality they are supposed to express.
For instance, what if my parents had allowed Marguerite to report the
"assault" in the park, so many years ago? - what if they had called the police as
she wanted them to? It would have gone onto the records, certainly, and when
llarguerite Hansen disappeared (at the age of forty-one) some snooping reporter would have unearthed the fact that Marguerite Hansen (at the age of
fourteen) had claimed to be sexually assaulted a few blocks from home. And,
naturally, a kind of connection would be made between the two Marguerites a false and misleading connection.
For, as Marguerite admitted that day in ihe coffee shop, she had made up
the entire story.
Marguerite's little lies, harmless one by one but exasperahg over a period
of time. . . Father's ramMing speeches, his fits of bad temper. . . . I tried to stay
neutral. I suppose I was too patient. I might have refused to play their game running up and down stairs during the worst of it, and of course at the dinner
table where they "spoke through'. me - I might simply have folded my arms
and said no. There were days, weekends especially, when thc two of them wore
me out! Your sister this, your father that, I wonder if you might ask Marguerite
to pass the butter, I wonder if you mighi ask Father to stop drumming his
fingers on the table. . . . An amusing siluation, I suppose, to outsiders. But not
very funny to me.
And yet, as the years passed, I became accustomed to it. By the time
Marguerite disappeared I suppose I was hardly aware of the fact that they used
me as a sort of transparent screen, a medium for their dialogue. Father this,
Marguerite that. On Father's bad days his memory slipped and he confused
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Marguerite with Momma, worrying aloud if she was going to "go away and
leave him again," hut even then he did not address her directly - he spoke
through me.
After she disappeared he was silent for hours at a time. He sat in a corner of
his study, in the dark, a great collapsed figure, his big-hrowed head crooked on
his neck, his fingers ceaselessly worrying the hem of the blanket I had tucked
around him.
We never knew: was Marguerite dead, and shoi~ldwe mourn; was she
merely in hiding, and should we he very angry - and forget her?
It has been three years now. Though we offered a substantial reward for
information that might lead us to Marguerite - $5000 - nothing has turned
up. Of course, as I said earlier, there were many false leads, telephone calls from
hysterical people who were certain they had seen my sister - had seen her
bundled off in a car, shrieking for help, or pushed off a bridge; there were
telegrams and letters and walk-in reports to the police, and a dozen or so people
actually rang our doorbell, not all of them merely snoops. I even took the
Greyhound bus up to Rochester, New York, to visit with a middle-aged woman
who had written me a particularly intelligent letter after having seen Marguerite's picture in the paper. (The woman was indeed pleasant, and I was
touched by her concern, though naturally the visit was a waste of time. She
rented rooms out in her old mansion of a honse and she was certain that
Marguerite had lived there for three weeks before "disappearingw again. Her
description of Marguerite was too general to be conclusive. I recognized no
mannerisms, no special qnirks, and of course the clothes she described - in
great wearying detail - would have been new purchases, unknown to me.
Rather bluntly 1 asked if the woman owed her money? - but she assured me
that this was not the case, not at all. She might even have been a trifle hurt that I
brought the subject up. (For of course I might have paid what my sister owed.)
Near the end of our conversation a thought struck me: I asked whether the
woman who had rented a room wore heavy make-up-? The landlady frowned
as if thinking. I saw, too late, that she herself was heavily made-up - her poor
sagging cheeks fairly glowed with spots of rouge. But she did not seem to think
my question embarrassing. She simply said, after a long contemplative moment, that she had not noticed.
Occasionally there were reports of amnesia victims who might have been
Marguerite - found wandering in Phoenix, Arizona, or in Times Square in
Manhattan - hut who were not Marguerite; the corpses of women were found
in remote wooded areas, in lakes, beneath lumber in vacant lots; for many
months I dreaded shopping trips, especially to Mount Arney, because I would
see, I would always see, Marguerite on the street - Marguerite striding in my
direction, or just turning a corner, or staring contemptuously at me from
beneath an awning.
And then, last April, a woman's badly decomposed body was discovered on
the beach near Two Harbors, Minnesota - the sonthwestern shore of Lake
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Superior - and for a brief while it appeared that this corpse was my sister. (Or
"belonged to" my sister - the phrasing is awkward.) Identification was
attempted through an examination or the teeth, the dental work, and perhaps
the method is imperfect, or the specialist assigned to this case was incompetent,
for it certainly did seem . . . for a few days. . . that this was Marguerite.
But finally it was not. It was another ,rroman, another missing woman.
Since Marguerite's disappearance I had been in a state of queer suspended
calm. 1 saw no reason to mourn, yet there was no reason to be angry either; and
while I did miss my sister il could not be said that I missed her greatly. Day
followed day, weeks became months and months became years, I carefully
crossecl out each day on the calendar before the day began, and nothing nothing - happened. And then the woman's body was discovered in Minnesota, and thcre was some fuss over it, and when the final call came to notify
me that the identification had not been madeit struck me then that Marguerite
was utterly lost: and I had not quite understood that before.
Even before I hung up 1 began crying. Great hoarse helpless sobs. Dear
God, I thought, what is happening to me, what on earth is happening -! She
might still be alive - it was not a fact, at least, that she was dead -perhaps we
would find her - or she would come home - It was not too late I wept and wept for my lost sister, pressing a wadded handkerchief against
my mouth, not wanting poor Father to hear. For he would be very upset if he
heard such helpless heartbroken braying. It is not like me to break down like
this, not like me in the slightest. It isn't me, weeping like this.
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THE RED SHOE
I first saw it
mashing centipede
on the safety island
at a time in my life
when I was trying to hold
too many bodies
together, under too many roofs.
Its patent, cracked, bounced
the sunlight and me
into the story of the cure
for the girl who loved dancing
all night in red shoes:
I felt for pieces of charred foot
in its lining.
There are no immaculate
getaways. But in that moment
I dreamed a shoe
in a dead break and run
miles ahead, slapping itself clean
of mud and seedlings; I dreamed a runner,
of two minds about it,
who had carefully unbuckled one shoe
and left it tamping the earth
beneath a traffic light's split-second arrows.
It got to be like a friend,
a place to go stand
on one leg
and practice balance.
I kept asking for which of desire's worlds
it served as a sign,
the one we can't see
or the one we can.
One had a runner in it.
The other sat on an island
patiently filling with seasons.
In Spring there were mud
and maple wings. In July, sorrel
and mullein. In Fall, leaf mulch
and lichen. By December
it was turning into snow.
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THE GODDESS OF LOVE AND THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE: SOME ELEMENTS OF MYTH AND
FOLKLORE IN CHEKHOV'S THE CHERRY ORCHARD

In the climactic scene of The Cherru Orchard, Gayev recites the following
hymn to the Great Mother Goddess:
Oh, glorious Nature, shining with eternal light, so beautiful and yet so
indifferent to our fate . . . you whom we call Mother, uniting in yourself
both Life and Death, you live and you destroy. . . .'
Gayev's speech is followed by an embarrassed silence "only broken by the
subdued muttering of Feers. Suddenly a distant sound is heard, coming as if
out of the sky, like the sound of a string snapping, slowly and sadly dying
away." In the stage directions for the scene, the trees of the cherry orchard are
contrasted to man-made trees, telegraph poles:
A road leads to Gayev's estate. On one side and at some distance away
there is a row of dark poplars, and it is there that the cherry orchard
begins. Further away is seen a line of telegraph poles, and beyond them,
on the horizon, the vague outlines of a large town, visible only in very
good, clear weather.
(354)

In the final scene of the play we hear the breaking string a second time, this time
against the background of the cherry trees being cut down to make way for
construction. Liubov, whose name means "love" and whose role in the play
suggests her identification with the Mother Goddess, is cast out into the profane
world as if she were Eve being cast out of Paradise: "Oh my darling, my
precious, my beautiful orchardl My life, my youth, my happiness. . . good-bye!
. . . Good-bye!"
Gayev's evocation of nature as an indifferent goddess juxtaposed with the
sound of a breaking string produces a sense of sadness and dislocation, the
prevailing tone of The Cherry Orchard and all of Chekhov's plays. "Out of the
sky" suggests a break between man and the sustaining cosmos. The association
of Liubov with the tree (the chopping downof the trees and the departure of the
mother occur together against thesound of the breaking string) provides us with
a clue to the complex symbolism and structure of the play: The role of the Great
Goddess changes from that of the bringer of life to the agent of death, from an
1 Anton Ch~khov,Plays, trans. Elisaveta Fen (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1959). p. 365.
Subsequent references will appear in the text.
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The historian of religion Fedotov argues that the cult of nature as mother is
deeply embedded in Russian life and is the source of Russian religiosity.
Christianization merely transformed the caring Russian Demeter into the allencompassing Bogoroditsa (Mother of God).3At the same time the evil aspects
of the Mother Goddess - as death dealer - were identified in part with the
temptress Eve, the sinful rebel, mother of mankind whose action condemned
her children to exile and death. Eve became the prototype for the disobedient
and hence evil wife against whose snares the Orthodox church warned its male
members.' But the cult of the pagan all-powerful Great Mother continued in
Russiainto the twentieth century. As Gayev'sspeech reminds us, the two aspects
of the Great Goddess as bringer of life and death are clearly united. What is
involved here is a gradual displacement of her functions. To appreciate fully
Chekhov's use of the complex symbolism of the double aspect of the mother and
of the feminine, we must consider the disparity between her image in Russian
folklore and in Christian mythology.
Russian folklore is suffused with the worship of "Mother Moist E a r t h
(Mat' Syra Zemlia) embodying the forces of nature and the family bond. She
appears to bear her children parthenogenetically. Though she is without name,
she is akin to Demeter, goddess of fertility and motherly love. The peasant is her
child, tied to the earth umhilically as though to the body of the nurturing
mother. Fedotov describes him as "the fatherless son of Mother Earth" and
though she taught him fidelity, he continues, she did not instill in him the male
virtues of freedom and valor.5 Since she represents the totality of being and
nature, she is the good, nurturing mother; but she is also the evil hetaera and
hag. Russian folklore presents us with these two distinct aspects of her being in
the figures of the witch Baba Yaga and the nymphs called rusalki. It is through
them that the linkage of earth and tree, of the Goddess with her Tree of Life,
seems most apparent.
The cannibal witch Baba Yaga lives alone in the forest but is frequently
winter, and dissolution (satire): TheFables of Identity (New York, 1963). p. 16, and The Anatomy
of Crittcism (Princeton, 1957). In our discussion of the play's mythic structure and folkloric
rymbolism, we pay little direct attention to its literal social implications. This may suggest an
assumption that Chekhov takes the position of a political reactionary defending the old order, hut
this isnot thecase. Chekhov, aralwayr, isambivalent, and his satirecuts both ways. Theald unionof
the pearant and gentry was cruel and despotic, assimilated as it war to the agrarian cycle (see
Gayev'r hymn to Nature), hut it had represented s fined and predictable structure (see Feers's
speech in which he insists that thegentry belong to the peasant sand the peasants to thegentry). The
new order, with its capitalistic and individualistic concerns and its open-ended belief in progress
freeing human life from the natural cycle, appears to deprive life.of meaning. Thus Chekhov
criticizes hoth the romantic vision of nature and of social oroeress.
.
'C: I' Fe<loto\,' 7 1 1 ~Russcan RP/I*IOUS.\l$nd Se\s Y o r k . 19601, pp 13 a d 360k62 On the
C h r ~ . t n n ~ m ~ ~ofr the
, n pdgatl \Ic~ll~rr
C d t l ~ ( ((PP
, N \lalor~n % h m ~ k o i , I x , z h u ~ r t rx ,pro~.oalornorn
kuf'te (Moscow. 1931).
' E. Elnett, Historic Origtns and Social Development of Family Life in Russia (New York,
1926). pp. 22-23. On woman's resistance tochristianiration in medieval Kiev, see S. Smirnov, "Baby
bogamerukiia," in Sbmnik stotei pos~shchennykhV.O. Kltuchevskomu (Moscow, 1909), pp.
217-243.
Fedotov, p. 19.
-~~

~

~
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represented as the mother of many daughters and surrounded by all forms of
animal life. Through her fearsome hut on hen's feet youths must pass in their
rites of passage into manhood and womanhood. They must escape her oven, her
maw. But she is not merely a dangerous obstacle in the quest; she can also
provide the key to success to the hero or heroine who knows how to win her
favor or outwit her.This dual function, good and evil, is also shared by the
rusalki. Here the sexual aspect suggested metaphorically in Baba Yaga's oven
and her "heraldry," the mortar and pestle, is more pronounced, while the
maternal aspects are diminished. The rusalki or Russian sirens are thought to
live in all three elements of nature - water, earth, and sky - and their
movement from one to the other suggests their role in the process of fertility as
self-inseminatory. They are represented often as half-birds, half-fish. From
their perches in the trees to which they migrate in the spring from their abodes
in lakes, rivers, or springs, they lure men to their death. At the same time they
bring fertility to the land.'
Both the Yaga and the rusalk are linked with trees - the first as the
mother living in the midst of her primeval forest; the latter as hetaera, who lure
the unwary. The tree, which in the form of the birch is associated with the
Greek Goddess in Russian lore, is often represented as her homologue. In folk
art, particularly embroidery, one often finds the motif of a goddess (perhaps
"Mother Moist Earth" herself) flanked by horsemen, animals, birds, and many
forms of vegetation. Frequently, the figure of a woman is replaced by that of
the universal symbol of the Tree of Life, suggestive of the Mother Goddess
In Russian folk tradition the tree has an
encompassing her male child-cons~rt.~
especially significant function. It is closely associated with the natural cycle of
fertility for which it is the totem. The "priestesses" of the Tree of Life are
peasant women -both young and matuwg In the rites of the agrarian calendar
which regulate all social and personal life of the peasantry, women are the
midwives of nature who help deliver her child in the form of the harvest. Their

T o r an extended discussion of the Baba Yaga, see A. A. Patebnia, "0mificheskom znachenii
nekotorykh obriadav," Chteniin u obshchestw iaorii i dreunostei rossiiskikh, numberr 2, 3, 4
(18651,85-232; and on the initiatory Iunction of the Y a p ,see M. G. Worien, The Russian Folktale
(Munich, 1968), pp. 133-140.
'Archeological and ethnographic materials on the rusolki are gathered together by B. A.
Rybakov. "Ruralii i bog Simargl-Pereplut," Sovetskoio arkheologiia. vol. 2 (1967), 102.125 Far a
f ~ d discussion
l
of the importance of the rusalka image in Russian falk art, see V. M. Vasilenko,
Russkaia narodnaia rsz'ba i rospis' po derevu v xuiii-rx uu (Moscow, 1960).
On the universally found imageof the tree of life, see E. 0.James, The TreeojLije(Leiden,
19661and G.d'Alviella, TheMigration of Symbols (New Yolk, 1956). pp. 122.174, Thematif of the
Mother Gndderr represented both as woman and as tree of life in Russian falk art is discussed by
B. A. Rybakov. "Drevnie elementy v rurskom naradnom tvorchestve,"Sovetskata etnografiia, No.
I (19481,90-106 and A. Netting, "Images and Ideas in Russian Peasant Art,"Slovic Review (March
19761. 65 ff.
* D. K. Zelenin, "Totemicheskii kul't derev'ev u russkikh i u belorussov," lzvestfin okodemit
nouk SSR, otdelenie obshchestvennykh nauk, No. 3 (Moscow, 1933). 591-629. See also B. A.
Rybakov, "Drevnie elementy . . ." op. cit. Zelenin discusses the central role of women in fertility
rites in Russia in "lstolkovanie perezhitochnykh religioznykh obriadov," Souet&afo etnografiia,
No. 5 (Moscow, 19341, 3-16.
~~

~~
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homology with the fertile earth is suggested in the following Christianized
proverb: "Your first Mother is Mary, your second mother is the earth, and your
~ the calenderic rites that fertility is linked with
third is your own m ~ t h e r . " 'In
trees. The festival of "bringing in the spring" which began the pagan year rites
was the most joyous of the Russian festivals. In some areas before the Revolution, girls brought a doll figure or a tree from the forest into the village and
called it "our Blessed Mother Spring"; and as though to suggest the persistence
of rites in Russia which recall those of Demeter and Kore, they sang: "My
spring, where is your daughter?"" This ritual initiated a series of festivals in
which women appeared to transfer the power of the tree, its rising sap represented mythologically as the migration of the rwulki from water to tree into the village to stimulate seeds planted in the fields and, analogously, human
fertility. Going into the forest during the spring festival of Rusalia, girls and
women decorated and chopped down a tree called a "Rusalka." This tree was
used to augur future marriages.le
While the tree is perceived as the symbol of the mother as nature and has
the significance of the Tree of Life in the folkloric context, in Christian
symbolism the Edenic tree is no longer called the Tree of Life hut the Tree of
Knowledge and is presided over by an angry male god rather than a maternal
goddess. The feminine, once analogous with the cosmos, is derogated to the
function of the helpmate of Adam, created rather than creating, born through
the masculine " w o m b - Logos. (One might call her "manufactured.") As
Eve, she is the source of man's fall, his willful seductress; and yet she is also the
mother of mankind - a disobedient and hence evil mother who condemns her
progeny to death. In her rebellion against the just Jehovah, she sinned by
reassociating herself with the forbidden tree through the act of eating its fruit.
In The Cherry Orchard we see precisely the movement from the orchard
presided over by the ancient form of the goddess as the Tree of Life, the fruitproducing tree, to the orchard which begins to lose its life-giving harvest,
abandoned by its goddess and ceding to the Edenic Tree of Knowledge -of the
hitter and divisive fruit. Chekhov's image of the orchard dissolving into the line
of telegraph poles clearly suggests the displacement of one by the other: the
domain of nature is to he dominated and subjected to man's design. Liubov, the
mother, thus embodies both pagan and Christian mythologems: She is a mother
goddess, giver of life and fertility, as her name implies; but she becomes
'OD. Strotmann, "Quelquesapercus historiquersur lecr
Russie," Irentkon ninii, p
187 (translation ours).
"I. I. Zemtsovskii. ed.,Poezii krest'innskikh prozdnikov (Leningrad, 1970), p 290 (translation

ours).

"D. K. Zelenin, "lrtolkovanie perezhitochnykh . . ." op. cit., pp. 10-11: and V. Y a . Propp,
Russkfe agrarnte prordntkt (Leningrad, 1963). pp. 130-131. suggests that in this ceremony women
asurns the powers of fertility of the earth and bring it into thecollectivity. On the calendrical cycle
associated with womenand incarnationsof the feminine, seeL. S. Nosova,Iazychestw opmvosfavti
(Moscow, 1975), p. 93. On the rnatristic sources of Russian pagan culture, seeZ R. Dittrich, "Zur
Religiose" Urund Frichgerchichte der Slaven," Iohrbuch fhr Geschtchte Osteuropas, Band 9
(Wiesbaden, 1961). 481-510.
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increasingly impotent and thus evil, suggesting the unpredictable aspects of the
rusalki and the Yaga who avenge themselves on those who disobey them. The
onceall-powerful goddess is displaced from her orchard -her own creation. As
the fallen Eve, Liubov betrays the old Adam, her weak brother Gayev who is
under her power, and abandons the orchard to the "New Adams," Trofimov
and Lopahin. As the degraded Eve, her act is one of rebellion: She showers her
last gold on the ground until she has none to give and leaves those who will no
longer worship her former glory and her orchard. In so doing, she condemns the
orchard to destruction and those who remain to the routine of meaningless work
"by the sweat of their brow."
We now see the context for the complex symbolism of The Cherry
Orchard. The Tree of Life which produces fruit is now, if not useless, not used.
It stands as the "totem" of agrarian Russia, the place in which gentry and
peasants communed in the cycle of nature. As old Feers says, "The peasant
belonged to the gentry and the gentry belonged to the peasant; and now
everything is separate and you can't understand a thing." All this has resulted
from the orchard's falling into neglect after the initial departure of Liubov. The
final break comes with her sale of the orchard and its abandonment. Liubov
thus appears as a last representative of the sustaining power of the pagan nature
myth; her "fall" brings to an end the old comic cycle of death and rebirth and
suggests the "linear" finality of modern tragedy.
Having outlined the thematic and structural bases of the play in myth and
folklore, we will examine its dramatic movement from the hope of renewed life
to the fact of death. Despite our emphasis on chronology to show the mythic
analogues, we wish to emphasize that Liubov's transformation from the goddess
of love to the fallen Eve does n~~t come as straightforward progression. Like the
literal and historical levels of nleaning, th e mythic one remains richly ambiguous and cuts across the other t:wo.
Liubov's springtime arrival as the sun comes up brings with it the promise
of renewal. She is escorted by her worshipful entourage.I3 Her daughters, her
former serf, and her brother Gayev bring her, like the Goddess of Spring, into
the nursery where she appears both as the resurrected child ("I feel as if I were
little again") and the mother of her drowned son and two unmarried daughters.
She is both a Russian Demeter and a Kore. However, the goddess has already
foresaken her land; her beautiful Adonis-like child has died - as a result of
E - and the peasants go
what she calls "her sins," her sexual tr;
hungry. It is the death of the child which 1
heraway. To pay thedebts
.
for her sins, the orchard must be sold and her trees sacrificed.
But for the moment there is hope of a paradise regained, of the old order
renewed. Only her adopted peasant daughter Varia, who "lives like a nun,"

.

'Like the cl,rhon~anhlother F"3rth and her avatar5 In liosslan folklore. Hsha I'sga and the
rarolki. l.lubu\ Il\,ri wl~l,uul4 ln8lrLdocl l.lkr the rrprcrenlalhr of earth, thr mulhrr. rile rtalldsat
llr reuter uf lhr f r n > ~ al \ d i1.r pla\'$acclc,tl . \ $ A rrprv<rrot..lhr of tlw v,e~.lr,class .!.<I lhke lllr
maternal goddess, she stands above and yet among the pearantry -her estate enclosing them.
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suspects that "in fact there's nothing in it, it's all a kind of dream." But the old
serf Feers, embodiment of the old order, says: "The Mistress is home again!
Home at last! I don't mind if I die now . . . (Weeps with joyj" (340). Coming
right after Ania's recapitulation of the past and announcement to the audience
that little brother Grisha was drowned in the river, this reference to a "happy"
death as though it were an old man's return to the maternal womb ironically
unites the child-Adonis to the old man. Liubov leaves because of an unexpected
death over which she appeared to have no control and returns not to life but to
another death - that of the old man Feers, of the orchard, and of the
"grandfather house" contained within it. Child, old man, house, and orchard encompassing all in a maternal bond -will disappear at play's end as Liuhov
leaves. But for now she has returned, and she is happy: "God, how I love my own
country! I loveit somuch, Icould hardly seeit from the train, I wascryingall the
time [through tears]. However, I must drink my coffee. Thank you, Feers,
thank you, my dear old friend. I am so glad I found you still alive" (341-42).
In her tears she evokes the Orthodox version of the God-hearer Madonna
whose image co-exists among the peasantry with that of Mother Earth. In her
iconic as well as ritual and folkloric representation - as the embodiment of the
orchard and the symbol of the Goddess of Love - she will he destroyed for
money. But as we have seen, she is not only the grieving Madonna who weeps
for the death of humanity, she is also the pagan goddess of sexual and profane
love. She is a rusalka, a siren, in the guise of the Christianized temptress Eve. In
Paris - the image of the West through which industrialization reaches Russia
and through which the cycle of the seasons is superseded by the dictates of
society and machine, in which woman rules as "coquette" rather than in her
maternal role as goddess of bonding love - the consort of the former goddess is
a sickly lover. Maternal love is replaced by a shady "liaison" in a society where
pairings are determined by man, not nature, and not for the reproduction of life
hut for profane pleasures.
Meanwhile the orchard languishes. The "debate" over its fate is the
apparent action of the play. Lopahin, who loves Liuhov and still worships her,
insists that the cherry orchard he cut down to pay the family debts. Although
Lopahin's spiritual attachment to Liuhov remains, his dependence on the
natural cycle has been replaced by a compulsion to work and to accumulate
capital. In the past the orchard provided nourishment to the entire county. In
the old days, Feers says, "they had a recipe." But the "recipe," the contract or
bond with the natural order made by both peasant and gentry, cemented by the
nurturing mother, is now forgotten. Lopahin, the embodiment of one form of
the new Adam, sums it up:
Up to just recently there were only gentry and peasants living in the
country, hut now there are all these summer residents. All the towns, even
quite small ones, are surrounded with villas. And probably in the course of
the next twenty years or so, these people will multiply tremendously. At
present they merely drink tea on the verandah, but they might start
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cultivating their plots of land, and then your cherry orchard would be gay
with life and wealth and luxury.. . .
(344)
Liubov's weak brother, Gayev, who remains more strongly under her spell, can
only say, "What nonsense," anticipating the very words with which Liubov will
chastiseLopahin for his sentimental belief in the future and work. Gayev -like
the landowner Pishchik, Feers, and her children - are still in her sphere.
In act one it is Gayev who reminds Liubov of her identification with the
orchard:
GAYEV [opens another window]. The orchard is all white. You
haven't forgotten, Liuba?. . . . Do you remember? You haven't forgotten?
LIUBOV ANDRYEEVNA [looks through the window a t the orchard]. Oh my childhood, my innocent childhood! I used to sleep in this
nursery; I used to look on to the orchard from here, and I woke up happy
every morning. In those days the orchard was just as it is now, nothing has
changed. [Laughs happily.] All white! Oh, my orchard! After the dark,
stormy autumnand the cold winter, you are young and joyous again. . . .
(347)
She sees her mother "walking through the orchard. . . in a white dress! [Laughs
happily.] It is her!" (348).The orchard is not only Liubov in youth, as Kore, it is
also her Mother Demeter whose role she herself has now assumed in regard to
her children. The cherry trees dressed in white appear as an embodiment of
woman (348). Trofimov, who enters in hisshabby clothes, links the orchard in its
bloom with her drowned son Grisha: In a literal as well as symbolic sense he
takes Grisha's place. While Lopahin will take the place of Liubov as the
"owner" of the land which is organically attached to her, so Trofimov will take
the place of the youth unattached to the mother and looking forward to history
and man's actions outside the organic sphere of nature as mother. Trofimov, a
prototype for the forward-looking intelligentsia which wishes to propel Russia
into the industrialized and westernized future, replaces Grisha, the childAdonis attached to the mother. Liubov at first fails to recognize him and then
strongly dislikes him:
LIUBOV ANDRYEEVNA [quietly weeping]. My little boy was lost

. . . drowned. . . What for? What for, my friend? [Morequietly.] How is it

that you've lost your good looks? Why have you aged so?
TROFIMOV. A peasant woman in the train called me "that motheaten gent."
LIUBOV ANDRYEEVNA. In thosedays you werequitea boy, a nice
young student, and now your hair is thin, you wear glasses. . . . Are you still
a student? [Walks to the door.]
TROFIMOV. I expect I shall be a student to the end of my days. (349)
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The image of the mother and her drowned child suggests the interruption of the
nurturance and continuance of life through the body of the mother. One can see
in Trofimov, the petrified puer etenus, the symbol of that interrupted cycle.
He is implicated in the child's death - most clearly in the sense that Grisha had
been passed into his hands by Liubov to be "educated." Trofimov, the child
substitute, exists only through his continued attachment to the Tree of Knowledge - the symbol of alienation, sin, and exile.
In thesecond act the focusshifts from the past to the present, from springto
summer, and the dream of regeneration of the first act is dramatically shattered. All the ancient folkloric motifs linking nature to mother and family are
present in the background against which the servants, aping their betters,
complain of loneliness and isolation. Here Gayev delivers his hymn to the Great
Goddess. The shrine in the open fields is by a well, sacred in the folk tradition to
the water nymphs, the rusalki; the discarded gravestones in the disused shrine
evoke the image of the disintegration of the family clan with the dissolution of
the worship of the mother-CE
:ntered natma1 cycle. The action will still take place
of a town looms on the horizon. The trees cede to
he
outline
in the field, hut t
telegraph poles tl]reading tl~ e i way
r
out of the orchard and into the city. The
.
servants' "dumb show anticipates the one at play's end, the death of old Feers.
Chekhov includes each character in the tragic action.
Lopahin attempts to persuade the lady to sell the estate for building ~ l o t s .
Liubov complains that her servants go hungry (the old servants get nothing but
dried peas from her daughter Varia) while she spills coins on the open field. But
she is not too distracted to admonish Lopahin, as she has Trofimov, for the drab
and meaningless life he leads and to suggest, unsuccessfully, that he marry
Varia. Liubov as matchmaker, as the goddess of the family who determines
fates, finds herself unable to mate her own daughter to these "new men." Feers
reminds them that in the old order "peasants belonged to the gentry and the
gentry belonged to the peasants; but now everything is separate and you can't
understand anythings' (362). As a counterpoint, Trofimov pompously lectures
Liubov and Gayev on the "progressive" opinions of a segment of the intelligentsia. Man is not a child of Mother Nature; he is a self-created being:
"Where's the sense of being proud when you consider that Man, as a species, is
not very well constructed physiologically and in the vast majority of cases is
coarse, stupid, and profoundly unhappy too? We ought to stop all this selfadmiration. We ought to -just work" (363). Trofimov and Lopahin thus come
together in opposition to Liubov and her weakling brother as the new men
whose recipe for salvation is to oppose the natural order, "to work." Trofimov
works for a new humanity, an "advanced" mankind; Lopahin, more practically, works to enhance his financial worth. One is absorbed in ideas, the other
in amassing wealth. Neither has time for love.
As an ironic counterpoint to the progressive visions of these "new men,"
Gayev, the Old Adam, sings his hymn to the Great Goddess, and we hear the
sound of the breaking string. The break with nature and the past is complete;
but the men of the future, Lopahin and Trofimov, are false prophets. As it was

. ..
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for the three sisters, Chekhov shows us that all this knowledge is useless without
a sustaining myth, a reason for existing.
In the autumn of act three the future already belongs to Trofimov and
Lopahin. Liubov is now the patriarchalized version of the Great Mother of the
ancient world, Eve, whose sin makes mankindpuffer. It is Liuhov's regrettable
inattentiveness which results in the sale of the orchard and the necessity to "toil
in the sweat of one's brow." It is through her that man is expelled from sacred to
profane time, from the mythic realm of Eden to the stage of history where his
sins must be expiated through labor and torment. She is the scapegoat and will
he expelled in act four. As the orchard goes, so goes Mother Russia, Old Russia
- subdivided into plots, industrialized to the rhythm of the machine and the
clock. Liubov has lost all power:
LIUBOV ANDRYEEVNA. What truth? You can see where the truth
is and where it isn't, but I seem to have lost my power of vision. I don't see
anything. . . . You look ahead so boldly -but isn't that because life is still
hidden from your young eyes. . . . I can't conceive life without the cherry
orchard and if it really has to be sold then sell me with it. . . . [Embraces
TROFIMOV, kisses him on the forehead.] You know, my son was
drowned here. . . . [Weeps.] Have pity on me.
(375-76)
Trofimov has replaced Grisha, but he has not grown up; her daughter wishes to
marry a "freak" who is "above love." When Lnpahin enters to gloat over his
purchase of the estate and order the trees cut, the sense of rape and despoliation
of nature and her daemon Liubov is complete (384).Lopahin's "new life" will
come at the expense of the destruction of an organic unity with nature.
Chekhov's irony here is perhaps almost too apparent. The tyranny of nature and of the old social order -is replaced by the tyranny of labor and of money:

1

LOPAHIN. Everything must be just as I wish it now. [Ironically.]
Here comes the new landowner, Inere comes the owner of the cherry
orchardl
(384)
Only Ania and Varia, the daughter "priestesses" of the Great Mother, each one
linked with one aspect of the New Men, Trofimov and Lopahin, still attempt to
worship Liubov's now empty powers (385).
Act four, winter, is marked by "an oppressive sense of emptiness."
Liubov, the Great Goddess as Demeter, promising fertility and renewal in the
spring of the first act, has now become Kore and Eve, reigning over the house of
the dead. Lopahin and Trofimov combine as the patriarchal figures of Pluto
and Jehovah who have captured her forever perhaps. When spring comesagain,
the house and its remaining inhabitants will no longer exist, ceding to the new
industrial, patriarchal order.
Lopahin and Trofimov see salvation only in continuous planning for the
future and in work. No longer attached to the regular cycle of the seasons, work
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man who lives in myth to the empty repetitions of modern man who lives in a
condition of constant material and spiritual dislocation. In Chekhov's earlier
plays the mother's absence is the major source of pathos. In The Cherry
Orchard, the reasons for the absence and the consequences are fully presented:
Liubov, who first abandons and then is betrayed by her children, loses her
power; with her departure the cord which had attached them to the land and its
cyclic laws is broken.
In re-examining Chekhov's plays from the perspective of the archetypes
from myth and folklore which inform them, we may better understand not only
the structure of individual works but the nature and significance of all of
Chekhov's dramatic works. We see that they are not limited to what Francis
Fergusson has called "the little scene of modern realism"or to the absurd drama
of arbitrary issue. Like the tragic drama of the ancient Greeks, Chekhov's plays
dramatize man's relation to natural forces over which he attempts -and fails
- to gain control. Attempts to subdue the forces of nature lead to psychic
dissolution, alienation, and abandonment. The central archetypes remain the
same; the specific forms are drawn from the tradition of Russian folklore and
Christian myth.

THE OLD WIDOW
H e could always make me feel so la te da.
I'd have gone straight to Hollywood if
I'd listened to his flattery.

"I have a headache," he said. Then he
dressed in pajamas and stretched
out on top of the quilt while I stayed
up knitting. The ambulance took him
straight to the mortuary. A moan, a cough,
a flutter of hands . . . . A friend of mine
saw a n angel undressing by candlelight
the night her husband died. All those
years, you'd think I'd have heard him
stop breathing. He used to see nature
a s a whole - stop the car to stretch,
spread his arms, "Now isn't t h a t grand."
But last summer when we toured New England,
we stayed for days in the same campground
beside the tiniest flower, a chokeberry.
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THE LAST HOUSE TOUR IN SAVANNAH

I

Lours PHILLIPS
ne foot in the grave and the other slipping. If Aunt Cecily said it once she
said it one million and two hundred thousand times in her life. One foot in the
grave and the other slipping. I suspect it gave her good feelings to say it, for it
kept her children and grandchildren and nephews (of whom I am one) and
nieces, which at last count totalled fourteen, on their toes. Nobody, but nobody,
wanted to lose Aunt Cecily.
Nobody that is except for Mrs. J. Ogelthorpe Meyerson. Nobody wanted to
lose Aunt Cecily so much.
Mrs. J. Ogelthorpe Meyerson, descendant to the Ogelthorpe and wife to a
Meyerson, took it upon herself one bright spring to recruit Savannah ladies to
escort tourists and sundry other reputable and disreputable visitors through
various Savannah mansions and homes. A disreputable visitor, in Mrs. Meyerson's eyes, was anybody who happened to he a Yankee. Of course, nobody ever
said Yankee without placing an appropriate adjective in front of it. Georgians
do not take the Civil War lightly. It is still simply The War Between the States.
How Mrs. Meyerson ever chose my Aunt Cecily to act as a tour guide is still
subject to much dispute. Most likely Aunt Cecily, who was really everybody's
Aunt - everybody that is who lived within spitting distance of her wooden
frame house across from the Colonial Cemetery (my Aunt wanted to keep an
eye on the ghosts she said) - was most likely recommended by the Pastor of the
Baptist Church, though if you ask the Pastor about it today, he will hotly deny
any such thing. After what happened, who is to hlame him?
Be things as they may, one fine Saturday afternoon, Aunt Cecily showed
up at the Green-Meldrin House and stayed to learn her business. She took to it,
as she said, like a duck to water. Perhaps all her years of teaching stood her in
good stead. Who is to know why one person is suited to one occupation, and one
person is suited to another? I certainly don't because I never had an nccupation
in my life. However, once my Aunt Cecily got her foot in the door, nothing but
nothing could dislodge her. Aunt Cecily lacked some of the finer graces, hut she
had a lively spirit, a thorough knowledge of Savannah gossip, and so Mrs. J.
Ogelthorpe Meyerson was loath to create waves. Thus, some three years and
some ten house tours later, it came as a great shock to my Aunt to he told she was
no longer needed. My widowed Aunt was to he replaced by a blond-haired
young man who wore a red blazer and who talked as if any minute a tiger was
going to leap from one of the Meldrin chandeliers and devour him. The young
man in the red jacket was working his way through college and was a relative of
Mrs. Meyerson. All in all, it was not a particularly well-thought-out decision.
The action was too abrupt for Aunt Cecily's taste, and Aunt Cecily was not a
woman used to being treated with kid gloves.
As I look over the newspaper accounts of that incident, I have before me a
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picture of Aunt Cecily. The photograph in the plain wooden frame is tinted
brown and pictures a stern-faced woman of eighty years old, her gray hair tied
into a bun, her mouth turned down as if she had bit down too hard on a Sugar
Daddy and had broken her teeth. And yes, she still had her teeth at eighty. Our
family is famous for its teeth. I could probably make a fortune going on the road
with a dental product, but I'm not all that fond of smiling. Few people in our
family are.
The photograph shows Aunt Cecily wearing the same plain gray dress with
white stripes in it that she always wore, a dress that made her look like a fugitive
from a chain gang, and Georgia chain gangs was a subject that my Aunt could
wax eloquent upon. You see, Aunt Cecily met my uncle when she chanced upon
him lying face-up in a shallow ditch filled with yellow water. My uncle - who
was no uncle of mine at that I
use Cecily was all of twenty years old
real life" - was an escapee from the
when, as she put it, "Fate joltt
prison and was suffering from malaria. Nobody gave him much hope to live,
and so whoever his friends were (and they were no relatives of Mrs. Meyerson, I
can tell you that) left him to die. My aunt, who was always a bead-strong young
woman, so head-strong that my mother lived in constant fear of her, decided not
to turn this pathetic creature over to the law, but took it upon herself todrag him
to a near-by barn and to nurse him back to health. To make a long story short,
Uncle Edgar was eventually caught and returned to prison (Aunt Cecily had her
suspicions about the people who turned him in) where he was doing time for
passing bad checks - kiting, he called iit. It always got a chuckle when kiteflying weather came up. Goll!i , I swear 1~n a stack of Bibles, that Uncle Edgar
~.
..
could write some of the most beautiful looking checks a body could want. I still
have two of them framed on my wall, one of which he used to pay me for
mowingsix lawns, when I was thirteen years old and madly in love with Cecily's
eldest daughter - Virginia. Golly, what kind of a man would give his own
nephew a bad check? It sometimes makes me feel that my family is building a
she's not going to
house with an empty attic. Virginia's a school teach,
like me telling stories about her parents, but my
1 with her really
came to nothing anyway. The same could be said ror uncle Edgar's checks.
Perhaps if Pastor Thomas had told Mrs. Meyerson something of my Aunt's
checkered past, Mrs. Meyerson, who lives in grand style within a stone's throw
from Telfair Square, would not have considered offering my aunt a job, thus
saving a great many persons, myself and my mother among them, acute
embarrassment.
In spite of the initial mortification, though, there are nights I lie awake and
think that I would give my eyeteeth to have been a party to Aunt Cecily's final
Savannah tour. Perhaps you or one of your relatives or friends were lucky
enough to be present. I have heard Aunt Cecily's version, which I'll get to in a
moment if you just hold your horses, but I would be interested, most interested
in other a<:counts. Yc)u can always write mhe in care of the Hilton Head Christian
Fellowship because there's always someone there tc)pass the letters along. As I
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THE SOUTHCAROLINA
REVIEW

said, I'm not really in love with steady work, but that's my family's fault and not
mine. I've got Uncle Edgar's philosophy. I don't take the blame for anything.
Lest you live in Savannah, you may not be intimately aware of the GreenMeldrin House. Located between Madison and Pnlaski Squares in a town that
has more gosh-darn squares than any other town I ever heard of, the GreenMeldrin House was built in an eleven-year stretch between 1850and 1861,built
by a cotton merchant named Charles Green at a cost of $93,000. Indeed Mr.
Green's house, now considered in all the Chamber of Commerce material to be
a healthy example of American Gothic, as my Aunt Cecily might also be so
considered, was so highly esteemed during the Civil War -excuse me, ma'am,
The War Between the States - that General William Sherman used the house
as his headquarters during his occupation of Savannah. Mr. Green attempted to
curry General Sherman's favor, but General Sherman was having none of that,
but what can you expect of a Northerner whose main joy in life was to burn
entire counties to the ground. Rut, golly, not even that hot-headed Northerner
occupied the Green Mansion as well as my Aunt Cecily did when members of
Mrs. Meyerson's steering committee dragged her kicking and screaming from
room to room, down the stairs, and unceremoniously tossed her right out into
the middle of West Macon Street, right into the lap of the law.
"I guess yon know, Sonny," Aunt Cecily told me a long time afterwards,
calling me Sonny, the way everybody else does, though I don't know why
because my God-given name is Castor, named after that lubricating medicine
my mother was so fond of administering to each of her eleven children, which I
regard as further proof that my entire family plays cards without a full deck,
"that on that fateful day there were six Sunday School Teachers, female and
unmarried, leastways they didn't have no menfolk with them as near as I could
tell, down from Charleston for the weekend, and some college kids from
Atlanta, three miscellaneous, and Jasper, Jasper Willpond who was my steady
beau then and came on my tours whenever the spirit moved him, and I could see
them Sunday School Teachers giving him the once over. Sonny, whatjyou
scratching your head for? Your hair planning to fall out like your Daddy's?"
"I don't know what my hair is planning to do," I said, annoyed at her
criticism.
"I can't tell you, Sonny, how angry I was at being told I couldn't take no
more tours through," my Aunt said, pausing to spit out some tobacco, none of
which she ever spat none too accurate, which kept her shoes all browned up. She
liked the tobacco because it was a comfort to her poor teeth. God knows that
nobody in the family could comfort her teeth the way tobacco could. "I was
spitting nails. Spitting nails, being taken off the job without so much as how-doyou-do because I had left one of the doors unlocked one night, which anybody
might do just once in their life without having the Angel of Death blowing hot
air down their back. The only time a body ought to worry about mistakes is
when the eraser is all wore out on the pencil. Besides I told Miss Stick-Her-Nosein-the-Air that I was a guide and not a janitor. A professional guide at that."
When Aunt Cecily pronounced the word professional she drew out all its
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syllables to all that its true length implied. She picked up a small piece of pine
bark and dropped it for flavoring into the stew that was forever nestled on the
front burner of her tiny four burner once-white-but-now-yellowed stove. "I did
my work like a professional," Aunt Cecily announced, "and don't you ever
forget that, Sonny."
I didn't.
"One of those foal teachers from Charleston," my aunt continued, "asked
me a fool question about that fool mirror in the living room, and I don't know
what came over me, Sonny, but if there was a devil in my heart that late
afternoon it was because that bitch put it there, taking my job away from me
with-out-so-much as a how-de-ye-do. So I let me tongue rip. Yes sir, I did,
Sonny. I just followed my tongue from room to room, making up tales that
would raise a boil on a peanut.
"I done fixed my best stare into that woman's blotched face, and you know
what I said, Sonny? I hope the Lord forgives me but I said they used the mirror
to reflect all the lovemaking that went on during the orgies. 'Orgies? the
woman asked. 'Orgies,' I repeated, and I kept trying to remember some of the
books your uncle used to keep around the house."
"What books?" I asked.
"Hush your mouth. You were much to young to know about such things
and I was too religious."
"Hah!" I said.
"Hah yourself. I told that Charleston Sunday School Teacher that Judge
Meldrin's parlor was stacked high with naked ladies from morning to night, all
of their parts reflected in that great big mirror. Why else would they import
such a fine Persian rug? Just for people to wipe their dirty boots upon?
"Of course when I said orgies, Jasper Willpond, who had been standing off
toone side with his hands thrust inside his overalls, well his eyesstarted to flutter
like a hawk's. 'What are you talking about, Miss Cecily,'Jasper asked, and I told
him I was talking about all the orgies held in the mansion. 'What orgies? Jasper
asked. Hush, I told him. You have no business interrupting me when I'm doing
my job. I don't interrupt you when you're unloading manure, do I? 'That's
different,' he said. 'It is,' I said.
"By this time the Sunday School Teachers were standing by the Chinese
vase, muttering and whispering to themselves. 'How come you never said
nothing about no orgies before? Jasper asked me, and I told him, I said, 'I didn't
feel like telling it before now."Well that old Pastor from St. John's is going to get
down on you,' he said. 'Just let him,' I said.
"'Now you see that beautiful painting of Christ rising' I told my little
group, who was now examining every object in the room intently. 'That
painting wasn't always here. That painting was brought in specially when the
Episcopal Church took over the estate for a Parish House. Before that time, the
painting that hung on that wall was about naked women cavorting with the
Devil.'
"You must have had naked women on the brain," I told her.
"
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"Just like every other man in this family," Aunt Cecily said. "And then one
of them teachers dropped her jaw down something awful like she was going to
bite his head off. 'The Devil? she asked. 'Why do you think Savannah has so
many squares,' I said. 'That's because if the devil's army ever invades, we can
run to the cannons and hold him off. But it was something all right,' I told them.
'They used to hold secret ceremonies right where you are standing. They used
that beautiful marble fireplace over there to burn babies in.
Aunt Cecily stopped her story long enough to pull a plug from her jar of
molasses. How she could stand that stuff was beyond me. Still is, matter of fact.
"Babies?" the girl from Atlanta gasped.
By that point, Aunt Cecily had truly warmed to her subject. "There were
quite a few illegitimate children born from all those orgies," Aunt Cecily said.
"The highfaluting women certainly weren't going to take the little bastards
home with them."
Jasper thrust his freckled hands under the top of his faded overalls. "I don't
believe a word of it," he said. "I just don't know what's come over you lately."
"And what's come over you?" my aunt retorted, her hands at her hips and
her sharp face thrust up next to his. Jasper shook his head and abandoned the
room to my aunt and her hand of Sunday School Teachers, some of whom by
now were fanning themselves vigorously with their guide books. It sure gets hot
in Savannah.
"Yes, sir. They gave birth to those little bastards right on this Persian rug
here." My aunt raised her head to catch sight of Mrs. J. Ogelthorpe Meyerson.
"Mrs. Joseph, what are you telling these people?" She always referred to
Aunt Cecily as Mrs. Joseph. She was the only one who ever did.
Aunt Cecily closed her left eye and cocked her head at a forty-five degree
angle. It was an odd habit that she had ~ i c k e dup from her husband, who
happened to he a living museum of odd habits. "Just telling them about the
orgies," she said.
"Orgies?" Mrs. Meyerson went white around the gills. "Have you gone
crazy?"
"No, Ma'am."
"You come with me this instant." She turned hack to the door and called
for Sarah Everton. Miss Everton, a twenty-eight-year-old unmarried choir
director came running.
"I'm not going anywhere with you," my aunt announced, and wrapped
her arms around the giant Chinese vase. Later she told me, "If they were going
to come to get me, Sonny, they were going to have to break the vase to do it."
Mrs. Meyerson turned to the group of tourists, all of whom were standing
bunched together for protection. One Charleston matron wearing a purple hat
couldn't close her mouth. It stood open like a giant wind tunn81.
"Excuse us, ladies," Mrs. Meyerson announced, "And one gentleman I see,
hut Miss Sarah Everton here will he showing you the rest of the rooms . . .
Sarah."
"But we like the guide we got," the young man from Atlanta said.

. ..
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"Of course he do," my aunt said. "He likes to hear the truth straight out.
Not how much varnish is put upon the umbrella stand."
"Sarah, will you please take these good people out," Mrs. Meyerson
commanded. Sarah Everton tugged nervously at her long white skirt.
"Everybody wants me. What do you want firing me for?" Aunt Cecily
shouted, not relinquishing her hold upon the umbrella stand. "Just so your
nephew can go to school."
Mrs. Meyerson turned back to my aunt and answered her in the lowest
audible speech ever uttered by a human being. "This is not the place nor the
time to discuss it She held out her hand toward my aunt, though only God
knows why. Aunt Cecily would no more take that woman's hand than she would
bake cookies for the devil.
Sarah Everton was doing her best to coax the tour group outside into the
tiny garden.
Assoon as Mrs. Meyerson's hand touched my aunt'selhow, Aunt Cecily let
forth a holler. "You want me break this vase?"she cried, stopping the tour group
dead in its tracks.
"You let go of that vase," Mrs. Meyerson threatened, "Or you'll be in jail
for the rest of your life."
"It's much nicer outside," Miss Sarah Everton cooed, but the people were
having none of it.
"You all just can't stand there," Mrs. Meyerson insisted. "We have a crisis
on our hands. A crisis." Mrs. Meyerson could do as much with the word crisis as
my aunt could with the word professional.
Nobody left the room. Sarah Everton stood at the doorway and waved her
arms about helplessly. She wei;
a hundred pounds and looked like a
1 bit her lower lip and squeezed her
stork standing in a marsh. Mrs
embroidered handkerchief into a tlny ball. At last, the uniformed guard Arnold Hennessy - the very same guard who had discovered the unlocked
door and had unwittingly planted the seeds of my aunt's fall from grace,
entered and, without a moment's hesitation, approached my aunt.
"What's the trouble, Aunt Cecily?" he asked. He removed his cap and
wiped the sweat from his brow.
Mrs. Meyerson placed her hands on Arnold's shoulders and turned him
around. "She's not the one asking for you, Arnold. I am. Mrs. Joseph has been
dismissed and won't leave the premises."
"Who's Mrs. Joseph?" Arnold asked, scanning the faces of the Sunday
School Teachers.
"Her!" Mrs. Meyerson turned Arnold back to face Aunt Cecily. "Make her
leave the premises, Arnold I want her out of this room at once. I don't want her
back in this house again. You understand?"
Arnold nodded, but he didn't understand. "What's wrong?" he asked my
Aunt Cecily.
Aunt Cecily retreated behind the vase. "No trouble. No trouble at all,
Arnold."
"
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"Yeah. Well, I guess I'm imagining all this."
"I was just telling these fine people here how the Governor used to burn
babies in the fireplace."
"Draw your gun, Arnold," Mrs. Meyerson commanded, with extreme
impatience in her voice.
"No violence! Please? No violence!" the lady in the prirple hat pleaded.
"Perhaps you all would like to step outside and see the azaleas." Sarah
Everton suggested.
"1 can't pull no gun on Aunt Cecily," Arnold protested, twisting his slender
body away from Mrs. Meyerson so that she wouldn't take the pistol away from
him herself. Though it would not have made that much difference because the
pistol was never loaded anyway, at least not since that ill-fated afternoon when
Arnold, after shooting a rattlesnake in the back yard, returned the gun to his
holster and accidentally shot himself in his right leg.
"
I m getting the police," Mrs. Meyerson announced. "But don't let that
crazy woman get away."
"What crazy woman?"
"Mrs. Joseph. Who do you think we're talking about?"
"You mean Aunt Cecily."
"You let her do any damage to that Chinese vase, and the damages are
going to come out of your salary."
"I'm only making 909 an hour."
Mrs. Meyerson was gone. She had rushed off to the downstairs phone. The
Charleston Sunday School woman in the purple hat,who had been fanning
herself vigorously with a newspaper guide to Sunday worship, collapsed on the
chaise lounge.
"You mustn't sit on that," Sarah Everton insisted, and tried to pull the
woman back to her feet.
"What's wrong?" Arnold asked my Aunt.
"Nothing," Aunt Cecily told him. "Nothing. For the first time in a long
while I'm beginning to think everything is going right."
The college boy from Atlanta tapped Arnold on the shoulder. "Perhaps I
could be of some help. I'm a sociology major."
"No," Aunt Cecily insisted. "Now you all just goahout your business there
with Miss Everton. She'll do just fine."
"Thank you, Aunt Cecily," Sarah said. She tugged at the woman on the
chaise lounge, but the woman had fallen backward in a faint. "Oh, my Lord,"
Sarah exclaimed.
"It's Mildred's heart," her friend said. "She's had palpitations of the heart
ever since she was a child."
"Open up her dress."
Sarah Everton stared suspiciously at the young man from Atlanta. "Perhaps you would be good enough to leave the room," she suggested. She turned
on her stork-like legs and hurried out for water.

.
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Aunt Cecily closed her left eye and tilted her head toward her left
shoulder. "You should go home, Arnold. A11 this excitement might not be good
for your own heart."
Arnold's attention was now directed toward the woman on the lounge.
"Get back. Give the poor woman air," Mildred's friend announced..She undid
the top three buttons on Mildred's dress.
"I can't go home, Aunt Cecily. I'll lose my job."
"You want to work for Mrs. Meyerson forever?"
Arnold lowered his head. There was a long silence between them. At last
Arnold said, "I've got a wife and kids at home, Aunt Cecily. You know that."
Aunt Cecily nodded. She did know that.
"And I can't afford to pay for the things you break''
"They can't make you pay for this vase, Arnold."
"But they get lawyers and everything," Arnold wailed. "What do I got?
I'm going to be sixty-four years old next month, and I don't have apot topiss in."
"I thought you were only fifty-five, Arnold."
"I know. That's what I told Mrs. Meyerson."
The woman on the chaise lounge was sitting up by the time Sarah Everton
returned with the water.
"For my sake, Aunt Cecily," Arnold said, "won't you come along
peacefully?"
Mildred fluttered her long eyelashes and patted her chest. "What
happened?"
"Nothing's happened yet," one of the ladies said.
"I can't afford to lose my job," Arnold pleaded. "At my age it's hard to get
another one." He shifted his weight uneasily from one foot to another.
"You're all right, Mildred," her friend said. "It just got a little close in here.
That's all."
"Please?'Arnold said.
Sarah Everton intervened between the two ladies. "Please don't spill any
water on the chaise lounge. It's really a very valuable piece."
Aunt Cecily straightened her head. She scratched the back of her neck. In
tense situations the back of Aunt Cecily's neck always itched. "All right, Arnold,
for your sake. If it were anybody else, I wouldn't do it." She released the Chinese
vase from her loose grasp, abandoned her sanctuary for good. Asshe walked
toward the hallway, a few of the Charleston women followed. Mildred and
Mildred's friend remained seated. "You really shouldn't be sitting there," Sarah
Everton mumbled.
Arnold followed Aunt Cecily. There was still a slight limp in his right leg.
"Thank you, Aunt Cecily. I won't forget you for this. God won't either, because
you are doing the right thing."
Aunt Cecily started to hum to herself.
Mildred buttoned the top of her dress. "I want to go back to the motel."
"You set right here. I'll call us a cab," her friend said.
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As Aunt Cecily crossed into the hallway, Mrs. Meyerson approached with
fire in her eyes. Two young policemen flanked her on either side. "There she is,
t
themen approached her, Aunt Cecily made her final
officers. ~ r i e s her."~s
stand. She threw her arms through the bannister of the curving staircase and
hung on for dear life.
The policemen tried to speak to my aunt, hut Aunt Cecily refused to listen.
She simply started singing at the top of her lungs:

Set down servant, set down,
Set down servant, set down,
Set down servant, set down.
Oh set down servant an' rest a little while.

- .

"Are you going to come along peaceful-like or not?' one of the policemen
asked. Aunt Cecily went on singing:

I know you've been lied on, but set down,
I know you've been lied on, but set down servant.
I know you've been lied on, but set down;
Oh, set down servant an' rest awhile.
Soon the tug-o-war began. The police no sooner would get one arm free from
the railings, hut Aunt Cecily would fasten on with another. Even Mrs. Meyerson
joined in the fray. She grabbed my aunt by the legs, but not until Aunt Cecily
elbowed her a good one into the woman's stomach. Mrs. Meyerson called for
Arnold to lend his assistance, but Arnold was nowhere to he found. Later it was
discovered that he had locked himself into the downstairs bathroom, turned on
all the water taps, and allowed the water to overflow onto the floor. He had
manufactured an emergency to avoid the one upstairs.
The two policemen, with the aid of Mrs. Meyerson, finally freed my aunt
from the bannister, carried her unceremoniously outside, and set her down onto
the street, while the squad car was fetched. The upshot was that Aunt Cecily
ended up by spending twenty-four hours in the slammer. I'm certain that my
mother would have rescued Aunt Cecily, hut my aunt refused to let anybody in
our family know where she was.
"I swear they dropped me in that road on purpose,"Aunt Cecily told me.
My hip never did feel right after that. I should have sued the city. That's what I
should have done."
"What did you do after you got out?" I asked her.
"Do? Honey, I did it. Nothing more for me to do after that. I put a crimp in
Mrs. Meyerson's!jocial stancling, I can 1iell you tha t. Almost put an end to the tour
business altogeth er. It should have bet:n the last 1house tour in Savannah. In any
case, it certainly was for mt:."Aunt Ceclly drew deeper from her molasses jug.

.. .
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"You should have broken that vase. That would have fixed them," I told
her. I believed it too. Still do.
"Couldn't." My Aunt Cecily sat down in her tiny kitchen and wiped off her
hands on a Woolworth towel. "I couldn't let Arnold lose his job, could I? Of
course, he went and lost his job anyway, but that's another story. Some people
don't have thesense they is born with." She raised her chin upand began tosing:

You will see your Lord a-coming,
You will see you7 Lmd a-corning,
You will see your Lord a-coming,
While the old churchyards
Hear the band of music,
Hear the band of music,
Hear the band o f music. . . .
I couldn't help but join i:n, could Ii
afternoon long.

~ i l yand I sang that whole

THE MORE THE ROPE WEARS
I go back
to the tensile strength
of a young girl's mind.
My white knees bend
in first communion.
How big the dresser seems.
Even upside down
the cat's blue eyes
are beautiful.
Against the wall
sliding to the floor
I see straight as Copernicus
raving at the craters of the moon.
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HEAD-PHONES

"Stay," said Joanne, sweeping a protective look beyond the makeshift bar
at her retreating guests. "I feel responsible, you know. You all look a little too
buzzed to drive."
And so it was decided. Conrad settled hack into the immense oatmeal
couch near the stereo. A Charlie Parker record wasending, and so was the party.
His eyes ached. There had been times, even after more bloody marys than he
had consumed tonight, when he'd gotten into his car and simply driven off, hut
lately he felt like one of the company's newly hired salespeople freshly assigned
to his own department; here he was under the intense pressure of having to
make a good impression on himself and, at the same time, train and supervise
himself rigorously. So why attempt something foolish? Hence, the vaguest
shiver of drunkenness, that slight tremble of his lips during the last tedious half
hour of Joanne Siegel's party was enough to signal him to accept her invitation
(impossibly extended at two a.m. to all the guests) to sleep safely over until he
was feeling better.
Of course, he felt a bit abused by the decision; for several weeks a sadness
came over him when he privately made up his mind to do something, but he
understood it as the natural aftereffect of orphaning mind and will. Making
one's own decisions, after all, carried unexpected elements of grief, and
although he still lived in his parents'house in Manhasset, he went out of his way
not to mention his decisions to them for fear that conversation would make
something reciprocal out of what he was at great pains to keep personal. Short of
moving out, it was the best he could do; and he put up with the temporary
disadvantages he was at, bringing his shirts to the laundry to avoid the questions
of his mother's astute cleaning woman, getting home later than necessary,
eating alone. Conrad Horne would be thirty-one on his next birthday. His
parents had become emotional outsiders, a goddamn miraculous change, Conrad thought, remembering his well-managed adolescence and how unremarkable a fact of his life had been routinely accepting their recommendations on
girls, telling them everything that had happened in school, even joining them
for the regular Saturday afternoon adjustment on the leather trestle of the
family chiropractor and all those high-school years of neighborhood Chinese
dinners with his grandmother afterward. On the oatmeal couch, advising a
departing Brooklyn woman with flashing red hair and her coat on that quitting
her job with the city would certainly restore her self-respect, he suddenly
understood he was the only guest who had agreed to remain, the Brooklyn
woman already smiling wanly, kissing her hostess, and hurrying through the
apartment door with the others.
Upon realizing she and Conrad were alone in the apartment, Joanne
playfully exaggerated his drunkenness, or so Conrad thought, guiding him by
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both elbows to the linen closet to choose a sheet with which to cover the couch,
then laughingly bending his legs forward at the knee, she behind him flexing
her own, and placing him on the bright yellow sheet for sleep. This intimate
little show of good humor enabled her to withdraw from her role as hostess
without, Conrad thought, offending her guest. Conrad was on to her strategy,
but he was not offended. About an hour earlier, someone had put a tango on the
stereo. She had grabbed him as a partner. But she was so tiny, so resistless in his
arms, her breasts too hard, shoulders and wrists too thin, too delicate for his
taste. And since he interpreted her mysteriously watering brown eyes as sexnal
and intellectual interest - she had proclaimed herself a New York empiricist
and he, then what was he? a suburban mystic? a dry-eyed subjectivist? - he
was rather grateful to be allowed to bed down peaceably, sleep it off, and get on
home. Besides, her voice was as persistent in the ear as hair spray in the eye: it
burned and burned long after he was out of its range.
The couch on which he stretched was directly beneath a window over
upper Broadway in the 90s. Owing to the suffocating infusion of heat in the
apartment, Joanne's windows were habitually open. In the living room it was at
least eighty-five. Plants with enormous leaves lapped greedily at the air. He
fumbled until he had found a reasonably comfortable position, rolling up his
shirt sleeves, pushing his bare bony toes against the plush arm of the couch,
wishing it was already morning. An argument broke loose on the street below.
Every word rose clearly. Two men were speaking.
"I'll get a cab. We'll be there in no time."
"Not for me."
"How can you not go?"
"She wants it that way. She wants me neuer to go. You heard her yourself.
She said she would die before anybody would find me in her hallway again."
The man laughed. "Like dry-cleaning. Don't you remember? It was your
birthday."
"For God's sake, don't laugh."
"Your mother's dying. Rut nothing else is different. It's exactly the same.
I'm going to get the Sunday papers same as I do every Saturday night after I
close up. Do what you like."
The younger man's voice suddenly dropped to a whisper. But to Conrad's
amazement, he was able to hear every word. "Dad, I don't want to be alone
with her as she dies."
The father said he couldn't hear. The son said he would repeat it. "Idon't
want you to phone me about her lies."
Confused, Conrad tiptoed over to the opened window, reaching through
the broad green leaves of an overgrown plant, to close it. But he could not resist
peering out. A cab pulled over to the curb. No one got in. The cab left. Conrad
shut the window and went back to his conch without having seen the two men at
all.
In a few minutes, the roller-coaster blast of a police emergency car split
open the night. He pressed his hands to his ears; the sound increased until the
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innermost center of his ears could not contain the noise, and for the instant that
the full intensity of the blast endured, the back of his head and neck were
numbed. Suddenly the wail broke off; and vanished. Ambulances, police sirens,
a fire truck. Cats. The night went on. A woman shrieked to Jesus to get the hell
out of her life. The footsteps of a policeman's horse repeated a short tattoo back
and forth, back and forth, on the sidewalk below. Again he got up to close the
window. Had he opened it as the heat in the apartment enveloped him? The
collar and sleeves of his shirt were wet. His hair felt sleek and dark. But the
window was shut tight. He could scarcely breathe. Out the window, far below,
he saw the policeman mounted high on a large brown horse whose stamping
about on the concrete drummed heavily in his ears. A girl in a raincoat, smoking
a cigarette, was standing nearby. He tested his ears, cupping and uncupping
them, intermittently letting in the sound of the horse, then shutting it away.
Now as he opened the window, the sound of the horse twelve stories below
rushed into the room, startling Conrad in its loudness, and, despite the stifling
heat and Joanne sleeping in the next room, he banged the window shut; and
feeling a bit unsteady, carefully lay down on the couch.
Sounds of eating materialized out of nowhere. The eaters might have been
on the two chairs opposite him. He opened his eyes, but the chairs stood empty,
their arms up, in the fading light. Try though he did to detect an odor, no loud
smells seeped out to accompany the loud noises of masticating and swallowing.
Then an animal, seeming to be confined just beneath his couch, scratched softly
for freedom. His hand slid underneath. Dust. Conrad had to remove his watch
and bury it under the oatmeal cushions of the couch, so loud had the ticking
become at the end of his arm And from the next room, at first barely audibly,
the pattern of Joanne's breathing moved steadily into such conflict with his own
that the very naturalness of his own breathing was put into jeopardy as he had to
focus attention on sorting out which breath was his and which hers.
By five a.m. Conrad pulled on his trousers, stuck his feet back into sox and
shoes, slipped on his new linen jacket, scribbled a note of apology toJoanne something about an earache -and propped it on the kitchen table between two
salt shakers. Just as he was letting himself out the door, Joanne, in oversized
eyeglasses, appeared in the doorway to the living room, pulling a robe over one
shoulder.
"What time is it?" she asked.
"I have to go," Conrad muttered.
"Oh," Joanne suddenly came up closer to him, "you look like vanilla ice
cream. Are you all right?"
"Not exactly," Conrad began. "You see all night long -"
"Why don't we sit in the living room? I'll put on a record. You don't want to
drive like that."
"All night I kept hearing everything outside."
"I know. You close your eyes and the city is a tunnel of horrors." He
glanced up sharply, sabotaged by her good will "Even the carpeting gives off
noise, $16.00 a square acoustical yard. And the ambulances, the evange-
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lists. . . ."She put her arm through his, the beige robe soft against his wrist. "I'm
used to it. You get used to it," she said.
Conrad wanted to leave. Why was she so understanding at five a.m.?What
did she want at five a.m.? Could he have her, on the couch, in her nightgown,
softened at five a.m.? How would it feel?
"But you don't understand," Conrad said. "I heard everything out there,
not just ambulances. I heard people whispering to each other. 1 heard a horse's
footsteps on the sidewalk twelve stories down. I heard an eraser erasing a suicide
note. Somebody changing his goddamn mind, and I heard it!" Joanne giggled.
The last confession startled him. Where had it come from? Had he dreamed it?
He freed his arm, instantly saddened that he could not reciprocate this briefly
blossoming interest of hers. "l'd better split, Joanne." He stood at the door
awkwardly.
She kissed him on the mouth. Afterwards, he waited the extra seconds that
would have permitted him to change his mind, to flow back into the living
room, take off his linen jacket and smoothly unload the things that burdened his
heart: the insanity of the city, the acuteness of his hearing, the apartment he
would have to locate by himself and occupy by himself, a new chiropractor. But
he did not know how to begin. He squeezed her through the softness of her
bathrobe, unexpectedly comforted by the momentary expertise of that face
close to his. Then he was in the elevator; and out in the street.
He found hiscar. It wasunticketed, five blocksaway where he had left it in
an "Except Sundays" zone on West End Avenue, and he headed back to Long
Island across the Triborough Bridge. 125th Street was locked up. A cold light
was breaking through the sky.
Somewhere over the North River, he reached to turn on his car radio; and
discovered it was already on. After a bewildering moment - who could say
how long? - he noticed the impatient faces of the other drivers. Were they
honking their horns? How could he tell? He drove on, hearing, in fact, nothing
beyond the rim of his car, nothing within the car - no whistle of tires, no
squeakingat the loosened rearview mirror; yet lines of cars accompanied him to
the tollbooth. He looked to the right. A silent river was far below. What he heard
was the whirr and slogging of a calm, regular ocean locked within the contours
of his own skin.
By the time he reached Manhasset, his hearing was entirely normal. He
thought surely he had been working too hard, the extra sales region just one
goddamn temptation too much; nor had he slept; and he was taking far too
seriously his own self-governance and all the indecision. For one thing, so what
if he had hesitated to find an apartment until he was into the new region?
Where would he move? The question kept creeping hack, cooling him, for at
any moment, the noises of the city might again be amplified to a degree of
unbearable acuteness; then vanish. Was it warning him, "Don't move here. The
city's not for you?" Had Joanne really become used to that? Where, where
could he live? Take an apartment somewhere else on Long Island? in Westches-
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ter? or further up, where it still lookcd like country, take a room with a man and
a woman who had kids and real domestic woes, catch a six a.m. train every
morning? No. The salesmen gathered at eight a.m. every day, pounding the
table with their eyes closed. "Hughes Screws. Use Hughes." It woi~ldbe a relief
to shorten the commute, not lengthen it. But now, as he confronted the idea of
himself moving into the city, the night he had just passed clanked across his
mind like a Roman legion, splitting his brain open, yowling. He remembered
the son's horror of his dying mother, and the girl with the cigarette in the wee
hours of the morning looking misplaced next to the horse on the sidewalk. He
determined to go to Dr. Chinjabi, a homeopath, and ask how these oddities had
occurred, what infractions of the electro-magnetic code had brought them on?
Seconds later he doubted that they had occurred at all. The mysterious eraser? a
suicide in the night? Hysteria! he announced to himself. An open and shut case.
Warily, he entered his parents' house. One of the recent changes of which
he had become aware was that he no longer thought of this stone and stucco
fortress as his, but theirs. Yet he had a key; and used it. He paused at the
entrance to the living room, steeling himself to avoid hreathing; and listened.
Through the windows, tops of the hawthorn swayed in the breeze. The windows
were sealed. The motion was silent. Only the oil burner rumbled in the
basement, and he was keenly aware that outside, the wind went on blowing, and
he, so long as he remained inside, wonld hear none of it. For a moment, he had
an urge to duck his head out the front door to verify the usual sounds of trees
whipping against telephone poles and houseroofs. But sensibly he shook himself
free of the urge and walked up the steps.
His parents were still in bed. He could hear them stirring. From behind
closed doors came the sound of his mother's voice.
"Conrad?"
"Yes."
"I thought you weren't at all interested in the woman who gave the party."
"I fell asleep."
"What's her name?"
"What's the difference what her name is."
"I'll get you somc breakfast."
"I'm not staying."
Conrad was snrprised by this statement because he had no plans whatever.
"Suit yourself."
But the door opened a crack and his mother's rose nightgown showed. She
was a large woman. Now in the early morning, her face was puffy, her lips
compressed into a slit. The slit opened. "Conrad. Conrad, are you feeling all
right?"
"I just need a few things from my room."
"It's barely six o'clock."
"I know what time it is."
The door closed. Try as he would, he could not hear what his mother was
saying to his fa~her."Fuckit," he saidas heentered his bedroom, kicking theleg
of his bed.
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He turned on the radio near his bed. The room reeled with country music.
He shut it off. What could he take from his drawers? Where could he go? He
stood fixed in the middle of his room, the quiet of the morning gripping him.
Tomorrow he would have to show up at eight a.m., he thought, in the planning
room, in front of the chalkboard with a scheme of his new territory. But today - At last he felt his thighs loosen, his knees bend, as if again someone viere
folding his legs carefully in preparation for sleep. A vague feeling of vertigo
passed through his eyes. He inched closer to the bed and fell on it; and lay there.
The silence that enveloped him increased his inertia. Only his brain turned
with activity. He recalled Joanne's voice and the odd presentiment it carried of
some sinister germ of peril, as though Joanne was a breather of dangerous
bacteria which would afflict the next person she spoke to. So much the greater
had been his risk in sleeping there, in allowing her to pretend to put him to bed,
"There, there," she had said, breathing on him, kissing him. It wasn't simply her
frailness that induced in him that finicky regret. Now that he could refocus his
attentions on her, and at this safe distance it was easier, his palms grew cold with
the narrowness of his escape from her pestilence. I-Ier voice had been a clear
signal, and then her breath, her lips. At the least, he reasoned, she has a middleear disease which Icaught. That would accormt both for my hearing difficulties
and for that illrlsion of drunkenness on unwarrantable circumstances. I had no
more than three bloody marys all night unless they brought me double vodkas in
each. Even so, he said. Even so. But now I am sick, damn it; it was Joanne who
infected me. He closed his eyes, hoping to sleep away the shape of her intent,
confident face. But the sound of the sea returned. gently lapping against unseen
coasts, the tide ever so perceptibly increasing within his chest and ears, until the
regularity of his own blood splashing softly in its passageways put him to sleep.
When he awoke, the door to his room was ajar. He turned his head and
found his father sitting in the easy chair against the windowed hall.
"I brought you something to eat." A tray sat on the table next to the chair.
"You and Mother believe I am sick."
"Tea, toast, and three-fruit marmalade." The father removed the tea towel
from the tray and calmly pulled the table closer to the bed. He was wearing a
short-sleeved shirt, open at the neck, though it was November; his arms were
powerful. He smiled carefully at his son.
"Please get out."
"You've been through something, Conrad. Who is this woman you spent
the night with?"
"You wish."
"I'll tell Mother you're coming back to yourself."
"I don't care what you do."
"You were lying here with your hands pressing into your eardrums. Did
you have another one of your nightmares?"
Suddenly Conrad grabbed his crotch - the father gasped - then he flung
himself off the bed and stood impatiently near the door. The father left.
Conrad steadied himself. IIis erection subsided. He had no idea of the
time. The aroma of the toast told him he was hungry. In the chair his father had
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vacated, he sat down, lifting the plate of toast off the tray as he passed it. He
folded one slice in half and stuffed it into his mouth. Then he poured tea into the
familiar blue china cup that matched the tray. The tea was pleasantly warm. He
drank it in several gnlps, feeling the warmth spread to his helly and groin.
Scarcely an enjoyable breakfast, but now that he had wolfed down some food he
knew how hungry he had been. The sun, opposite his window, glittered on the
knife and spoon that lay side-by-side on his breakfast tray; he was reminded by
the knife and spoon of the orderliness in this house. Today is Sunday, he thought
again. Tomorrow I officially take over the new region. This week I shall work
late every night. By next Sunday I will be out looking at apartments. The
Sunday papers are full of rentals. The ads are easy to find. Each column is
clearly headed. For the moment he lost himself pleasantly in the excitement of
the hunt, a wild goose chase uptown, an eccentric landlady in a newspaperfilled flat on the Westside, hall toilets downtown, an Eastside studio apartment,
and he in a fever of happiness, chic in his green turtle neck and linen jacket,
perhaps young women confiding in him outside of elevators, perhaps asking
someone to have a drink in a local bar. It's not that I can't afford the change. My
increase went into effect a month ago. But how will I manage it, he thought,
after all this time? And what if that happens again, if night after night I go on
hearing the secrets of the city, the confessions of those condemned to confess to
anybody with the power to hear? What chance is there of turning them off?
Cruelties. Sarcasm. S and M. Ears are not like eyes. You cannot draw on silence
as you draw on darkness. No light switches. No rheostats. No closed lids. Only
distance. Walls. Substances that do not conduct sound. IIe would need to install
floating panels such as they erected in Avery Fisher Hall, but in reverse, to turn
the huge tide of sound away from him. He sank hack in his chair, resisting for
the moment a wild impulse to call back his father and recount the very real basis
for his present weakness. His father would understand, down-to-earth, hard-ofnose, plain-of-speech, having missed only one day of work in a lifetime and that
one owing to a stomach virus only six months ago, an ailment, his father swore,
unheard of in days when people's habits included Lifebuoy soap, quiet sleep,
and Long Island potatoes. No fault of his that he was strong, that he was
dependable. Conrad knew his father respected facts - wonldn't he and Joanne
hit it off, he thought - though he could not remember any previous set of facts
that had awakened any warm feeling between them. Perhaps I should call
Joanne, tell her what happened, force her to understand what had happened. Of
course there are two or three other friends with apartments in Manhattan, but
Joanne seems concerned for me. I could pass the better part of the week there,
he thought, with a slight quiver of shame at having to resort to so intimate an
arrangement involving a woman with whom he felt at such odds. Still, Joanne
was quick-witted. In his heart he felt she had the intelligence for compassion.
All of these thoughts soon weighed on him. His stomach was leaden. He
regretted having eaten so hurriedly. The memory of another gobbled meal,
three hot dogs and a beer, once eaten at a Yankee game, now returned to assault
him with a recollection of its aftermath -severe stomach pains, the tormenting
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relief high in a flooded Yankee stadium bathroom, and stepping hesitantly out
onto the quaking stands to see bedlam on the field below, the Yanks dizzyingly
giving it away to the Red Sox in the ninth inning, everyone booing, and his
friends grabbing him, shaking him, demanding to know where he had been
when the team needed him most. Cramps and churning bowels for days,
months, afterward. The taste of those hot dogs was always waiting somewhere
in his mouth. Oh my God, he thought, I'm becoming a basket case. He waited,
hands clasped across his stomach, for the worst.
But what began, instantly engaged his interest so entirely that he lost his
sense of foreboding. Instead, he began to hear, ever so faintly, the emission of
juices, tiny spurts at first, thin tributaries of gastric juices flowing into the
stomach to meet the arrival of his toast and tea. He could hear -was he actually
hearing this or remembering the sequence of events from an introductory
biology course he had taken as a sophomore at Cornell? - no, it was not in his
memory, though for years he had blocked everything about those premed days
at Ithaca. These events were happening, and they were happening precisely
now. He was witnessing digestion, by way of sound transmitted through the
secretions of the gastrointestinal network into his ear canal. He dared not stir the
head. He kept the body under strict control. A vague sloshing of juices
reinforced the gradual addition of several other juices, each one giving off a
faint spilling noise; he heard them grow louder as if he were a tourist approaching a booming geyser from the parking lot, and he wrung from his memory the
names pepsin, rennin, lipase. Immediately, rennin had to be eliminated since he
clearly remembered ProIessor Gabor, a cocky young man in denims associating
it with the digestion of milk (how snidely Gabor had reminded the entire lecture
hall that they had consumed rennett custard only a few years before as babies.)
Conrad smiled to think of himself as a baby swallowing custard from a spoon.
Tears came to his eyes over Professor Gabor and that A. Despite all the A's,
Conrad would never he a doctor. Most of his remembrances of Cornell were
accompanied by the same tight paranoia as this fleeting reminiscence of how he
had panicked before the self-assured scientist in denims. But his recollection
gave way to attentiveness as he returned to what was transpiring in his body.
Tensely, he held himself in check; and listened. The pepsin was at work, he told
himself; the liquids slipped around the toast in his stomach; a shipwreck; and
buttressing the freshly secreted enzymes. What would Joanne think of those
facts? but he dared not budge. He had read that the secretion of juices was
psychical and could he induced, if not always at will, then by the introduction of
certain tempting aromas of food. He raised the remaining piece of toast to his
nostrils and sniffed; thcn listened. No other juices splashed forth. The steady
slogging of the digestive enzymes went on, until suddenly he was aware that the
center of activity had shifted further along in the intestinal track to the
duodenum. Now there were certain changes in atmosphere, a biliousness
recording itself as a hushed steaming sound, a low hissing as it were, probably
the combined interaction of bile with several other native secretions, and
though he could not remember what they were (the pancreas, he reminded
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himself with a rush of anxiety, as if he were being tested, and it was imperative
to produce the old name of a moderh country in Africa), he could hear them,
simultaneonsly attacking the toast. Then he could hear the starch being split up
into sngars, a dull work-a-day thud-thud-thud grinding away, and the gentlest
sliding into place of feces in his bowel. How would he put in a full day's work
under the stress of such distractions, the rare opera of digestion, the sweeping
sea epic of the blood stream? He stormed lrom his room in an effort to keep
himself from the immensity of these new problems. Downstairs, the house was
empty. A note from his mother said they had gone to visit his grandmother; if he
needed them not to hesitate to call them at her club; if he cared to, he might join
them there for dinner: and not to forget a tie. He crumpled the slip of paper and
dropped it into the sink.
Then he went to the phone to call Joanne. Rut when she answered, he could
not bring himself to reveal the truth of his circumstances. His common sense
bested him, told him this woman was after all a casual acquaintance ("Oh,
Conrad, you sound much more together"), no one he could count on in case his
week as her guest produced some truly vast disturbance, in the event that a
recital of the citizens' affairs he was sure to overhear would he so lifelike as to
sicken her. And how could he be expected to keep it all to himself? ("Of course
you can stay here. No sweat.") Still, if he spared her the true reasons, wouldn't
he need to expend every ounce of his energy to keep the monstrousness of his
eavesdropping from her, from everyone? and pitied himself, at last, pitied
himself for the predicament he now found himself in, alone in the universe with
his freakish secret. ("Come Tuesday. Mondays I take my assertiveness class. A
year ago I was jelly.") Well, there was always medical help, he reminded
himself. Yes, yon pay a doctor so that the earth is not bereft of listeners. He was
not indifferent to the irony that he, Conrad Horne, who now could hear within
his body and outside of his body the minutest sounds and noises in New York,
himself had no listener, no one to assert to, no one to relieve him of the general
tension now reining him in.
On Monday he did not go to work. He got up at the usual time, after passing
a ceaseless night overhearing his central nervous system perform its orderly
synapses and other connections - soft, delicate sounds as of a series of doors
being gently closed - and then imagining the remotest hints of change to he
signs of dysfunction -dust on the needle amplified a hundred times in stereo
- encephalitis, lockjaw, even rabies, contracted mysteriously through Joanne
Siegelk propensities as a carrier, perhaps some factor of Jewish inbreeding. But
he felt better in the morning, strong and free of symptoms, eager to tell someone
that he was taking hold of his life. He thought of Joanne in her big eyeglasses
and suddenly realized that her watering eyes meant only that she had her
contacts on. Agitated, he admonished himself for those racial thoughts about
her.
What prevented him then from leaving for work? The night had brought
its hardships. The train ride into Manhattan might prove deafening. He had no
way of estimating the volume of noise he would encounter upon his arrival at
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the Manhasset station of the Long Island Railroad. What had been a belch in the
middle of the night (his own?) had awakened Conrad as though the Queen
Elizabeth I1 were passing sedately through his bedroom and sounding her fog
horns. Had he screamed? Both his parents were at his bedside, a familiar pair,
hanging their heads like tulips as he opened his eyes. And he was past thirty! He
gave them not a clue, greeted their worried drooping faces with theseriousnews
that he intended to move out within two weeks, allowing himself, quite sensibly
he thought, the orderliness of another week to avoid the pressures of accepting
an apartment with which he was not wholly satisfied. He felt so much better
having offered this announcement, so relieved, that for the first time in days he
allowed his mother to clasp his hand. At that moment, he wanted urgently to
throw his arms about her and reassure her that they would one day soon again
prepare Caesar salad together at the kitchen counter and pick up their ties with
the utmost civility and, at least insofar as mother and son were concerned,
affection. But neither mother nor son was at ease. She held Conrad's hand in the
manner of a veterinarian restraining a small dog.
At about ten a.m. he telephoned his office, said he had been delayed, and
would he driving in. He advised Rosalie, his secretary, to dispatch the salesmen
to the new region so as to enable them to make their first contacts in Columbia
County by early afternoon. Rosalie said he had already had a few calls.
He told her he was on his way, and she would do well to be ready for him
with draft copies of letters to each of the corporations in Columbia they were
now wooine.
Rosalie confided, "You promised you wouldn't work so hard. I know why
you're late. We both get headaches when we have to do something new. I heard
you taking aspirin in the Xerox room the other day, Conrad."
"You have incredible ears," Conrad told her, privately amused at the
naturalness of her calling him Conrad instead of Mr. Horne, regretting that she
already had taken a lover, wondering if he was the genius she claimed. Her
husband, a badly-shaven driver for Boar's Head Provisions (he had once seen a
snapshot of him at the wheel of his meat truck) had been killed in a traffic
accident two years ago. The insurance permitted Rosalie to study voice and
move into a sleek apartment near Lincoln Center. In the office Rosalie bought
Excedrin for Conrad and at home for her concert pianist lover a Steinway.
As he was preparing to leave the house, his mother followed him to the
door.
"I wanted you to know I have no hard feelings. In fact, I was trying to
suggest it, hut it's hard for a parent to ask a child to get out. No mother wants
that on her conscience."
Conrad smiled feebly in the doorway. "Let's not go into consciences."
"As if anyone could."
"It's nobody's business."
"It isn't if you don't want it to be."
"Your arthritis is my husiness. Your phlebitis is my business, hut for God's
sake, Mother," Conrad raised his voice, "not your conscience."
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"Why can't we exchange two sentences without raising our voices? Conrad, I'll say what I've been preparing to say to you for a long time. Move out.
Pack your things and get a nice place of your own. I can't live this way anymore,
with a grown son in my house who has something wrong that nobody talks
about. Either talk about it or get out." She was not looking directly at him and
she spoke quietly; her eyes glistened but inexpressively, and they came to rest
finally just to the right of him, outside, on the roof of his car in the driveway.
"Mother, I am standing here imagining that the only sentence I can say to
you, out of kindness, is 'Don't worry, Mom old girl, I am not really your son.'
Isn't that a winner? Me telling you I am not your son."
The mother lost control. "Conrad, i f . . . if you're afraid of the city, or of
anything, maybe the women in the city, get help for yourself. Go to a doctor.
Talk to somebody."
"I hear you, Mother, don't think I do not. But let me tell you what else I
hear. You'rean intelligent woman, Mother, educated, willful, and all that. Well,
you know what testosterone is, okay? For the first time, today, I can literally
hear my sex glands feverishly producing testosterone. I don't feel it, okay?
although I expect I will within a matter of days, hours maybe, but I hear it. Can
you imagine that? Press your hands to your ears and listen."
A look of mystification hadcomeover her face. She seemed to be grappling
with an enigma.
"Go on," he said, and he clasped her hands and held them firmly over her
ears. She made no attempt to withdraw.
"Hear anything?' He pressed harder. "Your pulse? That faint, distant
sound of internal coursing? Multiply that by a thousand, by fifteen hundred
times the force and imagine it coming from somewhere unspeakable at the
sexiest, juiciest notch of your body and you have some sense of what I am
listening to. A current lapping along, a melody, rushing along to every room of
my house, no, not just flowing away from the sex organ. I know what you're
thinking, but I'm not gay. Ican hear the testosterone approaching muscle tissue,
even bone. I hear it higher up, flowing into the cartilage in the larynx," he let his
voice boom out at her, "so that, okay? I havea man's voice -like this. My hair,"
he grabbed her hand and pressed it to his chin. "Feel that? I know you don't
believe me, hut I swear to you that I hear the noise of my beard growing, fed by
this hormone swishing its way along my body, now into the follicles on my face
and on my chest."
"Perhaps there's an apartment in the building where your friend lives," his
mother said, her voice faint and incomplete.
As Conrad studied her for a moment, her blankness, her remote misery, it
dawned on him that he had not said any of those things to her, not a word about
testosterone and hair follicles and larynx, not a syllable about the juiciest place
in her body or not being gay, that he had only heard these thoughts as they were
surfacing in his brain. He stared at her, suffering with disbelief and confusion.
"I'm leaving now," he said, bending to her, speaking distinctly in her stricken
face; and fled down the steps into his car; and away.
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That night before they got into bed, Joanne tuned in her stereo system.
Somewhere a siren flew up from Broadway like an arrow into Conrad's ear. To
ease the pain she offered him a pair of head-phones for a while, placing them
gently across his head and over his ears. They were light-weight and had yellow
foam rubber ear pieces. He smiled. A plate of half-eaten chicken sat near him on
the arm of the oatmeal couch. Under the head-phones, immersed in a pool of
piano music pleasantly giving out Ravel or Debussy, he wasn't sure which,
Conrad held Joanne on his lap, his hand huddled over her tiny left breast,
feeling the quiet assertion of her heart, his index finger on the slope of her neck
keeping time to the music. The piano seemed now to come to him secretly, from
an inner organ of his body whose name he had forgotten, like the name of a
country in Africa long since liberated, an old colonial name he had scarcely any
need to remember.

IT ENDED LIKE THIS
It ended like this: after I'd stopped waiting,
after I'd stood and looked at the rocks
that lined my son's window sill and saw
only how they wavered, broke, reformed
behind the rain that streaked the glass after that I looked out one morning, saw
a flock of goldfinches thick as grass.
A door slammed, they leaped together a golden sheet disappearing into sunlight and without a trace of longing
I wondered where they'd gone
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LETTER TO ALICE
-"I

wish to God we had gone
together as I always fatuously
thought we would - a bomb - a
shipwreck -just anything but this."
-from The Letters of Alice
B. Toklas

What ease of bombs
or thoughtful shipwreck
like good saviours
might have kept you from
these daily doggy walks
and all those letters
meant to straighten out
this mess of art she left you with
Such letters of economy,
wasting not one inch of paper,
and your writing tool the eyelash of a fly,
someone once said.
Oh, Alice, it's not
the staying on alone
that gets to you
hut the way the sturgeon moon
angles, heavy as grief,
across that face Picasso left for you,
how your Paris
that once moved through
now only moves about you.
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Irony of it all,
you say,
maybe it's the cigarettes
have kept you living,
so at eighty seven
you give them up to see send recipes for jellied eggs to friends
to fill the winter days.
Grown short,
they lengthen for the aged
who need less sleep.
How right Picasso was her eyes like halls of quicksilver,
distant now as bombs,
as shipwrecks you never knew
but why these nights of fallout,
this daily going down again.
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BLACK TIE

At midnight Paul says, "Shh! Be quiet!'' He shakes Katherine's shoulder;
she jerks awake. She is beautifully draggled, her hair lank, sparkling across her
temple to her cheek.
"What?" she says.
"Shh! Quiet!"
"Paul," she says, removing his hand from her shoulder, "there are no
burglars, there is no junkie, the escapees are all escaping in some other direction.
Less than four percent of the population is burglarious - the odds are good. Go
to sleep."
He pushes a hand in her face, wags a finger back and forth, catches her on
the chin.
This makes her angry.
"Most criminals are interested in diamonds and animals, but as you
suspect, Paul, there are many with eyes only for you." She goes to the bathroom
and returns with a Sucret, three aspirin, a glass of salt water, a heating pad, a jar
of Vick's Vapor Rub, two Rolaids, a tablespoon of Gelusil, a wet washcloth, and
an antiphlogistine. "Here," she says.
He is quiet for a minute, then says, "I feel better already."
"Ah, don't he silly," Katherine says. "I'm beginning to think you aren't
serious."
"I know," he says. "I know. Does everyone else know?"
"Who's paying attention?"
"Oh . . . forces of evil, governments, friends."
She looks at Paul with a curious look: "What are friends?'
"Let's go out," he says.
"Out? Where? It's dark! No."
They get into the car and drive out Telegraph Street toward the bridge, the
country, the fields of corn and the flocks of crow. The midnight air is thick and
heavy and wet; Katherine rolls her window halfway up; the pearl highway
lamps hang above them and slide by, green flying circles over the hood and into
the glass, one after another.
Katherine says, "I liked freeways until they became popular. They're nice
in movies. Want to go to a movie? No, I guess it's too late. We should take a trip,
Paul. Do you want to take a trip? No, I guess not. Are we going to sing on this
drive?"
"You feel OK?" Paul says.
"You mean, do I need a change? Is my life unfull? Should I get involved?
Well, no. That view has fallen from favor. Meaning must be found in the self,
Paul, only I looked there already."
"With small success," he says. "We could use some singing."
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Recognition of our signal, anyway."
She sticks Paul in the side with the tire gauge, using it like a false knife the
blade of which slips into the handle when the knife is pressed into service.
"Maybe riches," Katherine says, "and . . . slaves?"
She puts the tire gauge away, takes out the map, opens it, puts it in her lap,
and holds it there while she gets a Pentel out of the glove compartment. Rolls
her window down. Turns on the maplight.
"Alignment?" she says. "Is that it?"
"Formerly, I was loath to align. I'm still sort of loath to align. I mean, I
don't know."
"Let me get this straight, Paul," she says. "I want to get this straight. You
desire alignment, so called. However, you want to specify . . . what? Income?
Caste?"
She marks a bomb pattern on the map, makes airplane noises, flies her
hand over the target, runs into bad weather, radios Able Leader, takes a hit,
limps home.
"How I feel. I want to specify how I feel."
"Well, how you feel?"
"Better," he says. "We can still get Valium, Stelazine, Strontium 90. It's we,
Katherine. We've smiled and slept, and laughter's been ours, but inadequate.
We've tried bitterness and public angst, we've tried to not pay attention, we've
told carnival jokes and fiddled the bull fiddle -with twenty-odd fingers into
the act you'd think our double stop would be out of sight, but you'd be wrong.
Our double stop technique is the envy of no responsible players. Piano people
only nod, graciously; tenormen-hoot and honk and hack and hum. How I feel,
you ask? I feel we will not learn."
She sighs: "The way we were horn, what we have done."
Paul turns the steering wheel of the car so that the car rolls right into the
bright lights of an all-night filling station.
"Where are we?" Katherine asks.
I smell gas," Katherine says.
The attendant stares at Katherine. He is sitting on a stool in his glass booth
on the island where the gas pumps are. Paul stares at the attendant. When
Katherine goes to the Ladies Room, the attendant watches her go. Then Paul
asks for two dollars worth of Regular gas.
"Sure, okay," the attendant says. "Regular gas."
Paul gives the man a five dollar bill, then walks to the station's edge where
the concrete, lovely and smooth, gives way to weeds, piled tires, a sweeping
horizon of poles, black rectangles, high skeletons, hot distant lights, and running
wires. Paul stands there.
The attendant hands Paul three dollars and a strip of Black Gold Trading
Stamps and an 8 oz. glass with a rendering of the National Dance Company of
Siberia in action frosted on its side.
"Thanks," Paul says.
"Sure, sure," the attendant says. "Where you headed?'
"
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"Carnegie Tech, if the weather holds."
The attendant nods and Paul looks at the sky. Katherine returns with two
R.C. Colas, three candy bars, and a package of peanuts. As she gets into the car
the attendant bends to watch. She waves the peanuts at him.
"You got a ways to go yet," the attendant says to Paul. "Best take it slow."
Paul thanks him and starts the car. Katherine puts an unwrapped Snickers
in Paul's mouth, an open R.C. Cola on the seat between his legs, and she drops
the peanuts on the glove compartment door.
"The thing that has been lost," she says, "is faith - you remember faith?
But, Paul, it's not so bad; we could ease into it - a book, a fiery fire; intrigue,
immorality, faraway places - it might work."
"No, no, no, no," he says.
"Oh, right. I forgot. We must cast our seed carefully. However, Paul, the
wayside can be quite pleasant in spots. Look there1 And. . .what's that? You see,
a flight of Nightbirds. How pretty. We'll be all right, Paul. We can start, we can
build a new life, a new time."
"We did that already," he says.
"Come on, Paul! Where is imagination? Spirit? Will?"
Frittered," he sighs, "away."
He turns off the highway, down an unmarked road; dust rises, into the air.
Paul stops half a mile in, facing the highway; the night is full of cries, howls,
jingles and jangles. Short drifts of wind bring the sizzle of tires on the highway.
"We don't belong here, Paul," she says. "It's fake."
He opens his door and puts his foot in the doorjamb and takes a drink of
R.C. and rolls his head hack and gargles his throat.
She says: "Makes me nervous, you know? Feels fishy. We can't stay here,
Paul. We have to go hack. Nobody lives here. We don't live here."
The panel lights glow a favorable green.
Paul says: "Some troubles are worse than ours, probably. I like it here,
Katherine, it's nice - these fields, the dark, the breeze, the size."
"The battery," she says.
"You're lovely, Katherine. You're lovely and you're right - the battery.
Yet here, our failure seems small; we're not doing so bad, we have a grace here
on our knees - screw the battery. Let's get stranded. Let's stay."
"Bugs."
"I forgot about bugs."
Paul takes the key out of the lock and pushes the lights knob and flips the
blinker hack and forth and rocks the wheel and puts his heel on the black button
in the doorjamb.
"We should help somebody."
"How about me?" she says. She gets out of the car and walks around in the
field. Then she comes up on Paul's side of the car and twists his foot.
"Sometimes," he says, "a thing is as beautiful as its name."
''
Bullshit," she says. "Paul, your rigor's misplaced. There are only two
questions. The first question is: Hope? The second question is: What happened?

.'
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As to the first question I'd say yes -I mean, what've we got to lose? And on the
second and more interesting question, I give up. We're frightened. From fear
we infer guilt. And we are the judge, Paul. And we are the jury. We are the
prosecuting attorneys, the witnesses, and the court-appointed lawyers for the
defense. We are the Department of Corrections, the Slam. And the warden and
the guards guarding. And Paul darling, when the tomahawk swings, it's our
hand in sweat on the shank, us on the block."
"Discomfort," he says. "Responsibility."
"I think so, yes. Plain old responsibility."
"Well," he says, "I don't think what has been lost has been lost at all,
Katherine, I think it's been hidden."
"Ahh, don't be silly, Paul. Start the car."
He starts the car. She tosses her R.C, into the ditch and gets in the car and
they drive to the highway and head home. Katherine puts away the tire gauge,
and the map, and the pliers, and the Pentel.
The moon is full.
At the house she helps Paul close the garage door. They stand in the
driveway: she hugs him.
"This is OK," she says. "Wind, street - coming home, Paul. Not a bad
finish; not a bad world. I mean, right?"
Paul says: "I like you, Katherine."
"And why not? I walk, talk, ambulate, somnambulate, fox trot -why not
like me?'
They go to bed. Again. Out the window it is lighter than it has been. Paul
says a prayer to a God who loves Katherine; Paul believes the prayer, does not
think it a stupid sad hope. Katherine says no prayer. She is under her pink
blanket, her head on her pink pillow, turned away; she is asleep. A happy smile
does not spread itself like a peacock's pretty fan across her lonely lonely lips.
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HER DEAR DADDY

I came out of the doorway and my daughter was holding my hand and so I
could let her out of my sight for a few seconds. Because as everyone knew she
was never out of my sight, and now that other things swarmed into my mind,
whales, the wedding, the gingerbread girl, as well as huskies and the joke about
the hole, she was permitted to detach my hand at the wrist and go off with it. I
smiled when she let go of it and put it down in the snow while she picked up a
beer can. The refuse from parked or passing cars appealed to her, but only made
me sorrowful in my heart. People kept coming up to me, no sooner had I gone
down the steps to the house, and asking what have I done with my daughter.
Last night I went to a drinkfest in a peculiar aperture of the stadium following
the opening game of the baseball season. I was drinking aquavit shot down a
pneumatic tube in frozen blocks beforehand, and people kept coming up to me
and asking why had I killed my daughter. My best counter was what have you
done with yours, the little turd. But if I'm rude first I rue later. So I began telling
them about the hole, which I could do without thinking what I was saying, for
where else was my mind but on save the whales, keep the land, get others to save
the whale, don't let others have the land. I'm a conserver, hut despite it, I and
my greed are being sucked and all with it into the final collapse of the universe,
through that black hole and into the neighboring universe. I am picturing a
balloon with a hump on it. Then I'm poking the bump through to the inside of
the balloon so it's a hole on the outside, and we all fall through it, and there you
have it, our universe turning itself inside out. All of us and our greed and our
daughters will bevanishing into the final black hole that in reality is a white hole
in our neighbor's universe. But this wasn't the hole story I was making mirth
with last night. Last night I was telling about the man who made holes. He
carted great truckloads of them around from customer to customer all day until
one of his more generously proportioned holes fell off the back of the truck on a
steep grade of hill and of course he had to go back and retrieve it, hut someone
interrupted before I could finish. The aquavit burned in my throat, as the wine
on Communion Sundays, following the dry wafer of the Lord's Body, burns my
throat, for He gave it to His disciples, saying, Drink ye all of this; for this is my
Blood of the New Testament, which is shed for thee, and for many, for the
remission of sins; Do this, as oft as ye shall drink it, in remembrance of me. And
be thankful. A little bush across my street reminds me of sweet things, a head
lighting briefly on a shoulder, for whenever the wind blows against it, long top
fronds lean over and touch up against the side of the house. It is more appealing
than I can describe. They asked me at my daughter's funeral if I had regrets and
I said no, not really, she had led agood life. They thought this was aqueer thing
to say, an odd way to frame it, when she was only six. They thought I would
mourn because she had been cut off in her prime. But then they said I needn't
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blame myself; so they were crazy, whenever Icame out of my doorway with her
holding my hand, to come up and ask why I had killed her. My daughter is of
course alive and well.
I was keeping an eye on my hand which, because of her being totally child,
lay for the moment abandoned in the snow but without really being given up; it
was one of her prized things which could be laid close by if something else
caught her eye. Sweetheart, I said before starting on a walk around the block,
isn't my hand getting cold? She immediately dropped a coil of wire used to bind
newspapers with and picked up my hand. Yes, it is getting "frostbiting" but I l l
fix it, she said, rosy-cheeked nurse's aid, taking off a mitten, very gallant of her,
into which she could only fit two of my fingers. Daddy, do you want your hand
back? and it rent my heart because the fastest-forming tears I'd ever seen
formed in my little girl's eyes. No, love, you keep it. She asked where was the
other glove, and I took the mate out of my trouser pocket and gave it to her. She
picked up the ice-cold hand again and was all small fingers and fumbling but
got it stuffed into the glove finally, but all the while murmuring it's too late,
daddy, I think it's too late, and still crying full-fledged tears. I found the sight of
her crying intolerable and squatted down in front of her and inquired if it
would be her dearly desired wish that I blow flamey dragon breaths on it. Oh
yes, yes! And she jumped up and down for joy in the slush which splattered over
her dear old dad's trousers. Which confounds me when people say that the snow
was all gone, for it was surely banked high around us that day.
So what can I say? I had a daughter once, and I lost her, that's all, that's it.
As you would lose a fly to a fish and the watery deep or to a sneaking wind and
sky you'd lose a kite.
I conceived that child by immaculate conception, man and all, and with
due respects to the Virgin. Walking around the yard I guffawed to myself as
immaculate conceivers do. She was at my winter wedding to her mother and
make no mistake about it. She's sure of it too, always clamoring to hear how she
was dressed, which I varied every time. Being a man I'm hard put to think up
fabrics the way her mother did, but the dingier the better, and the louder her
peals of laughter. Brown corduroy, for instance, carrying a bouquet of turnips.
But when I was next married, it was summer in San Francisco, and I think we
dressed her in a putrid bronze taffeta. The morning of my wedding I took the
cable car with the soft clucking of cables under the tracks down to Fisherman's
Wharf and took an hour's cruise by myself on the Bay. I whimpered once from
the thrill of a beauty that was beyond me to describe and that I felt should be
shared. The tears rolled down my face when the destroyer glided under the
Golden Gate. Daddy, she was asking me later and before the wedding to the
new mother, did you see any whales, do whales eat sharks, do sharks kill whales,
does everyone eat minnows? There are minnows in every child's life in the
world, I am convinced. I was greatly relieved that it was not my wedding at five
o'clock that afternoon after all. But I was abysmally lonely, and found a
wedding to go to at four o'clock on a Nob Hill terrace, friends of mine, a Jewish
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girl in tennis-dress length to a Unitarian boy in a raincoat. I liked the whole
affair. It may well be that brides quiver from unhiding passions on their
wedding day or in transport with the Spoken Word. But a stiff breeze also blew
from off the Bay and goose-pimpled this bride's thighs, and throughout the sage
and monastic ceremony (composed by her) she quivered, nnstockinged and
ungartered. And a bouquetless bride with goose pimples was vastly disappointing to my daughter who had longed for a long gown and longed to catch the
garter. Presiding were an antique Presbyterian minister and Jascha Heifitz'
daughter playing Monssonrgsky in pIace of the Lohengrin. The repast was
catered Italian, but a terrible white wedding cake somehow found its way there
with an inedible boy and girl of gingerbread plastered flat upon the top of it.
And the bride wasn't bridal enough for my daughter whose sleeves of her dress
made her sweater too tight and lumpy, and she threw up after eating the
gingerbread girl. Rut despite all that, my daughter kept on being fetching all
evening long, and the Heifitz girl would tap her on the head with her violin bow
whenever she went by.
So I huffed and I puffed on the "frostbiting" hand like old wolf outside
piggies' door or whichever tale it was, while my daughter stood firmly rooted in
the slush and gluing her eyes on me. For all her little life's hopes at this moment
lay in bringing the hand back to life. Her eyes glistened like black olives and the
tears had salt-dried on her cheeks. Is it getting hot? she urged. And when I could
hear the thumby-thumb-thumb creaking, she pulled the gloved hand down to
her ear and heard it too, and clapped it between her hands. Ouch, I cried, gently
sweetheart, not too quick. Here, I'll tell you what we'll do, knowing I'd not have
to caution her again about abandoning my hand in so careless a way. And I took
the newspaper wire and tied the glove onto her coat above the wrist so as to
please us both. She was quick to see the advantage of this, having my hand over
hers and yet freeing both of hers to play as she wanted. Of course her dear old
dad was delighted, her cheeks bloomed like two tulips from Holland. But none
of the neighbors of then were here to see us now, and I have a real Swedish
hangover from chuggalugging the aquavit last night, because the new neighbor
across the street came up and asked about my daughter and we had a friendly
conversation; he was too new to have heard the news I'd killed her. We
embarked on a very felicitous save-the-sea tack until I discovered he was a grahthe-land'er, and thus my search goes on for people who will save the land from
grabbing. I inquired of my dear little highness if I had her permission to pop
into the house for other gloves since my first and only hands were getting cold.
She nodded absently, as she was watching a springer spaniel sitting in the snow
nearby tenderly licking cakes of ice from his pads. Daddy, do those huskies we
saw in Colorado, the leader ones, do they cry when they can't lead the team
anymore? I thought resignedly about how its disposition changed when a lead
dog had to be replaced. But I told her I didn't know but suspected they must feel
very gloomy, then went up the steps into the house.
I came out of the doorway and saw my daughter in a fresh paroxysm of
tears and there really was every reason for it, because a car which had backed
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into the space directly in front of our yard had backed over my hand. How it
had come unwired from its neat position cradling her hand was a mystery to me,
and how it had happened in the fraction of a minute I was in the house and she
was out of my sight was a mystery. But she was shrieking, I mean shrieking. It
was the new land-grabbing neighbor, and I went forward to console her but she
was on all fours in a river of slush and snow trying to gently ease the glove out
from under the wheel. The man got out of his car, on the defensive. It's the
glove, I said to him. We're pretending it's my hand; and he got the picture and
stooped down, ready to yank the glove for all he was worth. We're not
pretending, she screamed, hurling herself at the man. Don't, don't! We're not
pretending, we're not pretending, we're not pretending! He, after having had
himself hurled upon, straightened up, as I pictured how, in those moments out
of my sight she surely had watched horrorstruck her dad's miserable old hand
get crushed beneath her eyes. Thanks, if you don't mind, I said to the guy, I
never felt friendly enough to call him by name. He impassively slipped behind
the wheel again and moved the car ahead a few inches. My daughter fell upon
the glove. Thanks again, I said, and he walked on across the street. I took a look
into his filthy car with the empty beer cans on the floor from past and present
revelries of his son and son's cronies. Rut why waste thought on that when here
in front of me my passionate child has flung down her dad's poor managled
hand. Why had I stooped so low as to lie to that bastard whose guts I hated
anyway, and I stooped to retrieve the glove with its bull's-eye tire tread right
down the center of its palm. It's dead, and sullenly she backed off from me and
asked why and why and why, and we were not pretending, not pretending, not
pretending. I'm so sorry, darling, forgive me. Of course we're not pretending.
But I had to pretend to him that we were pretending, don't you see? He
wouldn't have understood otherwise, don't you see? I can tell, with my own
child, with anyone's child, the instant I have scored. I hated the guy's guts and
she knew it. And suddenly she was all for nursing the beloved hand back to life
again, already having seen the miracle of renewal once that afternoon. Great
mounds of lovely gold-red leaves lay banked in piles along the curb in front of
the man's car where we had raked them, and this has me wondering why the
snow was feet deep around us and my daughter was one frozen waif of wet
leggings and mittens. She was shuddering and holding the hand away from her
body as if it were now clearly what it was, a black glove freezing quickly to
stiffness; hut she was wanting it to be similar to crucifying Christ who lived
again, which always fascinated her, for she was asking, Daddy, is it "crucied"
and can we get it born again?
We would resurrect my hand. People came from around the corners of the
block and from the light intersection to say that my daughter was freezing. But
my daughter and I were intent on drawing forth some of the decent, some of the
passable answers approaching truth as she asked why had I thanked that man. It
was to be polite. And why was I polite if I didn't like that man? Her soul was a
pealing bell, and the questions rolled out of her, ringing and ringing. Why
didn't you kill him back, daddy? He ran over you. (There was a stopping at the
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top of our steps to take the measure of theother.) He didn't mean to, dearest, I'm
sure. He did so too! She whirled on me, chattering with severe heat and cold.
And taking a whack at my leg too. I yelled at him to stop, but he didn't, besaw, I
saw him looking, I know he saw1
And she was perfectly right, I was sure also. It was like a man taking a boy's
first fish and doing away with it. My daughter's red coat's colors ran into the
large warm drippings from the drainspout, the red ocean surrounding the
"pleasure craft" Onassis took the party out on from New York. We steamed
north to where the whales were, and his whaling fleet, I can't recall how many
boats now, corralled the whales in a circle half a mile wide around the boat and
harpooned them. It was the greatest bloodspill of them all. The seas ran red for
Onassis and his guests ravening over caviar and champagne. For Onassis the
ocean turned to blood jetting from the stomachs of whales, from their shoulders
and their sides and their ribs, the holds of great ships. But I cannot talk of this
episode without feeling sick to my stomach. At this sport I was a eunuch below
decks and had come along on this grisly voyage for the most pragmatic of
reasons, to see a man about a whale, a key person and simpatico, who had been
too busy to see me until this day when both of us were on the invitation list for
this idyll of the sea. Once we were steaming home again in normal seas, I went
up to the top deck with the other sardines, lone as the one sardine that didn't
make it to the can but feeling just as stinking. I got whiffs of the perfumeries of
Fifth Avenue, the liberty-silk kerchiefs of Harrod's, the men's stores that deal
briskly in neckties with a fish motif. I hate Onassis' guts.
Inside the house, my daughter wanted to make all possible haste with the
hand so we could go outside again, and she laid it gingerly inside the firescreen
near the embers. We got out a set of dry everythings for her, the coral parka and
blue leggings, and sat cross-legged face to face in front of the died-down fire
and drank ovaltine. Laughable, isn't it, but there are still some bigs as well as
littles who drink ovaltine. The warmth was in us now, we felt marvelously good
and glowing. But people appeared at the window, their heads framed against
the full-leaved oaks of summer, a mouth questioning why I kept my daughter
incarcerated inside on this lovely summer's day; the question came muffled as if
spoken from two closed doors away, or perhaps from a closet absorbing the
sound of the voice. In spite of it, my daughter picked up the glove, warming, to
be made whole again, and heard instantly her own little voice of reason telling
her it was not to be made whole again that afternoon. She put it up to her cheek
for one instant before laying it down and raising my real left hand there. And so
we began over again. I found another mateless, salted-down, leather glove and
slipped my hand into it. While I fastened it onto her arm so as to cover her hand,
as before, we were paying attention to what was taking place outside the
window. He leaned into the car, the neighbor's son, and took out the beer cans
and plunked them on our yard's edge. Then he and three others piled in and
drove off, wheels spinning geysers of slush onto the small crepe myrtle at the
end of our walk.
So after being regaled by my true story of the hole-owning man last night
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after the game-the actual ending of which came when the poor soul got out of
his truck to walk back to see what had happened to his hole and the damage it
had done, and fell into his own hole and was, as imagined, neither seen nor
heard from again-I told them what I did about the beer cans. Some believed
me and some didn't, the split you'd ordinarily expect to a recital of facts. I told
my daughter to stay put inside which she most solemnly did, got my gun, went
out and shot one hole per beer can, strung them together on a cord, sauntered
over and slung them on the neighbor's stoop. The other version people seemed
to like better was precisely the same except that I told my daughter to go
upstairs and get on the dry clothes so she wouldn't see. Not fit for a child's eyes
has its echoes down through history. But I don't know, it might have been nice
for baby Moses to have seen himself in a basket of bulrushes nestled into the
reeds of the Nile.
For the second time that afternoon I came out of the house with my
daughter holding the new warm living hand. I would have another try at a walk
around the block, feeling talkative and predisposed to talking with my neighbors who I liked with the exception of that one and his son. Rut first my child
and I would tidy up the beer cans. She dashed to pick them up, in her blue and
coral, pecking here, pecking there, so much looking like the bird I saw in
Venezuela which they now import for the pet trade. I hid from her my rage at
the bastard because she was already becoming full of killing and why wasn't I
killing someone or other these days, too ferocious. But she was switching her
tune and asking daddy if he liked that boy since he drank beer a lot and speeded
around a lot. I don't know the boy, darling, but when he comes hack I'll tell him
not to dump his beer cans on our place, how does that sound, you stay here a
minute, no, you don't have to come, and I went around back for a shovel,
leaving her mounting a totem pole of beer cans. The boy was back when I came
round front again, only the car was overshooting the curb and he was slowly, I
would say very slowly, getting out, the other three inside were merely dark
shadows, unmoving, though I did see a can raised and lowered briefly to a
mouth. My hand lay over hers, and her blood was beginning to stain the snow
around her like the blood of the sea shed for Onassis. Splayed out face down in
the snow, the girl of gingerbread on the terrible white sweet icing.
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RITES OF PASSAGE

AT 13
Spring ended with my graduation from grammar school, and so little did I
know that I went to the auditorium, listened to the bloated oration, and took the
diploma just like all the other kids, as though it were an earned reward. Feeling
no sense of accomplishment (I had only proceeded as ordered), I decided that
movement was commemorated more than progress because flux is easy to
measure. The certificate, signed by Principal Sayer, a mole-faced man with
bleary eyes and tobacco teeth, is flimsy and my name is not typed straight on the
line. I take it outside and rip it apart, tossing the pieces to the clear June night
like an offering. Then I locate my teacher's car and pour sand in the gas tank.
15
-

With Emily Ann in the back seat of my father's Chevrolet I found rapture
and what I thought was meaning. Sweet Emily said no in word and deed for two
hours, but importunate I, constantly erect, wended my way through her moist
elastic crotch to the hidden well that drew my dowsing roddivinely. Oh, Emily,
what we both must have had tooverlook-or been oblivious to -the fumbling,
the humid breath that filled the car, the lies we told each other (even as I
insinuated myself into your snug and feverish wonder, you kept explaining why
it couldn't happen - as though reciting a litany). After so long a strain, it ended
quickly. I was happy: I could hardly wait to tell my friends.
17
Life bewilders me: a girl concedes one week and refuses the next, hut I
(semper paratus, my Latin teacher explains) am constant; desire is in me like a
virus. In my wallet I carry a package of condoms at all times - to serve
symbolism, if not necessity. I drink and smoke and seek all forbidden pleasures.
The regimen of high school is finished. I am the only one in my class not to
show up for graduation. My family is disappointed. I shoot pool and get drunk
while my classmates caper about in strange gowns waving ribboned diplomas
like swords of victory, wanting to believe they have some power - "the key to
the future." I have no plans: the future is a hole into which I must fall.
18
-

On the road: I seek adventure, danger, excitement of any kind. I sell
magazines, I shill, I grift, I pass forged checks, I run whiskey into dry counties.
Once in Orangehurg, South Carolina, an angry typist took me home with her,
and we drank ourselves naked. Young and insatiable, I "performed" mightily
[1121
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-again and again, with penis stretched so tight it seemed to be trying to escape
my body: this firm and reliable talisman of passion stronger than her turbulence
(though I began to feel like a ship surging at anchor in a raging sea). But when
her husband came home, I was forced to leap from her fruity hody, my cock
jibing like a knockahout boom, and scramble out of harm's way, snatching my
clothes on the fly. I wanted all my nights to be like that one.
But they weren't.
19
-

I am caught with twenty gallons of whiskey and a hammerless .38 -which
the Sheriff doesn't like at all. He says guns are dangerous, and illustrates by
shooting one of my toes off. He pours bootleg over the wound and gives me a
handkerchief to wrap around it. For a hundred dollars he sets me free, after I
spend a night in the worst jail in Georgia. "Don't come back," he tellsme. "Next
time it won't be your toe." I believe him.
The Army catches me and sends me to a part of the Orient where I cared
not to go. I didn't like the Army hut I made money in the black market. Once I
found myself standing too close to a local "merchant" when a rival threw a hand
grenade at him, and I decided that I'd had enough excitement. I transferred to
Japan and lived with a girl named Michiko until she gave me the clap. I made
her buy chlortetracycline pills so that my Army record wouldn't show VD. I had
learned that a clean record is more important than an accurate one.
21
-

I meet a girl in the PX at Fort Bliss. All our parts fit together perfectly, and
we decide on marriage. Three days before the wedding, she says we shouldn't
do it any more until after we're married because she wants to make sure I'll
"want" her on our wedding night. I tell her not to worry about that.
During the ceremony I don't feel anything. After I promise to "plight thee
my troth," I make a mental note to look up plight and troth to see what those
words mean. I don't though. We go straight to a motel and try to sate ourselves
of each other.
I don't feel married. I don't feel any different.
25
-

I feel married. Two kids holster the feeling. I have obligations, a routine, I
am fixed in the system like a dog star. I work in an aircraft plant and go toschool
at night. Nevertheless I find time for a young cashier at Safeway who wants to
be an actress. I tell her she already is, then have to explain that we're all acting
- I'm playing the role of an aircraft worker, husband and father, and she's
playing a Safeway cashier. She thinks I'm crazy, I undress her to demonstrate
my madness.
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Divorce. I move in with a red-headed file clerk who wears too much makeup and sprays her hair to make it stiff as a nest. Still, she's good-looking and
occasionally is able to loosen up in bed, let herself go. But she has bad dreams
and dark moods that make me nervous and wary. She says I don't understand
her. I agree and call it quits after three months. Alone I find myself suspended,
aimless, unmoored. I drift into marriage once again, and even though the
ceremony is a farce (I barely keep from chortling) rushed through on the
California border, I convince myself that this time I'm going to make it
succeed. Starting from travesty.
35
-

I work in the City Planner's office. Some of the best dope in town finds its
way to the municipal employees, and once at a party I accept a toke from an
Assistant District Attorney, who says "This is choice Thai," as though introducing a girl. Mellow is the word. Laid back is the attitude. Everything goes on: we
play our daytime roles with skill, by rote.
I feel that something is wrong, there's too much ambiguity. I look in the
mirror, half expecting to see a blur, the vague features of a vague man, but the
definition is sharp, the outline is clear. I speak my name. I say it over and over
until it becomes a meaningless sound.
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-from

Sonnets to Orpheus, Rilke

And she was almost a girl and went from here
from this linked happiness of song and lyre
and glittered through her spring veils clear as fire
and made herself a bed inside my ear.
And slept in me. And all things were her sleep.
The trees I had so long admired,
this distance I could feel, the mead(~w felt so 4deep,
and that astonishment of mine that she inspin:d.
She slept the world. 0 sing~nggoa, wnar Kepr
you from creati ng her so she might first desir~
~
to be awake? St:e, she arose and s l e,t.
Where is her death? Will you have time to boast
of finding this motif before your song's expired?
Where does she sink from me? . . . A girl almost . . . .
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REVIEWS
COLERIDGE & CO.: A REVIEW ESSAY
LUTHERTYLER
John Spencer Hill. Imagination in Coleridge. Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and
Littlefield. 1978,232 pp. $20.00.
Edward Kesler. Coleridge's Metaphors of Being. Princeton: Princeton Univenit)
Pres, 1979,202 pp. $14.00.
Emerson R. Marks. Coleridge on the Language of Ve~se.Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1981,116 pp. $9.50.
Thomas McFarland. Romanticism and the Forms of Ruin: Wordsworth, Coleridge,
and Modalities of Fragmentation. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981, 432
pp. $30.00.$9.50paperhack.
These critical books come along at a time of odd disunity among the three general groups of
writers on Coleridge.
. Coleridge editing
.is confident and strong, Coleridge cricitism amears
..
uncertain of its goals and methods, and the literary-theoretical avant-garde, once a heavy user of
Coleridge,seems largely
in the '70s,and because Thomas
. todisdain or avoid him. Thismortiy began
McFarland's two hooks bracket thedecade, it makessense toconsider him first, asanemblemof the
recent and present state of the criticism. His earlier book, Coleridpe and the Pantheist T~adition
( l 9 W . lmksmore;lnd more likethemo5t important ('nlendqr h o l v n c e J I . I owes'$ ?'heflood ro
Xnnndu I t isian cxtmord~rvaril\cruditr and holdlt. ~ r.
e u r da.<ol.nt of <..,lerideei
. mo\emenl from
pantheism through the false promise of idealism to a Trinitarian resolution; its nineteen "Emursi"
on related subjects like "Coleridge and Roehme" or "The Personal Influence of Jacohi" are
fascinating mini-monographs, often double contributions, both to Coleridge studies and to general
intellectual history: and theendnotes are themselvesrich and intense, happily prolonging a feast one
never wants to leave.
But the boors main influence on Coleridge studies has come from its Introduction and first
chapter on the related isuer of Coleridgean plagiarism and the nature of philosophical originality.
McFarland defends Coleridge'soriginality not by the usual churchwardenly denying or ignoring of
Coleridge's unacknowledged borrowings, but instead by arguing that what anti-Coleridgeanscall
plagiarism is in fact a feature of Coleridge's method of "mosaic"composition: the originality is not
in the tiles hut in the larger pattern, the "reticulative network," into which Coleridge fit them.
Far the Coleridge establishment this defense was fortunately timed, became it came out just
before Norman Fruman's recrudescence of the plagiarism eharaes. That Fruman's book bas raised
~

~

-

-

-

-

been neutralized anyway, for interesting reasons and hy interesting means, hut McFarland made it
easy. It soon became a minor opening topas in Coleridge criticism to dismiss Fruman by brief
reference to McFarland, whoseemed the first tobuild the defense of Coleridgean scholarly ground
as solid as that established for the other side by Renb Wellek years ago.
McFarland's new book, Romantmm and the Fmms of Ruin: Wordsworth, Coleridge, and
Modalities of
.Framnentatton 119811.is not as g o d , but it isstill a tremendously instructive and at
times fascinating performance. McFarland presents it as the necessary complement to the earlier
book, since the striving
- for "systems" which was the suhiect of Coleridpe and the Pantheist
Trodx!,on "wpgr.t$rhat thrrtrunr~onactl~all)
ohrnln~npmwrtwthcmntr3r) ( 1 ilntty that I ~ . < I ~ P
fragrnmmhon, of rhlngr not tlcd rogethrr not harmon~ousnot arch~twron~cnll~
ordered" . ~ r lOr~e
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striking difference between the two books is theincreasein McFarland'r "personal" useof the texts
he discusses. For all its learning, Coleridge and the Pantheist Tradition was a passionately argued
bmk, but this one is wringing
- - wet. As Edward Said and Frank Lentricchia remind us.existentialism
in various farms remains the religion of many academic humanists and literary critics, but it is
unfashionable to be as oven about it as is McFarland, who suvwrts
vronouncements about Our
.. .
Tragic Condition with earnest marshalling of quotations from Jaspers, Heidegger, and Sartre, much
as a Puritan divine would quote Scripture. Certainly, no one can accuse him of disguising his
metaphysics, and his openness has an engaging innocence. His knack for assembling kindred
quotations from presumed metaphysical enemies like Plato and Sartre offhandedly confirms the
fashionable refrain that criticisms of Western metaphysics are imprisoned within that metaphysics,
but to McFarland this inevitability is ultimately as comforting as the Derrideans find it
problematical.
It is finally this peculiar dactrinal comfort which makes the book a bit tedious and which
neparates McFarland from Coleridge. The method of the book is to lead with a statement like
"Incompleteness, fragmentation, and ruin - the diasparactive triad -are at the very center of
life" (S),and fallow with a scad of strikingly germane quotations from the likes of Sehelling,
Wordsworth, Goethe, Dario, and Pindar. In Coleridpe and the Pnnthdst Tradition this method
effectively establishes Caleridge's historical relation to several strains of philosophy, and it works
herewhenit isured toexhibita tradition of thinkingabaut"ruin";
but it wears thinwhenenposition
.
becomes witnessing. There is unintended irony in the way that talk about the inevitability of
fragmentation is backed by this monolithically predictable method of argument, and there is
greater irony in the discrepancy between McFarland's resigned comfort - or at least fluency with the language of institutional existentialism and Coleridge's own careening complex of faith,
despair, doubt, anger, defiance, piety, deception, and sell-delusion. McFarland is of one mind about
fragmentation, while Coleridge was plainly fragmented.
Still, each of these long (40-80 pages), learned, and provocative essays deserves separate
attention. Chapter 1, "Fragmented Modalities," is typical of the book's hash of exposition and
wilnessing. McFarland is a heroic cataloguer, and this chapter displays some marvelous lists - of
incomplete Romantic poems, of ruined fictional heroes, of tragically foreshortened lives, of
deliberately diasparactive genres - but the best part is his tracing of fundamental crack~.in
Romantic "touchstones" like the doctrines of organicism, symbol, and imagination. His iconoclastic
readings of classic theoretical passages reveal signs that "although the wholes are accorded
theoretical honor, the experienced reality is that of parts" (26). However, McFarland seems
unaware that in his own texttheopporiteir hue, that in his theoriesof ineluctablefragmentationthe
experience is one of constant connection. Take, for example, his remark that the aforementioned
Romantic touchstones "are not only diasparactive in their rhuchlre, hut acmally find in this fact a
unifying denominstor for their seeming heterogeneity" (26). The matter d McFarland's theology is
fragmentationbridgeableonly by faith, whileitsmanner is that of conventionally obiectiveanalogy
and similih~de.
In the long Chapter 2, "The Symbiosis of Wordsworth and Coleridge." McFarland's expository
impulses prevail and produce a most useful survey of the Wardsworth-Coleridge relationship. It is
substantially the same as an article published in 1972, just after Colevtdge, The Damaged
Archangel, and then its t e r n "symbiosis" seemed chosen to counter Fruman's depiction of
Coleridge as a plagiarizing parasite upon Wordsworth. However, "symbiosis" implies that the
influence was not only mutual, but mutually healthy, whereasMcFadand now believes (withS. M.
Parrirh, among others) that "this mast ambitious symbiotic venture of them all . . ended in
diasparactive ruin for both Wordsworth and Caleridge." On the way to this summary, McFarland
helpfully lists many important inter-echoing Wordsworth and Coleridge passages, and carefully
framer each with restrained guesses about who influenced - or preceded - whom.
The problem is that McFarland takes from those passages a too unitary view ol Wordsworth's
and Caleridge's personalities and phases of influence. To McFarland, Wardsworth's essential belief
in the "passive relation of the mind to the activity of nature" dominated the instinctively idealist
Coleridgebefore 1802. but after 1802 the influence was reversed; in other words. each gave to the
other"diaspars" from his own inherent tendencies or matter, and in each case the gift blighted the

.
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host. This fable ir true at its very broadest, but the relationship was much more comolicated than
that, espcially before 1802. For instance, Coleridge's own "passivist" period preceded by years his
meeting with Wordsworth, and had its own personal and philosophical sourcn. Also, as Jonathan
-

~~

not blighting, but fecundating, and in McFarland's terms essentially Wordsworthian, not Coleridgean. Allinall, this account of therelationshipbefare 1802~eedsmorediasparactiveawareness.
Chapter 2, "Coleridge's Anxiety," begins with a list which for once could not have cost
McFarland much effort. Coleridge's neurotic symptoms were numerous and spectacular, and
McFarlsnd traces them to anxiety, which he subjects to a mildly Freudian explication that leads
back to Colaridge's twisted and cold childhood relations with his mother and brothers. Throughout
his life Coleridge sought to ameliorate both orders of anxiety, filial and fraternal, by affiliating
himself with a series of surrogate families made op of two or three women and a strong fatherbrother figure. In its outlines this argument is familiar, but McFarland giver it elegant compression,
and speculates that Coleridge's plagiarism and marginalia were themselves attempted affiliations,
ways of "merging himself with the brothers."of "restoring the self that had been evacuated by his
anxieties" (128).
But McFarland is uneasy with the tendency of Freudian analysis to make Coleridge seem "a
.

.

sin provides McFarland with the basis for another redemption of Coleridge's reputation. For
Kierkegaard, original sin is universal, but awareness of it, i.e anxiety, is variable: the "greater
the
.
anxiety, the greater the man."McFarland thus turns an account of Coleridge's shame into a paean to
his Sisyphean persistence.
Behind all this is McFarland's diasparactive theology, served by a vagne mimeticism: "Caleridge's ruin, in both life and work, is the true human fact"; "The imperfection so evident in
Caleridge'swork is, from the perspective of thelargerhuths of existence,. . . the final shape of every
man's effort." Clearly, McFarland has taken universalization too far; to render Coleridge indis
tinguirhahlefrom everyoneelse on the hasisaf our common mortality is to beat the links of analogy
so thin that they are meaningless. As theology, this is rpilt Jaspers, and the trouhle with it as
Coleridge studies ir the un-Coleridgean ease insulating the anguish. McFarland accepts fragmentation and anxiety as inevitable, but Coleridge felt it as genuine exile. Coleridge tried but could not
finally believe that his situation was "our" situation; whatever he thought, he felt his anxiety as
revoltingly singular. Im't that how original sin is supposed to feel?
If Chapter 2 redeems Coleridge's personality, then Chapter 3, "The Significant Group:
Wordsworth's Fears in Solitude," does the same far Wordsworth's very different flaws, his stoicism,
his increasingly rigid political and religious conservatism, and his withdrawal from wider community into the small circle of family and friends which McFarland calls the Significant Group. The
argument is already familiar in shape: like Caleridge's anriety, Wordsworth's conservatism and his
stoic self-sequestration within his family honorably "ohserve the rtruchrre of rsality,"a structure, of
course, of "tatterednes" and fragmentation. In this chapter the emphasis is upon the necessary
fragmentation of human love and benevolence: no one can love everyone equally, nor is everyone
worthy of love for life), and those liberals who say differently are necessarily "involved in
hypocrisy'' (209). Like poetry, conservatism treasures the immediate and the concrete, instead of
the merely and supposedly possible treasured hy the notoriously abstract - and domestically
irresponsible-Shelley. Theconservative trearuringof the past observes"theontological priority of
something that does exist" - or has existed - "to something that does not" or has not (199).and
acknowlrdp-q that nn "paradl<aI hope of ~ 0 ~ 1 ~rran-formalaon
131
cln connirncale for rile t ~ l r r r ~ l
urnpml~ctahll~ty
r,f rhr tutllrr" 21'3 \Icl;nrlnnd produces 2 dln.5. ing
- flurr\. 01 elicitt ( C I I I I I I I C I . ~ )
from Shakespeare, Milton, Blake, etc, to prove that "the noblest natnres of our history" have
concurred with Wordsworth rather than with any "visionary egalitarianism" (212).
Again, testimonial usurps explanation. Passionate nonsequiturs abound:
Those who assert benign concern for all humankind are necessarily indulging in cant loneliness, bereavement, personal betrayal, incurable disease, crippling ugliness, malformed
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personality, and human aggres~ivenessall remain in their full reality, untouched by any such
sentiments.
(209)
Throughout, McFarland's logic and rhetoric are tar wet to permit much of a purchase. Before using
"progressive" as his opponent to "conservative" he might have heeded Empson's quip a b u t the
American vagueness with the term "liberal." Most of the essay is defenseless against a simple prima
facie reversal, which might say that the progressive tradition favors concrete action while the
conservative view is hazy and retrospectively visionary, founded on a past just as mythic and just as
liable to humiliation by unpredictability as the progressive's future. Other terms are no clearer: far
instance, could a Significant Group be a town? A country? A race? These are particularly important
questions to ask in relation to Coleridge'r conservatism.
Amid all this it is much harder to understand what McFzland thinks he is redeeming than it
was in thecase of Coleridge. Is he jurtifyinganly thepaliticsof Wordsworth'slater yean, ordoes he
include the poetry? Does hebelieve that all greatpoetry is inherently "conservative," including that
of Wordsworth early and late? In fact, throughout this long sermon an "the necessary limitation of
thecapacity far human relationship," Wordsworth is poorly lit, almost abackground figure. But the
most revealing absence is that of Coleridge, whose conservative theory -developed but volatile,
bold yet carefully hedged -escapes McFarland's generalizations, and, in particular, whose call for
pragression as a balance to permanence rebukes the static nothing-venturism required by McFarland's metaphysics.
The next twoessays also forma pair, one on poeticstyle and one on poetic content. Chapter 4,
"Problems of Style in the Poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge," begins with a trenchant restatement of the omnicontextualist ideal which has implicitly ruled Coleridge studies from the beginning, even through the ascendancy of the New Criticism: "to anthologize is to distort."In order to
understand "that apex we call achievement,"sayr McFarland, "we need to know it all," including
the problems - the "tentative and failed and incomplete" - in Wordsworth's and Coleridgeh
rtvlirtic develo~ment.
For ansmnrr Crll~rldgc',a,pir~tiontu artl~rrcnl\Itltu~ei~
tneigt.t\<,ftmk l insread ro the gar nf
rn h
l I d I c e I'hr tn$ntbntr llnp shall
the falw o,r ''I~vrrerlcal,~bltmo' 2 1 ' ' t
gloat withdrunken eyel" On theother h?nd. Wordsworth wasable to eseMilton "assupport for his
own authenticvoice" (248) in the P~elude.But for McFarland that stately and beautifully cadenced
Miltonic voice, like the several other styles in Wordsworth, is only provisional compared with
Wordsworth's "limpid style," a "blank verse of almost crystalline purity and directness, characterized by virtually no inversions, few tropes, and almost no ornament or specialmess of diction,"
nearly prose (249). While Coleridge strove for "an intricate artifact" capable of displaying a
"monumental mass of theology and philnmphy," Wordsworth sought to "diminish. . . the artifact"
so that it not block the "direct expression of an inner truth that was felt with a literally prophetic
conviction . . ." (251).
Thir isrome of McFarland'r most limpid writing, and it superbly conveys what many take tobe
Wordsworth's aim in developing that style. However, aiming is not achieving, and McFarland
displays nearly no wariness about language's ways of warping intentions for it. It is an intriguing
naivete which can still agree with Arnold that Wordsworth has "nostyle"Coleridge himself cast a
variety of doubtson the possibility of such a limpidity, but McFarland asserts that Coleridge"never
reallv addressed thewint"(2501. Mavbe. but McFarland never reallv addressesColeridee's
- belief in
the ineluctability of style, some style, along with a metaphysics. McFarland's general handling of
language, bath philosophical and poetic, revealsa practical as well as a theoretical tendency to think
of it as virtually transparent. Quoted passages are usually lined n p one after another in the tightly
over, they are made to seem onecontrolled relationshir, of ''evidence'' to statement; rarely. lingered
.
dimensional and unambiguous. Thir belief in transparency is clearest in the suggestion that
Coleridee's
- own limnid style - in the conversation poems - organically generates its own
ph~lo~oph~calconrrnr
'from uirhnn' . ~ntact huu,c\er, that st\Icir arafflllatwl lo\e\.eraI 'exrrrnrl"
rdeoloa~e\ar
v.
and
- the n<cudowhllrnr ir roorhc rs. Cruu~aderlahit iriu l l a r t l c ~ ia>~~~\ < h o I o fI.wkenn
Berkeleyan metaphysics. Cowperian poetics, and a dangerously volatile political situation which
encouraged stylistic and ideological self-neutralization, the limpid style e far from "no style."
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The next essay, "Poetry and the Poem: The Structure of Poetic Content" (which McFarland
calls a "Landing Place," using Coleridge's term from The Friend), makes even clearer an essential
disregard for the kind of sovereignty claimed for language by all varieties of formalist criticism:
"Though linguistic manipulation can generatea poem, it cannot generate poetry as such" (272).It is
also clear that McFarland sees himself as one who rejects, not ignorer, formalist arguments against
the separation of poetic form and content. He revives and revises thedistinction. Under farm, now
called substantin, he places not just everything usually thought of as farm, but also everything
thought af as content: "not only the words and their patterns but also their meanings," "the
statement of the poem'' (273). Under his new categoryof content, the Beingof poetry, heplaeesEns
and Essentia, which are extremely general ur- or super-themes under which all themes and
statements can be subsumed. Ens is the "fusion of mind and nature." while Essentia is the feeline
" of
our "double nature,"cloven between thenow and thenat-now; Ens and Essentia can be present in
the same words. Coleridpe and the Pantheist Tradition profitably used a two-term tvwlaev.
. . -,. but
this one is neither controversial nor very revealing about any particular work of art. It does reveal
McFarland's readiness to skip over the difficulties of literary language in order to indulge in his
mournful citatary eloquence about the fragmentation of life.
Chapters5 and 6 are thestrength of the b o k and remind the reader that althouzh McFarland is

d om antic

Contexts." is an exhilarating account of t h e different forms taken by the
doctrine of
polarity. Like Coleridgeand the Pantheist Tradition, though, thischapter isas important for what
it implies about the methodology of Coleridge studies as it is for its history of an idea. Here
McFarland's methadological points have even more than their usual interest: first, because they
define McFarhnd's opposition to the important book an aleridge's doctrine of polarity written by
Owen Barfield,one of McFarland's fellow editors on the ongoing Collected Coleridge: and second,
because the positions of McFarland and Barfield occupy opposite pales of an alliance against the
book by Norman Fmman, who most certainly has not been asked to join the editors. This unity of
opposites against a common appasite is immediately revealing about the limits of disagreement
within the Coleridgeestablishment, hut even more revealing, as weshall later see, when takenas an
emblem of Coleridge's relationship to current critical theories.
To Barfield's insistence that Coleridge's thought be considered from the inside, "on its own
terms," McFarland replies that "textsare possibleonly in contexts": "Only if [Coleridge's thought] is
heard as a voice in a complex dialogue with its forbears and contemporaries can its meaning be
ascertained (308). However, their conflict is a phony war. These contraries are allied ways of
refuting Fnunanian charges that Coleridge'sborrowingscompromise the integrity or originality of
his thought. McFarland'spasitian is just a sophisticated version of Barfield's, because McFarlandstill
believes that Coleridge's reticulation of borrowed ideas and images makes them his own -much as
he believes that the paet can refine language into a transparency which allmvs his truth to shine
through.
In Fmman's view, however, that which Coleridge borrows remains recalcitrant, stamped by its
origin elsewhere, and it is Fruman's stubbornneu about the stubborn resistance of expropriated
wetic matter - images,
phrases, ideas, rhvines. in sum.. laneuaee - which makes him an outcast
. .
among Coleridgeans. McFarlandi notions of mosaic composition, of polar dialogues with a kindred
company of thinkers, of texts being defined and not dissolved by contents, all provide Coleridgeans
with an essential Coleridge who tames the chaos of alien texts.
Chapter 6, "The Psychic Economv and Cultural Meanine of Coleridee's Mamum &us." . is
evenly, cleanly, and interestinglysplit between exposition and theologizing. After the death in 1876
of G. N. G. Orsini, McFarland tmkover theeditonhip of the still unpublished Magnum Opusin the
Collected Coleridge,and as(attempted) editor he is uniquely placed to tell the talebehind themost
legendary
al
this "unforeettable monument to ruined endeavor."
. of ~- h i l a w ~ h i cfailures.
Eventhough heneverquitelets theplausibility fadefromadisturbing analogy to theKey toAll
Mythologies, McFarland maker an intriguing argument for the productivity of the Magnum Opus
within the "inner economy of Coletidge'r mental life." For forty years Coleridgei mind and
ambition were occupied by this evolving idea of a "last andgreat work," and McFarland believes
u

u

-
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that this preoccupation made Coloridge perceive his criticism as merely provisional - and,
paradoxically, therefore achievable: "[BiographtaLiteraria's] near-hack-work status does not block
the revelationof Coleridge's insights but is in fact the necessary condition under which they can be
exoresred" 13501.
,
.
After placing the Magnum Opus in Coleridge's economy of works, McFarland gives a precise
the succession of names C'Eidoloclastes."
account of what it was intended to be. analvzine
.
"Logosophia") and proposals for it, as well as the slighter works taken as cuttings from it t w early
and too radically far it ever to mature. McFarland finds in the hundreds of extant MS pages and
printed offshoots a cognitive (rather than mystical), existential, and systematic "Platonico-ChristoKantism," defending against the nineteenth century's "two major forms of anti-Christian implication. . . : Spinazism, which denied any God other than the world itself, a n d . . the materialistic
philosophy of process that eventuated in Darwin, which denied any euential difference between
man and beart and any ultimate purpose in human life" (371).
However, because of the "gradual swing of evidence" towards "ideals of process and change"
(376), a writer like Schopenhauer was able to systematize his atheism, while Coleridge's defense of
Christianity remained fragmentary. Here is a sudden and unusual obscurity in McFarland's
theology, which usually finds Coleridgei fragmentation truer than any completed system to the
"evidence" of reality: perhaps McFarland means that systematic atheism is strictly truer, but that
fragmented theism is psychologically tmer - more faithful than either systematic theism or
systematic atheism to a human nature cloven between dreaming wholeness and seeing "ruin." In
any case, it is hard to extract McFarland'r belief from a tonally unstable passage like this: "Coleridge
lost, of course. The Magnum Opus was not completed. The enemy carried the day." This sounds
likea convinced but painfully reluctant atheism, which is fine, but it isnat Coleridge, whoseprecire
forms of belief and doubt arelost in McFarland's own r x decoeur."It was in the dedicated service
of that old, fair, and happy dream [ol a Heavenly Father who guides and rules] that Coleridge
planned, l a b r e d , and eventually foundered. The ruin and at the same time the monument of his
striving is the legendary magnum opus" (381). Here. even more than McFarland'r European
existentialists, can be heard something of Arnold's tone, something of the "Stanzas from the Grande
Chartreuse," something a bit self-pitying and a bit thrilled ahout its own interstitial doom. Unlike
Coleridge, McFarland is no Platonist: he just worships Platonism, sanctifier the human longing, not
its object.
McFarland's awn displaced belief is clearest in the final essay, the Second Landing Place,
entitled "The Place Beyond the Heavens: True Being. Transcendence, and the Symbolic Indication
of Wholeness."The term "indicationninsteadof, say, "presence"characterintically puts thelimit of
belief and value at the gesture towards, rather than the achievement of, "True Being" McFarland
distinguishes between two kinds of art: mimetic, which "imitates what is there in reality," and
meontic (the greatest art), which nobly but futilely tries to imitate "what is not there," i.e. true
being.
For once, summary does McFarland little injustice. If only for theoretical variety nowadays,
one would like toconsider hisbelief in the possibility of a degree-zero mimeticism as an organized or
higher innocence, but the sketchiness of it all suggests naivetb instead. Ar for "meontic," its
immediate applicability to all art limits its usefulness. Beyond that, the real objection to the
"meontic" talkir that it assimilates Coleridge's Christian Platonism, however eccentric and shained,
to McFarland's own resigned, belated, and secularized Platonism-ism. This assimilation seems less a
function of some epistemological scepticism about scholarly exposition than a blindness to the
dangers of anachronism and lax syncretism. Coleridge took more strength than weakness from his
own often promiscuous syncretism, but probably neither the Coleridge establishment nor even the
most advancedregmentsaf thecritical theory industry are ready for what wm~ldmmeofcarelessly
imitatinn Coleridee's wavs in or near sup~osedlv
scholarly treatments of them.
..
It is particularly alarming to find this inso important acoleridgean as McFarland. Followers of
Coleridge are unusually eager to elevate him through comparisons to writers of less controversial
greatness: this is true even of Kathleen Coburn's scrupulously germane notes to the Notebwks.
Coleridee studies could use a self-appointed
Chief Justice to rule on these anxious analogies,
..
someone combining Wellek's learned prickliness with an imaginative appreciatirm of Coleridge's

.
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heterodox greatness. Unfortunately, McFarland has become fonder of likenesses than distinctions,
W. K. Wimsatt and Orsini are ereatlv
despite his talk about fragmentation.
' missed.
Coletidge's Metaphors of Being, by Edward Kessler, has much in mmmon with McFarlandP
book, including a rather too proud ~racticaland theoretical disreeard for New Critical ideals of
autonomy; a readiness to be "personal" and theolagical (more talk about "our condition"); a
reverence for the sayings and terminologv
.. of the Fathers of Existentialism ?As Dortoevskv said
. .."I; and a metaphysical justification of Coleridge's poetic fragmentation. The entire book is
devoted to those abrupt, dark and quirky lyrics that Coleridge was to toss off (to apparent neglect)
every now and again for the last half of his life, a sad thirty yearsspent with his ties cut to those he
loved, his sobriety propped by the Gillmans, his public persona bloating into the mystic mumbler of
Highgate, and his prose proliferating in mch profusion and confusion that it is only now being sorted
out.
The argument is that Coleridge's later poetry (a "farm that all informs against itself") replaced
metaphor and allegory with symbol, paradox, abstraction, and fragment, in order to haffle
contentment with the natural world and the natural self, and to "point toward the wholeness,
fullness, and coherence that only characterize ultimate Being." Kessler makes brilliant selections
from tile letter.
Uulrlmulr tu huppurt his rv.tlr,n of ('olrridqe t1.e Ciglulr ~ l a , t ,tllc dellberare
hrrakrr of pwci~furw, 41 lva,t. Inr,l~uwrrl1.r i n k c r pmsr pas$ages(:oleriJcr
.
. w~s~tvtduluclastic
theorist. The confusion arises from Kessler's need of the theoretical and hortatory prose to make his
case that thedark paradoxesandendingsof theselyricsarenot finally "pessimistic," but represent a
necessary stage in the progress toward Being.
Ker~lernever sufficiently distinguishes between at least two importantly different versions of
this general interpretation. One is that the various strategies of bafflement are calculated, that the
poems were written from a point of view already advanced beyond that depicted in them: the
depictions of despair came after itsredemption in the mind. This view has a kinship to Stanley Fish's
arguments in Self-Consuming Artifacts. with this interesting Caleridgean twist: because the
redemptive moments are not "in" the poems, then Coleridge either did not care how the poems
were read, or he expected the publication of redemptive passages elsewhere, in the Notebook,
Letters, and other prose. Theother version irthat the poemsrepresent "reaYbafflementand despair
which Coleridge only later or at other times managed to redeem as a necessary stage i n a theadicy of
Being: depiction precedes redemption.
Kessler is too fortified by his rhetoricagainst New Critical idcalsof formal autonomy to notice
this ambiguity. In an analogy between poet and criticJreadrr, Kessler implies that Coleridge
authorizes his refusal of interpretive dictation from "form": "The poet brings to his poem, as we
must bring toour reading of it, the presumptionof permanent Being. If not, we will becaptivated by
the poem's Phantom appearances" (72). This is as clear a justification as Kessler giver for taking
Cnleridge's life - his progress towards Being - rather than his poems as the organic form to be
read. In fact, though, Kessler is no antiformalist - whatever that might be. In practical terms,
"interpreting the life" means levelling thc idea of the text so that prase and life-writing like the
Notebooks have equal footing with the poems. Yet Kessler is no leveller either: he merely reverses
the old hierarchy, idealizing the authority of the eidoloclastic prose in order to d~-idealizethe
poetry, ignoring the fact that all of Coleridge's writing is writing in various forms, in accordance
with various interpretivelaws. Kcssler treats theeidoloclasticpassages as transcendent, transparent,
above interpretation, which is, ironically, a violation of them.
The perennial temptation to use Coleridge's extrapoetic writing in interpreting his poetry can
only grow with the availabilily of the Collected Colaridge. It will keep attractingintense writerslike
Kessler and McFarland whose longing to find theessence ol Coleridge is as powerful as Coleridge's
longing for Being. But so far, the unprecedented complications of these writings seem mostly to
overwhelm the theoretical assumptions which have been brought to them. The long-standing
unexamined and implicit antiformalism in Coleridge studies is merely becoming unenamined and
explicit.
Still, although Kessler'abwk is hampered by its theoretical fogginess, it is extremely important
towards abstraction. and far its
for its attempt to value and explain the later style as a "progress"
- isolation of Coleridge's strain 01 eidoloclastic theorizing, a strain which corrects McFarland's

-
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thinking on fragmentation. While McFarland sadly views the ruined poetic base of "hyperonranic"
yearnings, Kessler unsentimentally and pragmatically treats Coleridge's poetic fragmentation as a
stage of salvation, or in his Hcideggcrian terms. coming into Bcing. The Coloridge of those late
eidaloclastic prose
passages- regardless of the unfair advantage Kessler grants thcm-does willa
.
frrgna.ntsrt<,n01 furrn, a m Krr,l~r ul.<,seu u u rc\c,relae fur nvrnr L> not d l r p l ~ r e a1, lrur tuthat
uilllnr:
rrdlatc:\~not iurtr,n.vt dt.r,tvcl II<:~<lcs~c.rurl
Cl>rl3rlan)~y.
N t.>1.11 mlrtniriCnl<,rldq~,'$
.t&~\rlrr
..
.
thwlagy more closely than does McFarland's religion of humanity. McFarland's attitude is truer to
someof the later lyrics when they areconsidered apart from theprose- but that only leads back to
the question of form, which b t h of these Being-critics treat with showy impatience.
On the other hand, Emerson Marks's brief monograph Colaidge on the Language of Verse
makes the unabashedly Wimsattian argument that Coleridge's theory of diction and meter is a
model for the cluster of "larger" theories -of literary representation, organicism, polarity -often
subsumed under the even larger theory of imagination. Marks finds deeply impressive the
speculatioru on poetic language by AnglrrAmerican and especially Slavic theorists, whose achievement makesstand forth initr true brilliancemuch in Coleridge that has been neglected asawkward
or obscure.
One thing that distinguishes Marks from the existentialist Coleridgeans is his care for difAccording toMarks, Coleridge'r belief that "thinking
ferences; hiscomparisonsaresharply
is impwible without arbitrary rignr"parallels the formalist tenet (herevoiced by Mukarovsky) that
"the entire realm of mental activity comprises a semantic structure." Marks's brief account of
Coleridge's general theory of language assumes a knowledge and appreciation of structuralist
thwry, by which he obviously means theory that tskes Saussure as a point of departure towards
sophisticated reassurances, rather than sophisticated doubts, about the referentiality of bath literary
and "on-literary language. But a n the other ride, Marks placer Coleridge just as far from any naive
referentiality. Coleridge believed that Wordrworth'r conflation of poetry and the real language of
men ignored a "universal principle," namely. that artistic mimesis is an imitation and not a copy of
perceived reality. An imitator maker his work imaginatively add to and differ from the reality it
represents, while the copier, "aiming only at facsimile, achieves only the degree of distance from
reality imposed by the m a t e d conditions of his making" (58). In Coleridge's words, "Imitation is
the mesothesis of likeness and difference. Thc difference is as essential to it as the likeness.''
In poems, of course, "imaginative difference finds its formal means in various formal
distortionsand patterningr"(661. all the differences fram the real languageof men. Marks continuer
to widen his argument: metrical language
.. .. is an instance of the "universal princide"
. . of imitation.
and helinks them both to theever, grander (and alsolinked) Coleridgcan principlesof organic unity
and the creative imagination. In relation to imagination, " . . meter is a mechanism of control, a
technique of mimetic mastery available to the creative imagination, which, we recall, reconciles
among other discordant elements's more than usual state of emotion with a more than usual order.'
in this case the order impmed by the isometric segmentation of the verse line" (67). Marks gives a
particularly interesting account of meter's relations to organic unity. In contrast to Wordsworth's
conflation of poetry and "real language," Coleridge offers an implied trennung of kinds of
discourse, with conversation at the bottom, then non-imaginative prose, then imaginative or
"poetic"prore, and finally, also poetic but most "intense" of all, "poematii' or verse language. In
verse, the meter stinlulates attention to the particular, poematic ordannance of the words, "an
attention that assures the reader the fullest realization of [the words'] sensuous and semantic
qualities" (88). Marks likens such Coleridgean reasoning to the Slavic Formalist concepts of
foregrounding and deautomatization, and, mare pointedly, to Romantic organicist aesthetics
represcnted by Coleridge's own definition of a poem: it is a species of composition which yields
"such delight from the whole iw is compatible with a distinct gratification fram each component
part"(89). and in which-each part is both end and meanr"(94). Inreadingapoem, sayscaleridge,
"the reader should becarried forward, not merely or chiefly by the mechanicalimpulseof curiosity.
or by a restless desire to arriveat a final wlution; but by the pleasurable activity of mind excited by
the attractions of the journey itself."
Again. Marks associates this Coleridgean insistence on the "atltonmoy of the component
elements of poetic discourse" (95) with a referential moderation represented by Wimsatt, Jakobson,
~
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and Mukarovsky, rather than with aradical tradition represented by Pater, or by Valbry, whoin his
1939 Oxford lecture uses analogies similar to Caleridge's in order to suggest that poetry, unlike
prose. never "progresses" to reference. Coleridgemay beon bothsides, but Marks is right about this
passage. Still, the wildand rapid movement of recent critical theory makes oue wonder how to date
Marks's confidence that Slavic structuralism has scientifically doused such radicalism. Murray
Krieger seems to be the scariest anti-refercntialist the hook can imagine. Why doesn't it mention the
use made of Derrida by Anglo-American critics who once might have invoked Coleridge as their
radical father? Is this some prophetic unflappability?
Whatever the source of his confidence. after four chapters of carefully linking meter with
imagination, Marks allows himself a celebratory mnclusion which makes a useful contrast with
McFarland and Kessler. Marks is more willing than McFarland tu accept Coleridge's most hopeful
descriptions of imagination's reconciling power. Not sorprisingly, either, since Marks sees the
abstract doctrine of imagination through imagination's most constant and concrete success, the
language of verse: "In the poet's creative struggle to control his private passion by metrical
manipulation, as it is described in the Bingraphin. it is nut fanciful to see the microcosmic
counterpart to his racial burden of mastering the chaos by which civilized human existence feels

at least on the issue of interpretive automany, even those Coleridgeans who held Wimsattian theory
practiced homemade, implicit antiformalisms which McFarland and Kersler somewhat fuzzily
amplify into theory. But whatever the contradictions between theory and practice, one attitude has
been virtually universal in the field, the attitude movingly dicplayed in Marks's peroratorical
celebrations of imagination. Universal, that is, until recently: in McFarland and Kessler, antiformalism combines withsomethingnew, something that seems likecelcbration of the failureor the merely
negativesuccessof imagination. Surprisingly, although this trendsharerwithdoconstructioncertain
features and ancestors (like Heidegger), there appears no trace of direct influence; assuming with
English and things French arenot, thisseemsa native
Coleridge that things German are esser~tiall~
development.
Ift h ~ ~ r h s s r m ~ nirnaglnnuon
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Coleridge, this is the most provocative of these Coleridge bwks, "a'source book'bringing together
under one mver all of Coleridge's major, and the larger part of his 'minor' or less celebrated
pronouncementson the Imagination" (in). Hill's wavering on "minor"reveais a problem in the field
which his sourcebook does much to correct: most articles and books refer to a relative few of
Caleridge's many passages on imagination. HilYs generous selection leaves the strong impression
that "minor"often means little more than "neglected," and that Caleridge had not a theory hnt a
shaggy family of related but importantly distinct theories and notions about imagination.
Hill says in his preface that he intends the b w k for students and non-specialists, and reading
through it one senses over and over the dismay that would accompany astudeet'r effort to fit all or
most of these astonishing panages intothe accounts of Coleridge's theory offered by the most widely
anthologized and assigned critical articles and chapters. In 1957, R. H. Fogle introduced James
Baker's The Sowed Riuer: Coleridgei Theory of Ima@nation with the remark that the "Coleridge
scholar in particular, since he deals with a difficult problem, is often over-cautious, over-timid in
asserting the value of his mhject, prone to split hairs and pursue contradictions." Such restraint, if it
ever was, seems overdue for a renaissance. On the theory oi imagination Coleridge criticism has
itself dutifully tried to be imaginative, if imagination be defined only as "that modifying faculty,
which compresses several units into one whole,"and "[which] sees all things in one, il p i t nell'uno."
But Hill's selection reveals the distortion of compressing all of Coleridge's theories of imagination
into one, the Esemplastic. which is perhaps the noblest theory, certainly the most famous and the
gaudiest, but not the only one Coleridge thought worth considering Sometimes Coleridge seems
unaware of the differences among his notions, while other times he consciously implies that
imagination takes several different forms. For instance, there is a passage on the allegorical
imagination which is all the mare extraordinary coming from the archtheorist of symbol, and there
are several strikingly Keatsian depictions of the imagination as wisely passive which are all the more
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striking coming from the author of Biographia Literaria XIII. It is not that these and the other
"other" paaages are unknown to Coleridgeans - Marks makes deft use of several - but in the
criticism they are remarkable underrepresented. given their inherent interest as writing.
How and why they came to beconsidered minor or heterodox, insofar as they wereconddered
at all, are questions too complicated to broach here, but Hill's sourcebook raiser a related, perhaps
more intriguing question about Ihe orthodox passages themselves. By granting typographical and
annotative equality to all his selections, from the chummiest epistolary jeu d'esprit to Bfographia
XIII, IIill makes the reader spread to the major, custom-bedimmed passages the fresh attentiveness
demanded by the "new" ones, until much of the major is hardly recognizable. Freed from the
accommodating shorthand and slogan forms in which the critic uses them 2nd perhaps first found
them, they become difficult, even intransigent. That this is surprising may be due to what Frances
Ferguson has called "a desire to see aesthetic pronouncements purely as statements of position statements which are direct and noe-literary enough to be taken quile literally as the theory from
which literary practice stems." Hill's format has performed a kind of Befremdung of the theories
and has forced them to be read as literature. This h m k makes necessary accommodationsof its own,
and Hill's effort to "purify the wells" is muddied by his overschematic introduction. But the
purification needed to be little more than a gesture to have i n effect, and this book, with i n
extremely useful and self-effacing nates, is more substantial than that. (As for purification, one
miglrt prefer to think that Hill hasstirred up the indigenousand fertilizingmud that had long been
filtered away.)
Of course, what it means to read the theoretical passages "as literature" depends on the
reigning ideas of reading and literature. and Hill's anti-hierarchical sourcebook opportunely
happensalong at amoment when theleidear arein a state of confusion and change. It is toosoon to
tell what effect, if any. Hill's book will hare upon the "moment," but something can be said about
the effect of that great anti-hierarchical project. the Collected Coleridge, which purifies one more
well every couple of years or so, the most recent being the Logic and volume I of the Marginalia.
Except for volumes I and I1 of the Notebooks. all of the completed volumes have been published
during there last fifteen yearsof criticaldiralignment and fermentation, hut so far there has been no
engagement of Coleridge by the newer methods of criticism, except for a few scattered essays by
critics like Frances Ferauron, lerome Christensen. and Leslie Brisman - and of these only
Christensen has gone beyond the usual theoretical tents to lose himself in the Collected Colen'dge.
This is all the odder, considerins that the wst-structuralist criticisms seem es~eciallvsuited to prose,
and the Collected Coleridge r i l l be. fifteen works out of sixteen, prose.
Among those writers on Coleridge who might now be vaguely grouped as post-structuralists,
the most influential view has come from Paul d e Man's essay, "The Rhetoric of Temporality,"
published in 1969, the same year as MrFarland's Coleridge and the Pantherst Tmdftion. Much
more thanan essay an Coleridge, it isagenerd aesthetics -complete withmetaphysics -corlched
in the prticular farm of a self-consciously seminal essay on Romanticirm, like "The Structure of
Romantic Nature Imagery," by Wimsatt, or "Structure and Style d tho Grcater Romantic Lyric,"
by M. H. Abrams, essays to which de Man repeatedly refers. and which also make cmcial use of
Coleridge. The difference is that Coleridge is the chief villain of de Man's piece, which attacks, by
placing in historical context, the modern ranking of symbol over allegory. This ranking is as much
Romantic as Coleridgean, but de Man uses Coleridge's famous passage from the Statesman's
Manual as the prime example of the nineteenth-century hardening of that preference, the putting
aside of the "reservations" and "qualifications" which had accompanied the expression of the
preference by pre-Romantic and early Romantic writers in Germany. For de Man, the champion of
allegory, such qualifications and reservations are the symbolisls' only possible source of existential
dignity. Unlike McFarland, de Man uses the language of heroic existentialism against Coleridge: the
conflict between allegory and symbol is between "a conception of the self seen in its authentically
temporal predicament and s defensive strategy which tries to hide from this negative selfknowledge." De Man finishes hisattackon Coleridge with the traditionally commensurateelevation
of Wordsworth, a staunch allegarist, austere and strong enough to make his art unveil man's
"authentically temporal destiny." Evidence of de Man's continuing influence on post-structuralist
ideas of Coleridge comes from a recent essay by Jonathan Arac, who substitutes Shelley for
Wordsworth and translakes de Man's scheme into de Man's current terms.
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Reading through Hill confirms the intuition that de Man has for his polemical convenience
greatly underestimated the difficnlty of reading Caleridge, and indeed, despite its historical
pretensions, the erray quotes its Caleridge material secondhand from Angus Fletcher's study of
allegory; de Man avoids complication not only by other Coleridge passages but also by the very
passage
upon which he focuses his attack. He also seems unaware that his Wordsworth-Coleridge
contrast is itself a form of a comparison made fir*, often, and most vividly by Coleridge, and that
this comparison war hut one of Coleridge's several conflicting estimates of the differences between
himself and his friend. Some resistance to deMan's Coleridge has finally come, from Ferguson and
from Christensen, who use tcchniquer popularized by de Man himself since "The Rhetoric of
Tempnrality" in order to argue that Coleridge's language is full of the reservations which de Man
honors in other writers.
For both de Man and Arac, the real target is New Criticism. De Man seldom bothers to
distinguish Coleridge from the New Critics, nor does he distinguish among New Critical uses of
Coleridee.
central to more than oneof Wimsatt'sesssys, likeWThe
. For instance, Coleridgeisindeed
.
Struckre of Romantic Nature Imagery," but even Wimsattb relation to Coleridge is not one thing;
"TheIntentianal Fallacy"harsomeof ihleastconvincingmoments
trying
Lowes.
. - tosort out, against
.
typesof evidence admirrihlc in theinterpretation of Coleridge John CroweRansorn grumped about
the uselessness of the more famous Biographia pasager on imagination; n. P. Rlackmur's use of
Coleridge in "The Lion and the Honeycomb certainly defies, among other things, de Man's
generalizations; and many New Critics joined the tradition of disentangling Coleridge from Robert
Penn Warren. De Man has turned the Coleridge of some New Critical passages - and it would be
interesting to know which ones - into Coleridge, heedless of the dangers of "using" this most
elusive writer. dangers nnticed by none other than Cleanth Rrooks: "Coleridge's concept of the
imagination ar a reconciling and unifying power.. . has been invoked in a dozen critical contexts,''
but in fact,"Coleridge's theory of poetry is much more limited than the interpretation that the
enthusiastic modernizing theorist would like to place upon it." "It" limits interpretation by
authorizing many, enough far enthusiasts of most persuasions, enough at least to touch all sidesof (he
polemic in which de Man and Arac are allies.
It would he misleading to suggest. however. that one part of one essay by Paul de Man is the
only reason for the missed connection between the Coleridgeindustry and the avant-gardeof AngloAme"can criticism. The post-structuralist condescension is matched on the other sideby an AngloCanadian-American insularity and defensiveness toward foreign influence, traits which Coleridge,
himself so open to influence, was paradoxically instrumental in institutionalizing.
.Post-structuralist
criticism is mostly French-inspired, Coleridge was fiercely suspicious of the French intellect, and
Coleridge critics, so accustomed to extending-~
sympathy. to their master, may be unwilling to make
an exception of a prejudice this small and enjoyable.
s
inextricable from
The peculiar continuity between Coleridge and the Caleridge
- ~ d i t o rseems
this insularity. In his foreword to the recently published first volrtrne of Coleridge's Marginalfa,
Gwrge Whalley says that there is no "Coleridge Centre"; hut his fascinating Introduction makes
clearthat from the very beginning the editingbf Cnleridge has been a fami& affair, guided by a
desire (in the words of Henry Nelson Coleridge, Coleridge's nephew, his son-in-law, and, along with
Coleridge's daughter Sara, his first editor) to "help in extending [the] beneficial influence" of
Coleridge's writing. Kathleen Coburn's memoir In Pursuit uf Coleridge tells how she earned the
and with it Coleridge'r notebooks, becoming herself a virtual
trust of Coleridge's descenda~~ts
member of the family. with the power to familiarize other scholars as well. Although Whalley
erilicizes the textual distortions canred by the protectiveness of the early editors, tht- Collected
Colaidge continues these cherishing attitudes in a more sophisticated form: the faith in Coleridge's
importance and the desire to promote him which once inspired ~ervotlslyselective editions now
inspire the current editors to publish everything he wrote. If anything, this totalizing impulse
reflects an even greater faith in the reconciling power of Coleridge's imagination.
If that is what it takes to produce the Collected Coleridge, then many readers should be
thankful for such a faith, including many who do not share it. The Coleridge family -taken now
very lonsely to mean thc editors and the critics who depend upon and support them - have never
valued W e r i d g e on the hasis of this or that work, hroken as mast of his works are; instead it was
~

~
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alwaysa " m i n d they pursuedand promoted, an individual imagination by virtue of whose ultimate
rrltegnr? all the tragrnenrs uf wrrllnr: aria dulrlg are rl,.,ur:hr ro nave ~unltyand connectrdn<s, lr 15
t h c r ~ . I u rI T~O D ~ Cthdl a fdtnil\ faith irl the ,uvereisrt wwvr ul d pxrri~uldr111111di, ~ ~ s r ~ u n \ ifor
blc
making available a set of texts whose special qualities should bt: unparalleled in attractiveness to
several types
of readers - Freudians, Marxists, structuralists, post-structuralists of every stripe .
far whom the idea of a sovereign mind is anathema.
Thereisnot muchsignof theattitude theColeridge family would taketowardsany fertilization
from,say, theoristsof intertextuality, b~ltanemblemmight he read fromacomical exchangeseveral
years ago between Kathleen Cobnrn and Norman Fruman over Fruman's complaint, in The
Wordsworth Circb, that Cohurn'r notes to her edition of volume 111 of the Notebooks had
protectively evaded the question of Coleridge's borrowings. In a later irrue, The Wordsworth
Circle, a valuable, uniquely sweet-tempered, seat-everyontat-thetable combination of academic
journal and club newsletter, chastised Fruman for writing the review it had printed, and gave
Caburn apologies and space for her hrisk separation of Coleridge editing ("production") from the
"theoretical contraversier" over his dependencies. "Rot hack to S.T.C.!" she crier. Still, this nononsense self-effacement marks the quite theoretical assumption, strengthened by McFarland in the
early '70r, of S.T.Ch sovereignty over all that he borrowed, stole, adapted, imitated, inherited, and
annotated; and as long as the main opposition to the assumption comes fram Fmman'ssimple ideal
of originality, Coleridge studies will not imagine the possible meanings of discontinuity, incoherence, or dependence.
Theperennial disagreement represented by Coburn and Fruman would be deflated by any one
of several current notions of terttmlity and originality. Of course, to shift the conception of
Coleridge criticism and editing from the purrrrit of an essential Coleridge to the pursuit of the play
(or working) of the infinitely motile Coleridgean text wortld be to establish in Coleridge studies a
sophisticated version of the formalism it has always suhordinated. And one wonders if the brilliant
and tremendously painstaking life's workof editorslikeCoburnand Whalley andscholar-criticslike
McFarland could go on if they conceived their goal to be the production of the mosl perversely
elusive, allusive, and challenging text, inslead of the person Coleridge, or (as Whalley puts it), "the
searching impulseand the living tissueof his mind."Cananyoneconsciously givesuchloveandcare
to tertuality?Still, with half of theCollectedColeddge yet tocome, it isreasonable toexpect that the
work of believers in an essential Cdaridge will be somehow affected by the work of nan-believers
reading in an edition which could only have been the work of believers. Even the most skewed
influencecould producelargechanges. How different would Coleridgeeditingandcriticism lookif
recent theoriesof intertextuality earlred plagiarisms to be pursued, embraced, and interpreted, not
evaded, condemned, or redeemed?
Such cras-fertilization will surely he held up as long as the past-structuralist Coleridge remains
abstracted from his contradictions and language, and esrentially indistinguishable from the Caleridae of themort dous critics. Tonathan Arac taker the wronalesson
from thediveraence henates
.
in the wider readerships of Shelley and Coleridgc: "Crudely, Coleridge was read by Anglican
Shdley
divines and Tory. politicians;
.
. by. workers and radicals. New Criticism hanished Shelley's
poetry and appropriated Coleridge'r theory." "Appropriated is the right word, but Arac means
"followed"; instead of trying to write the history of Coleridge appropriation, he joins it. The
Collected Coleridge editions of The Constitution of Church and State, the Lay Sermons and the
Essays on His Times are available as a starting point for investigation of the Anglican-Tory readings
of Coleridge, but the texts-as full of the "gaps" Arac praises in Shelley as they areof the "smooth
closures'' he deplores in Coleridge - are hardly identical with such readings, which no less than
thaseof de Manand the New Criticsarebuilt upana fluid foundation. So far, thecriticalbook which
comes closest to giving a political reading works in the opposite direction, from ideology to
Coleridgean text. Kelvin Everest's Coleddge's Secret Ming~trytakes a tentative first step towards
examining the conflicts of ideologies and politics "behind" the ostensibly natural style of the
conversation poems: one can imagine a valuablccontinustion of that study of the 1790s, alongwith a
comparison to the political background, in the 1930sand '40s.of theNew Critical appropriation of
Coleridge. Theamazing lack ofwork in thisareashouldilself beanalyzed, but first thingsfirst. Most
simply and largely, Coleridge criticism has not yet begun to interpret the difficulties of Coleridge's
~
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political writing and to end the long critical isolation of that writing from the poetry, criticism,
theology and life-writing he wasdoing at the same time. The likely rearon for thisis familiar: poststructuralist disdain combined with the theoretical diffidence of a Coleridge studies which will
probably respond with proprietary defensiveness to E. P. Thompson's recent attacks on the
ambiguity - heavens! - of Coleridge's political writing.
In assigning
- - reasons far the overall failure of the avant-gardes
- to engage
- Coleridge,
- one should
not overlook accident, or the merely structnral lag hetween new theories and their wider application Rut there are deeper, more logical reasons. For instance, that Coleridae's loaocentric Chrirraantry tunllkr \\'ord<uorrl~'rwt-rn, in.epnrrl,lv if nor i n c l ~ ~ r ~ n ~ ~ irom
~ ~ ~his
h a .lrc.rrr\
h l r pwrr
kvlll not I,ri~,(:limn the aur<,n~~ric
~rrc.nti.,rtxrum po,t-\tructllmll,rr thhrit clid Iron) the New Crltncq
.And t w r e i \ tmdlli .twn<e 1" nlnicl~C o l ~ r ~ d g e i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ Icwl t ha e ~n e~a e~r c~r ~~i c~$ ~ ~ o ~ ~ r
hut nor ilccau* I c . ~ i i c < the rolr ullch il.r,. fulloui~~zrrrlirr
r*;alrr,, I.*\rn,,igr.cJ 1.1111. Sotreof
.
his passages can be made to fit it, others cannot. He tries too many notions, wavers toomuch in the
expression of each, to the point that his notional bounty is preemptive and inescapable. That may
answer and erolain Arac's irritated ouestian: "Whv are we -oost-New Critics -still so fascinated
by Caleridge as to allow him to dominate our discourse, even if we are speaking of him in order to
refute, or erpose him?" Coleridge finally includes more oppositions and cuntradictions than he
reconciles; extremes don't always meet, but they are neighbors. Need a theory of imagination as
allegory? He's got it. Of imagination as symbolic? Right over there. Pantheism? Idealism? Necessitarianism? Yes. Formalism? Eidoloclasm? Sarah, Sara H., Sara-Asra, Sara Coleridge Coleridge?
Much too much. Coleridge's embracing unreliability tends to repel even an ideology which lives on
discontinuity; like other ideologies, this one finds itself powerfully endorsed in one sentence and just
as powerfully cancelled in the next. Off when on, on when off, Coleridge has always been most
productively handled by distortion and avoidance.
And to the self-consciously avant-garde, he is perhaps even more disturbing in his theory of
inclusiveness than he is in his practice. Post-structuralists are sensitive about inevitably belonging to
institutionsand discourses they long toescape, and Coleridge'sideaof the Clerisy is a highly visible
and apparently complacent notion of inescapability. It insists on the community of all holders of
cultural power, including university professors of deconstruction, and its secularizing movement
implies an equation of all discursive or institutional power with a willy-nilly priesthood. In
Coleridge's sanguine phrasing, this equation is radically at odds with the ascetic nostalgia betrayed
by post-structuralist rhetoric, the self-conrciausly futile yearning to transcend connection and
reference. A theory of inescapability is perfectly compatible with that rhetoric, but only if
inescapability is presented with proper regret, if curnmunity is phrased as complicity, which of
course in Coleridge it is not. At least not the way we read him now.
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BEYOND FORMALISM: THE POLITICS O F INTERPRETATION

Catherine Belrey. Critical Practice. New York: Methuen, 1980, 168 pp. $17.00
Tony Bennett. Formalism and Marxism. New York: Methuen, 1979, 200 pp. $12.50.

I. Catherine Belsey's Critical Practice is a stimulating bwk, one that offers a tough-minded
assessment of recent work in literary theory and a suggestive account d new directions for criticism
to take. Belsey'sstudy hasnot, unfortunately, receivedmuchattention. Somany bwksget publighed
thesedayr that thegood onessometimesarelost in theshuffleor areoverwhelmed by others that are
mare heavily advertised. But Critical Practice ought not to be allowed to disappear. Though
overstated at times, it is, an the whole, a very fine piece of critical analysis and deals cogently with
provocative questions that concern the power and politics of literature.
Belsey arguer that despite the thrust of current trends in literary theory, the majority of
teachers and critics still believe in a "common-sense" approach. "Common-sense," she explains,
"assumes that valuable literary texts, those which are in a special way worth reading, tell truths a b u t the period which produced them, a b u t the world in general or about human nature - and
that in doing so they express the particular perceptions, the individual insights, of their authors" (p.
2). Common-sense also assumes, Belsey adds, that "critical theory" is no1 an essential part of the
discipline. From a "common-sense" perspective, theory appears "as a perfectly respectable hut to
samedegree peripheral area, almost adirtinct discipline, asnitableactivity for graduatestudentsor
perhaps as a special option for undergraduates, having no necessary connection with the practice of
reading itself" (p. 2). But thir disdain far theoretical pursuits is, Relsey declares, merely an excuse for
failing to consider the assumptions behind the "common-sense" view. By scorning theory and
refusing to addren the implications of its awn beliefs and values, the "common-sense" attitude
towards criticism "evadesconfrontation with its own presuppositions, protectr~hatever~rocedurer
and methods are currently dominant, and so guarantees the very opposite of objectivity, the
perpetuation of unquertioned assumptions" (p. 4).
Belsey's attack on the common-sense school and her defense of literary theory are incisive, and
are especially needed at the prerent time. Many teachers and critics, faced with proliferating
methodsand sy*emsfar criticism, are now calling for anend to theoreticalspeculation anda return
to the text itself - a "hack to the basics"definition of criticism. And these calls have grown all the
more fervent ar our discipline has came to show signs of serious trouble: declining enrollments,
budget cutbacks, unemployed graduate students, and career-minded undergraduates who are
dubious about the "marketability" of the humanities. Many members of our profession see the
recent b w m inliterary theory as one more indication that our discipline is in a lamentable state. We
need, it is often said today, to regain our proper sense of mission and get back to what we do best the close reading of the classic literary terts. Theory, philosophy, inter-disciplinary studies, and the
like should be set to the side, and we should reaffirm the worth and rightness of a direct response to
the text -the kind of response(and understanding of our job of workascritics) that common-sense
teacher us to value.
Tocall fora return to the text, however, will not solve the problems that vex our dixipline;and
indeed common-sense notions about what it means to teach and criticize literature are, at least in
u51nonr \ V A \ togo ahour thr
part, rrrponr~l,lrfor llw pn,LIvnlr ihemwlves Currlm#,rn-sr.nrrirn\trlxcrr
bta>~tw,suf inlerprelstiorl but h i nut l e g ~ i l t~l ~ cvnlr
r
u.4) Aud Lq ndhrrieg I" it
srpadl~rtl\.
we greatly restrict the scope of our critical work and underestimate the power that our discipline
makes available to us. The explication of the masterpieces is something thal obviously needs to be
done and that critics are trained to perform. But this provides us with a foundation to build upon; it
does not define the only - or even the central - tavk of criticism.
We should, I believe, adopt a more flexible, wide-ranging, and adventurrnls attitude towards
criticism, and should not confine ourselves to "close reading" and common-sen~eevaluations of
~
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adequately examine the ways in which the academic institution imposes constraints on "critical
practice."But Belsey herself takesnoteof the"incomplete"rtateof her workand isaware thatmany
"ouertionr" remain (see .
DD.
. 143-46). And because she recognizes the limitations of her study, I do
not want to press them too hard. Critical Practice is a challenging book, and, as Belsey remarks. the
omissionsarldflawsin her arguments
should not be"areason for retreat."They simply indicate tour
that much more work needs to be done.
TI. Tony Bennett'sForrnalisrn ondMowism is alsoan excellent book, and is even more radical, in
its wlitical orientation and its arguments,
than Belsey'r Critical Practice. In his opening
- chapter,
Bennett deals very well with the relations between "criticism and literature"; and in the middle
chapters, he presents one of thebest critiques of Russian Formalism thal I have encountered. But the
most provocative aspect of Bennett's book lies in his discussion of Marxist criticism, where he
shrewdly defines the limits of the Marxist critical tradition and outlines his revisions of it. "Marxist
criticism," Bennett concluder,

has hitherto proceeded on the assumption that every literary text has its politics inscribed
within it and that the role of Marxist criticism is to enunciate this politics, to give it voice by
making it explicit. This political essentialism must be broken with. The tent does not have a
politics which is separable from the determinations which work upon it or the position it
occupies within the disposition of the field of ctxltural relations. The task which faces Marxist
criticism is not that of reflecting or of bringing to light the politics which is already there, as a
latent presence within the text which has but to be made manifest. It is that of nctiuely
the tert, of mokinb.its ~oliticsfor it, by producinga new position for it within the
field of cultural relations and, thereby, new forms of use and effectivity within the broader
social process.
(pp. 167-68)
Marxists. Bennett argues, have mistakenly assumed that texts carry or bear their awn political
meanings, and that it is the job of thecritic to unpack andcomment on them. But in Bennetthview,
there is nosuch thing as a text that "intrinrieally"parserrer political meanings.The critic makes the
text political, creating the politics for it.
This argument has dramatic consequences not only for the Marxist tradition but also, mare
generally, for our understanding of the role of the reader, the task of the critic, and the political
dimension of critical work. For Bennett, criticism entails conflict and appropriation; we impose our
meanings on texts, and weengage in a struggle to gain acceptance far our reading - which means
making it gain sway over other readings that compete with our own. "The activity of criticism,"
Bennett maintains,
isitrelf apre-eminentlypoliticolexercise. Far the textron whichMarxist criticism worksare, in
a sense,already "occupied." They are already filled with interpretations. The way in which
they are appropriated is already determined by the uses to which they are put in the social
process. Given this, the quest for an objective ''science'' of the literary tert is illusory. The
literary tert has no single or uniquely privileged meaning, no single or uniquely privileged
effect that can be abstracted from the ways in which criticism itself works upon and mediates
the rece~tionof that text. In this sense, literature is not something
- tobestudied: it is an area to
be occupied. The question is not what literatere's political effects are but what they might be
made to be - not in a forever and once-and-for-all sense but in a dynamic and changing
- way
- b y the operations of Marxist criticism.
( P 137)

-

From one point of view, this represents a curious blend of Marxism and the reader-response
criticism developed by Stanley Fish. Bennett nowhere mentions Fish, but his Marxist theory of
~ n ~ ~ r p r ~ r aha>
t t ocia^
~ n a f f ~ t , i ~ i e811.
> the tl>e<>r\
of the reader'5 comtrw t ~ o n01 rrtem~r~g
11;aI FI>II
artir~latp5~n is Then u Tvrr irt Tlue (:laes2. ?he \urhonrq ,,f Interprelm~C*mnlt(wlw> 1960
Like Fish, Bennett maintainsthat the reader makes meaningand, in effect, "produces" the text. The
reader constructs the text, decides upon the traditions within which it will be located, determiner
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to the power of the reader; and he thus advances Fish's work in one direction only to modify and
perhaps subvert it altogether in another.
Bennett's declarations on behalf of the reader are forthright. His theory, he explains, defines
"reading" as a powerful act af "political intervention":

.

It doesnot restore to the text contradictions which were "always there" but hidden from view;
it reads cmtrodictims into the tert. It doesnot reflect a work of transformation an ideological
forms that literary tents can be said always to have ~ossessed,like some secret essence which
criticism has only recently discovered; it makes such texts effect a work of transformation on
those forms of significntion which are said to be ideological.
(pp. 146-47)
Ultimately, there is no such thing as "the text."
There is no pure text, no fixed and final form of the tent which conceals a hidden truth which
has but to be nenetrated for criticism to retire. its task completed. There is no once-and-for-all.
Iinal truth about the text which criticismis forever in the process of acquiring. The text always
and onlv exists in a varietv of historically concrete forms. . . . It in in this deep and radical way
that each age, by producing its own texts, produces its own literature.
(P- 148)
In these passages and in others like them, Bennett assigns ''productive" power to the reader,
who intervenes in the tert and generatesitrpolitics. But in stillother passages, heslipsin statements
that attribute meaning to the text - as though the text daes contribute, after all, to thecreation of a
meaningful politics of interpretation. Often there statements are barely visible in Bennett's writing,
for they occurin themidst of hisaffirmationson behalf of thereader. Rennettsays, for example, that
while the "literary text may, by virtue of its intrinsic properties, determine to a certain extent the
way in which it is 'consumed' or read, it daes not do so entirely" (pp. 134-35). Later, in his final
chapter, heohserves that ouractsof readingareconditioned, "in part by the text itis true, but also by
the whole enscmblc of ideological relationships which bear upon the incessant production and
reprodrrctionaf terts" (pp. 174-75). Bennett'semphasis is clear: hedirectsour attention towards the
productive acts performed by the reader. Yet the text keeps sliding hack into his theory; it has
"intrinsicpropertiesmandatleast partially "conditions" how weread. Inaddition, Bennett concedes
that the reader who "producer" is also "produced" by the network of "ideological relationships"
within which he or she is located. On the one hand, Rennett exalts the reader as the maker of
meaning; his political radicalism depends on viewing the reader as a powerful agent, one that
authorizes interpretationsand impares them upon the tert. But at thesame time that headvacatesa
form of reader-power, Bennett also stresses the meaningful capacity of the text and the informing
presence of "ideological relationships." Both cut against his desire to place full faith in the
productive role of the reader.
Thedifficulty here is not that Bennett errs in attributing- power to the text and to ideology, but
rdthrr that he fa~<<rorr;plalrn
hon thu punrr influrwr\ ,r iletractsftom rhar uicldrd I,? chcr'advr
rea,l ~ . l ~ t t cmwnmg\
al
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want to imply that interpreters wagebattles over a void orblank space: and so he fills the category of
~
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the "text" even as he is laboring mightily to empty it and designate the reader a the maker of
meaning.
A reader-based politics is a thrilling prospect, but an alarming one as well, as Bennett's troubled
and contradictory account implies. Bennett has to highlight the text in some way;atherwise, he risks
suggesting that readers do not strive to occupy "something," but rather construct and produce
"something" out of nothing. This would lead to the view that there are no texts, just readers
competingforpre-eminence and reeking toimpose their interpretationsonothers, in order tomake
others produce the same texts that they do. And it is thisview of interpretiveconduct that, lsuspect,
Bennett glimpses, in the midst of his heady calls for creative, interventionist reading, and that he
cannot accept
111. Literary critics and teachers have always been edgy a b u t politics, and urnally strive to
distance or detach politics from their discipline. But in recent years, the politics of interpretation,
fed by a growing interest in Marxism, has begun to emerge as an important concern. Richard
Ohrnann, for instance, has stated that we must "teach palitically with revolution as our end"
(English in America: A Radical View of the P~ofession,p. 335). And Fredric Jamesan has argued
for "the priority of the political interpretation of literary tents" (The Political Unconscious:
Narrative as a Sodally Symbolic Act, p. 17). Edward Said, Michael Ryan, Gayatri Spivak, and
others have made vital contrihutionr to this ~0liticaldebate; and Belsev and Bennett, in their
different but related wayr, also engage the political problems that interpretation raises.
Rut while it is necessary,I think, to acknowledge the "politics of interpretation" as a field for
study, we should realize - and guard against - the dangers of understanding literature and
criticism in wholly political terms. Perhaps the foremast of there, as Gerald Graff has argued in
several recent essays, is equating literary analysis with political analysis, and in assuming that a
"radical" literary theory illuminates, in some real and forceful manner, apolitical factor dispute. As
Graff rightly points out. "literary politics" can all t w easily become a substitute for an actual
politics.
Much stimdating work an thepoliticsof interpretation is now underway, but it ismostly in its
early stages. All of us are aware that our teaching and criticism h a w a pnlitical dimension and
impact, but we are not yet in possession of a "language" that will enable us to describe just how
politics informs and radiates from what we do. The kind of teaching that we favor, the type of
criticism that we write and promote, the inclusions and exclusions evident in our reading lists-all
of this testifies toapoliticalstand or commitment. But toray thismerely giverusapoint of departure
forconductingananalysisof thepoliticsof interpretationand thepolitical power of the"institution"
of literature. We are still in the process of discovering the areas of our work where politics are truly
present andvitally important - theareas where politics entersintoour practiceinsignificant ways,
dictating or determining the slant of our interpretations. And we are still devising and refining a
discourse that will enable us to dercribz the politics of interpretation cogently - a discourse that is
insightful and revelatory, and that remembers the differences - even as it seeks the relationships
between - paliticr and literature.

JackMatthews, Dubfous Persuasions. Raltimore: TheJohns HapkinsUniversity Press, 1981,155pp.
$10.95 (cloth).
Anthony E. Stockanes. Ladies WhoKnit fora Living Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1981,131
PP. $6.95 (paper).
Surely that long-suffering god who frets over readers must besmiling now -smiling hecause
the dark times appear over far generous-hearted folk who, like Ray Carver, want their stories
without "tricks." There was a time, it seems, when fiction - or was itfictiom, or ficc<ones?- did
everything but tell stories. Oh, they were artful, to be true, precious cut 'n paste ticky-tack, clever
poet-modern-ismo hootchy-koo far word-weavers of the coy and self-important ilk. One saw stories
that were, uh, constructions, astemblages, A-V sleight-of-hand, and experiments; stories that fled
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"realism" for the rare airs of "Neo-Eabulism"; stories, shucks, that weren't even meant to be read.
One wished in those days of yore for stories in which characters did not suffer what Tom Wolfe
called "Nameless Dread"; stories in which people, more or less ourselves, trotted by us with names
and pasts and, yes, even understandable motivations; stories which, to paraphrase Miss Welty,
happened somewhere. if only in the alien but honest Never-Never Land of the imagination; stories
which huckstered, not theme (wasn't it thesame messageanyway?), but character in all its grit and
glary. Well, smile again, buckaroos, because though Dem Dreads are still with us, now they've got
names.. . and hair and eyeteeth and ptspore.
In many ways, Duhious Psrswctions,Jack Matthows'third collection of fiction, addressesdread
straight on, in youth and in age, "in a world that was just naturally upside down," in the wise and
those wishing to be, and in all "the turmoils and confusions of sex." It's an address which measures
"the arbitrary character of most human meanings" and does so patiently, felicitously, primarily by
breathing into character Heartache and the courage to face it, even to name it. In "The Last
Abandonment," far example, our sufferer is hawk-nosed Howard Sibley, convalescing at the Pine
Bluff Lodge, whore front porch overlooks a lake that conceals, sixty feet under and two miles over,
his birthplace. Aging, with confusionand without grace. Iloward is haunted. by hisdead wifeTillie
and bv a resident coquette named Sylvia Kate. who is less a woman than ''an act of Gad, like a
tempest or a mud slide." As in many of these seventeen stories, little happens in the way of High
Adventure or Prime Time Showdown. Rather, Matthews quietly edges his hero toward the dread of
"connection": ", . recent eventsoften rubshaulderspresumptuously with those of long ago, and an
old man may gaze upon a young girl who reminds him of a high school sweetheart, calrsing her
image tomerge.. .with that of a woman long dead, someaf whosechildren, even, may be restingin
the -grave. What a resurrection is this; and what a connection!" What results, in addition t o a broken
collarbone and a n ego whip-rawedhy gnilt and desire, isa "terriblebeauty . .more awful and more
true than anything he had ever known." As usual, Matthews is precise and meet, his stories whale
and wholesome, his superior talents those which serve the "Last Word. . . against which there is no
rebuttal, no explanation, no riposte, no defense."
Equally welcome, equally full of fine fears,is Ladies Who KnitforaLiuing, whoseninestories
address thedreadof not connecting. Like Matthews' people, Stockanes'arefamiliar and important:
a rumpled businessman, a paperboy learning the hard news of sex, a family thrust together by a
father's slaw dying, a nursing home attendant, an Army non-com doing the dirty work of death, a
woman contemplating divorce. These stories feature those who cling to "wistful optimism, the hope
that the dead end is actually unfinished and someone has left a tiny crack [one]can squeeze through.
To another dead end, equally incomplete." The title story, for instance, gives us a 68-);ear-old
Chicagoan with a bum heart, a tiring mistress, a tired wife, an insensitive partner, and fearsome
dreams. He is, likeur all, a lady who knits for a living: " 'It'sso - soquiet, socomplete, you get the
whole idea - bang, just like that. Just sitting there your whole life, just knitting away, miles and
milesof yarnstrungoutbehind you, ne~erfinishingan~thing,
just knittingaway,spendingdayafter
d a y . . .' " Stockanes isa surecraftsman; and if, at times, he seems more slow than deliberate, more
busy than passionate (as hedoesin "At The Border," whichlacks thetextureof place togiveit much
authority), it is that he seeks, as dws the heroine in "Mr. Eustice,"a relief which is "a brief and
fragile thing."
These are stories by writers who've done the hard work - no subterfuges to avoid the burden
and joys of character, no trendy structural ploys for the reader to cut his intellect on, no smug
double-speak -just the hard, necessary work (albeit moresharply focused, more expertly rendered
in Matthews'bwk) of. say Living and Persuading . . indubiously.

.

LEE K. ABBOTT,JR.
Case Western Reserve Unfoersitu
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CONTRIBUTORS
FREDERICK BARTHELME, recipient of a 1979-80 NEA fellowship, is director of Creative
Writing at Southern Mississippi and editor of the Mississippi Reuiew.
JAMES BROOKS is a widely published alumnus of the Iowa Writers' Workshop His poetry has
appeared in such periodicals as the Cold Mountain Redno, Tmce, Uzzano, and Sparrow.
D.4VID(:ITIVO. Auwirt? I'rufcsrorof F ~ ~ g lat
~ rOlotoSlale
h
Ilniversily al Marlon and editor of the
('ornftelrl Rpt.ieu, IS the 3uth0r 01 leer I(tte\ o n d Orhvr f'r,em>
ROSANNE COGGESHALL teaches at Hollinr College. Her mmt recent SCR publication, "Lamb
Saysw(Spring 1981). was chosen by John Gardner for inclrlrion in The Best Americnn Short
Stories 1982.
LAURENCE DONOVAN, poet and graphic artist, teaches literature at the University of Miami. In
addition to appearing in periodicals such as Accent, his poems have been included in the
Borestone Anthology Best Poems of 1968 and 1970.
M. BANNING EYRE isarnusician wholivesand worksin Madrid, New Merim. Hegraduated from
Wesleyan University in June 1980, one year after working with Naipaul.
JANE HIXON is an MFA student at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, currently working an her
thesis, a group of poems entitled Marginal Notes.
CLAYTON HUBBS, A
ing a bmk on Che
Plays of Chekhov

:rsor of Literature at Hampshire College, is prerently romplet-

contemporary theatre. His "The Function of Repetition in the
n the June 1979 issue of Modern Drama.

WARREN LEAMON teaches modem literature and creative writing at the University of Georgia.
Hehas published poetry, fiction, and criticism in periodicah such as Hihernia, Modem Dmma,
and T b Soufhern Review.
ELISABETH MURAWSKI, an employee of the U. S. Census Bureau, has published widely in
periodicals such as The New Republic, the Virginio Quarterly Redew. Carolina Quarterly,
and Descant.
JOYCE CAROL OATES is the distinguished author of such works of fiction as Do With Me What
You Will and Expensiw People. Her writing has gained her numerous literary prizes including
the National Bmk Award, two 0. Henry Prizes, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and a National
Institute of Arts and Letters Rorenthal Foundation Award.
LOUIS PHILLIPS is the author of short stories appearing in the W a s m ReDiew and The Nassau
Review and of numerous full-length plays produced at the Callanader Theatre Lab in New
York.
PRISCILLA R4VDOLPlI's poetry has appeered in Besf Portns of 1936 Huretone \lol~nlain
P,,rtr) .Awards 1477 , t h e \ational Porlry :\rvnrlotlon Annuol Anthology ofCol1,llvgr Poetry,
and elsewhere.
PAULA RANKIN, a teaching fellow in the doctoral program in English at Vanderbilt University, is
the author of Bv t k Wreckmaster's Cottape
- and of over two hundred wems nublished in a
variety of periodicals.
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JOHN ROSENWALD teaches at Beloit College where he helps edit the Beloit Poetry Jamml. He
has poems published or forthcoming in numerous little magazines, including the Literary
Review, the Kansos Quarterly, and Pnintbnrsh.
BEN SATTERFIELDwasborn in Troy, North Carolina and educated in California and Texas. He
is a frequent contributor to national literary, mystery, science fiction, and men's interest
magazines.
SANDRA SCHOR teaches writing at Queens College, CUNY. Her stories and pwmr haveappeared
in the Carleton Mtsrxllony, Centennial Reutew, Ploughshares, and elsewhere. This is her
second story to appear in The South Carolina Review.
BUFORD SCRIVNER is a librarian and teacher in the Library Science program at Bemidji State
University. His publications include short stories and scholarly articles.
CATHY SMITH-BOWERS teaches English and journalism at Lancaster High Schwl, Lancaster,
South Carolina. She has published in theDavidsa Miscelhy, Agora, ColdMountain Review,
Kudzu, and elsewhere.
ANTHONY STCXIKANES is the author of Lodies N'ho Kntt /mo 1.mng .rev~swedin this i\sue)
Hi~<turirshavr
appcarrd in periodlcals,ucllas the SpuwneeRernuw, ProzneSchounn, arid thc
North American Reutew
TRYGVE THORESON has taught English at Northwestern University, Mundelein College, the
University of Illinois, and the Universite de Provence, Aii-en-Provence,France. He is currently serving on the college editorial staff of Scott Foresman and Company.
VIRGINIA WALTER is a graduate of the University of New Hampshire Poetry Writing Program.
She has published in Aegls and Aldebaran.
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Few have contributed as much to the study of Snnthern literature as
Hugh Holman. He wrote or edited more than twenty books. edited the
Southern Literary Journal, and he was a major \Volfe and Simms
scholar. No one taught more teachers of Southern literature or taught
them better. One of his honorary degrees given for his contributions to
literature and to education was from Clemson University in his native
state of South Carolina. In Windows on the World Hugh Holman
countered the Richard Chase thesis that the romance as form is the
stapleof American fiction with a well reasoned argument for realism as
form and social criticism as content in American fiction. In memory of
Hugh Holman for his contributions to Southern literature, to American
literature, and to the study of fiction we plan to devote the Fall 1983
issue of The South Carolina Review to a regxamination of realism in
American fiction. General topics and topics on realism in specific
works are invited. Articles should be received by April 1, 1983.
SPECIALISSUE: Realism in American Fiction
Fall 1983
DEADLINE: April 1, 1983
REFERENCE: C. Hugh Holman, Windows on the World (Knoxville, Tennessee), 1979.
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